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In general this happens and is
good practice but by making this
statement as above it implies the
referral must be made and
doesn’t take into account the
consent of the patient (if he/she
has mental capacity) or their
relatives views if they are acting
as advocates and in the patient’s
best interests. As professionals
we may feel the referral needs to
be made and the patient does
need input but they need to give
consent to this referral
“the capacity to resolve the
majority of problems experienced
by people with stroke and their
families and carers.” This could
be misconstrued by the patient
or relative to mean all problems
including those pre-existing will
be resolved. This would have

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree consent would
need to be obtained.

Thank you the recommendation
has been amended.
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implications if the patient
expected problems such as loss
of income or unsuitable housing
issues to be resolved by the NHS.
I agree problems that have arisen
since stroke should be addressed
and where possible resolved but
this statement suggests the
majority of the problems will be
resolved.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

For example if a stroke happened
to a young person who was the
sole wage earner and was unable
to resume their previous
employment due to their
disability and this meant they
were unable to afford their large
mortgage etc whilst advice would
be given by social worker
regarding avenues to pursue it
may mean they have to sell the
house and move to something
smaller or rented if they cannot
meet their mortgage
commitments. May be the
statement could be worded “the
capacity to advise and if possible
resolve the majority of problems
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that have arisen since the stroke
and impact on the person and
their families and carers”.
In general this happens and is
good practice but by making this
statement as above it implies the
referral must be made and
doesn’t take into account the
consent of the patient (if he/she
has mental capacity) or their
relatives views if they are acting
as advocates and in the patient’s
best interests. As professionals
we may feel the referral needs to
be made and the patient does
need input but they need to give
consent to this referral.
Reviewing the family and carers
training needs is possible whilst
there is contact with specialist
stroke services. Once the
specialist services are no longer
involved the responsibility will lie
with the care agencies, are they
bound by this guidance?

unless reworded this statement
could lead patients who have

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment, we
will emphasise the need for
consent within the introduction
of the guideline.

NICE guidance is produced for the
NHS. The focus of this guideline
is on services provided by the
NHS whatever the setting and
also the interface between health
and social care services to
improve communication,
organisation and delivery of care
where both agencies are
involved.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG disagree that this is
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reached their potential
constantly expecting ongoing
rehab. It may be better worded
“Inform people after stroke that
they can self-refer with the
support of a GP if they need
further advice or assessment for
the possibility of further stroke
rehabilitation services”
Guideline Development group
members - In the responses you
state that nutrition is outside the
scope of this guideline, but how
was this decided without any
dietetic input? It seems as if that
decision was made prior to the
group membership being
decided, yet who, other than a
dietitian, could provide that
expert opinion?
3.1 Guideline Summary - Core
multidisciplinary team - no
dietitian in team, not even access
to dietitian indicated.
The All Wales Stroke Dietitians
group believes Dietitians should
be part of the core MDT for the
following reasons:

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
implied as the recommendation
states this would usually be
trough a GP or other named
health professional contact.

The decision on what to include
in the scope is as a result of
stakeholder consultation. The
GDG are formed after the scope
has been agreed.

The recommendation states the
composition of the core MDT as
agreed through the Delphi
consensus survey. We agree that
other health professionals may
be required to join this team,
including dietitians depending on
the needs of the individual
patient. Other services have been
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We are recognised as part of the
core team in the acute phase and
in this document NICE have no
contention with us being part of
ESD, but in your responses from
the first draft we are unable to
find your reasoning for dietitians
not being part of the core
rehabilitation MDT(other than
those in section 5.2.2). It appears
that dietitians are not part of the
core stroke rehabilitation team
because there were no review
questions, outcomes or evidence
discussed/found and therefore
there is a presumption that we
have very little input on the
rehabilitation units.
Even if all dietetic activity is
‘covered’ elsewhere in NICE
documents (CG 32&68) this does
not mean that we have minimal
input. NICE (2006 CG32) states
that between 27-100% of stroke
patients present with dysphagia
and 27% will still have dysphagia
at day 7. A significant proportion

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
indicated within the guideline
recommendations.
Nutrition and dietetics were not
included within the scope of the
guideline because NICE guidance
already existed that was relevant
to the stroke population (CG32
and CG68).
The guideline covers patients
who are in recovery period (subacute). When reviewing the
literature papers that included
the acute phase were excluded
and the majority of those
covering the rehabilitation period
were populations two weeks or
more post stroke.
Secondary prevention guidance
has been given by cross referring
to other relevant NICE guidance
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of these have nasogastic feeding
or require texture modified diets
and fluids. This, alongside those
at risk of malnutrition, without
dysphagia, provide us with a
considerable ongoing workload

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Our treatment and input does
not stop at the end of day 14,
which is where your guidelines
for rehabilitation start. All the
patients from the previous point
still need reviewing, care plan
adjustment and advice/planning
for discharge. In addition, new
referrals are generated from
nurse and SLT screening.
After day 14, those who need
long term tube feeding would
have a Gastrostomy placed.
Bapen’s British Artificial Nutrition
Survey (2010) shows that there
were 3,282 new registrations in
2009 for artificial feeding in the
community and 42% of these
were predominantly for patients
who have had a stroke. This is a
conservative figure as not all
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hospitals responded to the
survey. All of these patients
would have been ‘managed’ by
dietitians prior to their hospital
discharge and this is essential for
ESD purposes.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Additionally, secondary
prevention advice is advised to
be given within acute guidelines
(RCP 2008, NICE CG68) but the
majority of patients are,
understandably, unreceptive to
this in the first couple of weeks.
So, although this guideline states
secondary prevention is outside
its remit, this is a significant part
of our role in the rehabilitation
phase, where, as experts, we
judge this to be the most
appropriate time to give this for
best compliance, often with
ongoing follow up on discharge.
This guideline states that
rehabilitation commences at 2
weeks post stroke, but in Wales,
our Stroke Improvement
Programme driver diagrams and
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care bundles require us to
commence rehabilitation at day 7
for 6 weeks (Improving outcomes
following stroke by improving
early rehabilitation (2010) 1000
lives campaign). Dietitians are
part of the core team and
involved in the care bundles with
data on their interventions
captured across Wales. The
Welsh Stroke Improvement
Programme is now working on
the Life After Stroke care bundles
and dietitians across Wales are
part of these teams, as we were
for the acute and rehabilitation
phases.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

To not acknowledge that
dietitians are part of the core
MDT in this guideline also goes
against the recommendation of
the RCP (2008) National Clinical
Guideline for Stroke which states
“each stroke rehabilitation unit
and service should be organised
as a single team of staff with
specialist knowledge and
experience of stroke and
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neurological rehabilitation
including: consultant physician(s);
nurses; physiotherapists;
occupational therapists; speech &
language therapists; dietitians;
clinical psychologists; social
workers” (p30).
The Group asks that the GDG
addresses this inconsistency and
add dietitians to the core MDT as
an acknowledgement of our
considerable contribution to
stroke rehabilitation, or please
give detailed justification as to
why you will not.
Key Priorities and full list of
recommendations - Swallowing
treatment 3 sessions per week
with SALT which has implications
for referrals to dietitians for
nutritional assessment of
adequacy of any altered
consistency diet.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation, however
the GDG have reviewed the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.

Provide nutritional support to
people with dysphagia in line
with recommendations in
Nutritional Support in adults
PLEASE NOTE: Comments received in the course of consultations carried out by the Institute are published in the interests of openness and
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(NICE Clinical Guideline 32) and
Stroke (NICE Clinical Guideline
65) but no reference to referral
required to dietitian within these
documents.
4 & 4.1 - None relating to
nutrition or hydration.

9.

SH

All Wales
Stroke
Dietitians
Group

4

Full

34
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SH

All Wales
Stroke
Dietitians
Group

5

Full

40

4.2 - It appears as if none relating
to nutrition or hydration
searched.

11.
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All Wales
Stroke
Dietitians
Group

6

Full

41

4.3 - It appears as if none relating
to nutrition or hydration
considered.

12.
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All Wales
Stroke
Dietitians
Group

7

Full

72

5.2.2 - See comments for number
2 (page 20) above.
In section 5.2.2 dealing with
consensus for membership of the
core multidisciplinary stroke

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Cross reference has been made
to Nutrition support in adults,
Stroke and Lipid modification
NICE guidance for
recommendations on nutrition,
diet and hydration support.
Cross reference has been made
within the guideline, to other
NICE guidance on Nutrition
support in adults, Stroke and
Lipid modification for
recommendations on nutrition,
diet and hydration support.
Cross reference has been made
to Nutrition support in adults,
Stroke and Lipid modification
NICE guidance for
recommendations on nutrition,
diet and hydration support.
Thank you for your comment.
Both nutritionists and dieticians
were the professions included in
the Delphi survey and this has
been corrected in the guideline,
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team, highlights that
‘pharmacists and Nutritionist did
not reach consensus’ Dietitians
are not nutritionists! Our role and
training is very different. The fact
that our title is not correct would
surely only confuse the panel.
This only highlights again, that
without dietetic input within the
panel our role and contribution
cannot be fairly assessed.
6 - After admission patient
required to have nutritional
assessment which may action a
referral to the dietitian.
6.13 - MUST screening mentioned
but no action to refer to dietitian
if high risk of malnutrition score.

6.14 - Patient should have
nutritional status assessed even if

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
however consensus was not
reached for either. The GDG
recognise that access to other
services is important and have
specified the range of services
that may be required within a
recommendation, including
dietitians.

Thank you for your comment.
We agree with screening for
nutritional status.
Thank you for your comment.
Even though the MUST screening
tool did not reach consensus we
recommended to screen for
nutritional status
(recommendation 17 page 114).
It is assumed that the
comprehensive assessment
referred to in recommendation
18 would be conducted by an
appropriate professional without
needing to specify.
We agree, and nutritional status
has been included. The
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patients and thereby maintain or
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hydration if swallowing affected.
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Full

All
doc

Whole Document - No section
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draft.
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Full
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We were surprised to note that
despite previous feedback from
multiple stakeholders, the GDG
decided not to fully cover
treatments for spasticity in the
guideline. Such treatments were
clearly potentially in scope based
on Section 4.2.1a of the Scoping
Document “Interventions used
within the primary, secondary
and tertiary care setting” and
were not listed in 4.2.2 “Clinical
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Group
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in rehabilitation.
Dietitian should be involved in
goal setting.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
recommendations made on goal
setting do not preclude a
dietician being involved if it was
appropriate.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation, however
the GDG have reviewed the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Nutrition was not included in the
scope of this guideline, but
reference has been made to
other NICE guidance (CG 32 and
68) which the GDG consider
relevant to a stroke population.
The GDG agree that this is an
important area and consideration
was given to the inclusion of
spasticity as part of the additional
work undertaken, however it was
recognised that this was too large
a topic to include within the time
available. This topic will be
considered for inclusion when
updating the guideline.
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issues that will not be covered”.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Up to 38% of stroke patients
(Summerfield 2004, Watkins
2002) have long term issues with
spasticity following acute stroke
and the use of injected botulinum
toxin A forms one of the main
treatment options for many of
these patients. The use of
botulinum toxin A in the
treatment of post-stroke
spasticity has been studied in
many peer-reviewed publications
and there is good evidence both
for its efficacy (Esquenazi 2012)
and cost-effectiveness (Doan
2012).
Access to botulinum toxin A
treatment varies significantly
according to locality across
England & Wales and by
excluding consideration of this
treatment, the guideline is
missing an opportunity to correct
this inequality or even further
exacerbate it.
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We believe that it is important
that the final version of the
guideline should cover this
important treatment option or as
a minimum make it clear that it
will be covered elsewhere in
future NICE guidelines or
evidence summaries relating to
the treatment of post-stroke
spasticity in adults. The reader of
the guideline should not be left
to believe that this treatment has
been left out of the guideline
because it is not an important
option or because there is any
lack of data to support its use.
General comment:
ACPIN welcomes the changes
made to the early guidelines and
recognises the responses to
stakeholder comments. We also
commend the work that has been
undertaken to date to drive up
the provision of post-stroke care
across the UK. We feel these
guidelines will facilitate this aim.
We do feel, however, that
aspects of this document need to
be more patient centred and our

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for contributing to the
consultation process. The GDG
have reviewed and revised the
recommendations, which now
include the patient’s needs and
wishes and ensure both they and
their family or carers are fully
supported throughout the
rehabilitation pathway.
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feedback reflects our concerns
that this ethos does not always
feel core to the
recommendations. We hope our
comments are constructive in
bringing the focus back to this
key priority.

19.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology

2

NICE

9

1.1.4

ACPIN welcomes the
recommendation to document
and communicate the roles of the
stroke rehabilitation team to the
person and their carers, but no
mention is made of how this will
be done, particularly for people
with communication difficulties.

20.
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3

NICE

10

1.1.7

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG believe this has been
covered in the ‘providing support
and information’ section of the
guideline where a
recommendation has been given
to take into account specific
impairments such as aphasia and
cognitive impairments.
ACPIN suggests that more
Thank you for your comment.
concrete guidance be stated
This recommendation has been
regarding the review of
amended. The GDG consider that
family/carer training needs. We
family members and carers
suggest: “Review family
support and needs have been
members/carers training needs at addressed throughout the
the 6 and 12 month intervals”.
guideline pathway.
We also stress the importance of
stating how the communication
of this training is to be
implemented and where families
can seek further advice when
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discharged from the stroke unit.
With this in mind, we
recommend the addition of: “All
training that has been
undertaken with family members
should to be added to the
patient’s joint care plan”. We also
recommend the addition of: “on
discharge into the community
sign post family members/carers
to the community manual
handling team”.
ACPIN welcomes the concerns
about the home environment
that a person is discharged to.
We are unclear; however, what
constitutes an “enabling
environment”. What does this
mean and what happens if the
environment is not deemed
“enabling”? There could be
implications for timing and
appropriateness of discharge if
this is not made clear.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

We suggest that voluntary
movement should be added to
the screening list. This will aid
further assessment of motor

Thank you for your comment, the
recommendation refers to the
assessment of position, moving
and handling and we think

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation has been
amended.
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function and highlight risk factors
associated with impaired
movement. We also recommend
the inclusion of seating in the
bullet points as implementing
appropriate seating is
fundamental as early as possible
in the assessment process.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
voluntary movement is covered
by these. A recommendation has
been made to provide
equipment, including specialist,
seating regardless of setting as
part of the discharge assessment.

What is the time frame between
screening and a comprehensive
assessment being carried out?
We suggest being more concrete
with this recommendation e.g.
the RCP guidelines recommend a
maximum of 72 hours between
screening and full assessment.
ACPIN wishes to highlight the use
of incorrect terminology in this
recommendation. We believe
that the term “power” has been
included incorrectly. When
referring to muscle function,
muscle power is defined as the
product of the moment produced
by the muscle and the angular
velocity. Speed of movement is
important in this definition. In
most neurological assessments

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG believes that the time
frame between screening and a
comprehensive assessment
should be based on the individual
needs of the person who has had
a stroke.

Neurology

23.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology

6

NICE

13

1.2.2

24.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology

7

NICE

13

1.2.3

Thank you for your comment.
This has been amended to use
the word ‘strength’.
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clinicians will be ascertaining the
maximum force a muscle
produces i.e. muscle strength,
when using tools such as the MRC
scale. It is unusual for speed to be
considered, particularly in the
absence of specialist equipment.
We advise that the term “power”
be replaced by “muscle
strength”.
ACPIN recommends the inclusion
of “current physical function” to
this list so a direct comparison
can be made to previous
functional status in preparation
for goal setting. The term
“Impairment of body functions” is
too broad on its own and does
not stress the importance of the
inclusion of physical functioning
in the assessment.
ACPIN is concerned that the two
outcome measures suggested in
the recommendation are clinician
scored. There is no suggestion of
a patient reported outcome
measure (PROM). It is just as
important to include a mandatory
PROM. This omission does not

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
We disagree. We think physical
functions are covered by activity
limitations, impairments and
functions.

Thank you for your comment.
The two measures given in the
recommendation are the only
ones that reached consensus in
the Delphi survey. The
recommendation states that
robust standardised measures be
used, therefore others could be
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support a patient centred
approach to the organisation and
objectives of stroke care. The
Stroke Impact Scale (version 3)
has been recommended in a
previous review of PROMs in
stroke
http://phi.uhce.ox.ac.uk/pdf/PRO
Ms_Oxford_Stroke_17092010.pd
f
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included as well as the NIHSS and
Barthel.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology

10

NICE

13

1.2.9

1.2.9 ACPIN welcomes the
changes made to the section on
goal setting and recognise that
progress that has been made
with reaching a consensus on the
topic. However there are some
points which require further
clarification.
We would request a change to
the wording that goals for
rehabilitation ‘are challenging but
achievable’. There is evidence
that the emphasis on ‘achievable’
can lead to a more professionally
led process, whereby choice and
agreement about the ‘right’ goals
is controlled by professionals. The
process of goal setting can be

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree that a
collaborative approach is
important when agreeing and
setting goals, but consider the
wording does reflect the patient
being at the centre of the process
and fully involved in all decisions
taken.
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used as a method of supporting
self-management and confidence
in the longer term and as such
rehabilitation should enable
people to choose goals of value
and develop strategies to work
towards them. There is also the
risk that having the word
‘achievable’ will be reinterpreted
as using SMART goals, for which
there is no substantive evidence.
It is not clear why goal setting
meetings should be timetabled
into the working week. Again this
denotes a professionally led
process which is not necessarily
supportive of enabling choice and
control over goals. We would
suggest that the wording be
modified to state ‘are timetabled
to ensure that the person and
their carer/family can take part’
We would urge that it is also
stated in this guideline, that goals
are ‘person centred’, whilst we
understand this is open to
interpretation it denotes a more
collaborative approach to the
process which is currently not

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
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evident. In 1.2.11 ‘explanation of
the process ‘ could be reworded
to state that ‘ an explanation of
how they can take an active part
in their rehabilitation and goals’,
or that ‘goal setting will be
carried out in partnership with
their rehabilitation team’. This
aligns more closely to the current
DH and Kings Fund guidance on
supporting people with long term
conditions to self-care. Goal
setting is a critical component of
self-management/self-care.
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28.

SH

11

NICE

14

1.2.10

ACPIN stresses that we should
always include family/carer or
support, as standard and not
routine.

Thank you for your comment. We
agree and this is addressed
within the recommendation.

29.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology
Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology

12

NICE

14

1.2.12

ACPIN are concerned by the
statement ‘Give people copies of
their goals for stroke
rehabilitation after each goalsetting meeting’. This again
denotes a professionally
controlled process for goal
setting which is counter to the
current research on goal setting

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have emphasised that
they are agreed goals, and that
the process is fully explained.
Recommendations state that
information should be provided
in an appropriate way taking into
account particular needs.
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and self-management. This could
be reworded to ‘people are
provided with a record of their
agreed goals’. Giving a copy
suggests that the goals are still
owned by the professional. Also,
there is an assumption that
people will understand the goal
setting process. It needs to be
made clear how the goal setting
process is fully understood,
particularly for people with
communication difficulties.
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SH
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Neurology

13

NICE

22

1.9.7

ACPIN requests clear definitions
of cardio respiratory (or aerobic)
and resistance training to ensure
the correct exercise prescriptions
are selected to safely but
sufficiently challenge people to
ensure effectiveness of this
intervention. Universally
accepted definitions are available
from the American College of
Sports Medicine guidelines and
the prescription appropriate to
people with cardiac disease will
be applicable if a more cautious
approach is preferred (ACSM

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that the
physiotherapist with the
appropriate skills would advise
the person on what exercise
could be safely carried out and
this would vary depending on the
ability of the patient and agreed
goals.
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Guidelines for Exercise Testing
and Prescription, 8th Edition,
2010, Lippincot Williams and
Wilkins, Baltimore, USA).
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1.9.9

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have recommended
that advice be sought from ether
a GP or a therapist in order that
appropriate advice is given.

32.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology

15

NICE

24

1.9.20

ACPIN welcomes this
recommendation. We would
encourage the suggestion of
development of specific guidance
to ensure help is sought
appropriately.
ACPIN welcomes the inclusion of
guidance about management of
shoulder pain which is a common
problem in as many of 50% of
people post stroke. However we
consider the wording to be
ambiguous and open to
misinterpretation. The revised
guideline states that information
on how to prevent pain or
trauma should be given to those
at risk. It is our view that
everyone should receive
information about how to
prevent shoulder pain, for
example avoiding overhead
slings, careful positioning and
support and ensuring that a

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider the
information to be relevant for
those at higher risk of developing
shoulder pain. The GDG have
revised the wording of the
recommendation in light of
comments received.
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weaker arm is handled without
excessive movement. There can
be milder changes in muscle
strength that develop into muscle
imbalances that can lead to
shoulder pain further down the
line. We don't feel it is correct to
state that this is only for people
with changes in power or tone.
In addition the word ‘power’ is
not correct to use in this context.
When referring to muscle
function, muscle power is defined
as the product of the moment
produced by the muscle and the
angular velocity. Speed of
movement is important in this
definition. In most neurological
assessments clinicians will be
ascertaining the maximum force
a muscle produces i.e. muscle
strength, when using tools such
as the MRC scale. It is unusual for
speed to be considered,
particularly in the absence of
specialist equipment. We would
advise that the guideline is
reworded to state
“People with upper limb paralysis

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
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or paresis and/or spasticity may
be more at risk of developing
shoulder pain, but all individuals
and their family and carers
should be given information on
how to prevent pain or trauma to
the shoulder. This can careful
include positioning, avoidance of
overhead slings and excessive
movement”. This is in line with
current evidence: (Bohannon, et
al., 1986; Bohannon and
Andrews, 1990; Black-Schaffer,
Kirsteins and Harvey, 1999;
Dursun, et al., 2000; TurnerStokes and Jackson, 2002;
Zorowitz, Gross and Polinski,
2002; Paci, Nannetti and Rinaldi,
2005).
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SH
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Neurology

16

NICE

24

1.9.21

We feel that this
recommendation is very vague.
We suggest the wording
“Shoulder pain after stroke
should be managed using
appropriate positioning and
specific treatment
interventions to target pain and
underlying impairments such

In the Delphi survey consensus
was only reached for providing
information on shoulder pain and
using positioning for managing
shoulder pain. It was therefore
not possible for the GDG to make
any specific recommendations.
The GDG recognise that this is a
common problem and have made
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as mal-alignment of
joints and/or scapular and glenohumeral muscle imbalance”.

Developer’s Response
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a research recommendation for
an evaluation of different
management strategies to be
undertaken.
Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
deleted by the GDG who agree
that the section on Interface with
social care addresses these issues
adequately.

34.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology

17

NICE

28

1.11.1

ACPIN requests clarification. At
which point on the pathway will
patients be referred to social care
and by whom? It is important to
stress that family carers should
not be included in the number of
allocated carers to guard against
care package breakdown i.e
should be in addition to required
care staff.

35.

SH

18

NICE

28

1.11.3

SH

19

NICE

29

1.11.5

We wish to suggest the inclusion
the 3rd sector in this list. Use of
charities and support group
information/support should be
emphasised.
ACPIN requests clarification as to
who will undertake regular
reviews?

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation includes
stroke support groups, which
may include the voluntary sector.

36.

37.

SH

Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology
Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in
Neurology
Association
of
Physiotherap
ists in

20

Full

78

2

Statement 6- “Seamless transfer
of care from primary to
community care”- this could be
confusing with a growing variety

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree this could be
misleading and have clarified the
meaning within the

Thank you for your comment.
This would be a health
professional involved in the
person’s care.
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of providers- possibly inpatient to
community care would be more
appropriate.
Despite the wealth of written
literature and practice the
importance of good nutrition or
nutritional care in treatment and
secondary prevention remains
only cross referenced in the
document and not included as a
standalone recommendation. The
first round of
feedback/comments picks up on
the specifics of this from the BDA
etc. Is the small line on screening
nutrition status on page 12
supposed to be indicative of the
essential input from dieticians?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
recommendations by stating the
transfer of care is between
hospital and community.
Thank you for your comment.
We agree nutritional care is
important and the GDG have
made a recommendation on
providing access to other health
professionals’ expertise, including
dieticians. As other relevant NICE
guidance for diet and nutritional
care exists cross reference has
been made to these within the
guideline.

23

To ensure that the goals are met,
we would recommend that the
mnemonic ‘SMART’ is used to
describe suitable goals.
Therefore we would rewrite the
guideline as ‘Ensure SMART goalsetting meeting during
rehabilitation: are timetabled
into the working week…’

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG disagree that SMART
goals should be specified. Not all
goals could be measured in this
way and consensus was not
reached for specifying a time
frame. Comments received in the
Delphi survey reflected the need
to have a flexible approach and
that a review of the person’s

Neurology

38.

SH

Avon
Gloucester
Wiltshire &
Somerset
Cardiac and
Stroke
Network

1

39.
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Brain Injury
Rehabilitatio
n Trust
(Independen
t Neurorehabilitation
Providers
Alliance)

4

Gener
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NICE
versio
n

5
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SH

Brain Injury
Rehabilitatio
n Trust
(Independen
t Neurorehabilitation
Providers
Alliance)

5

NICE
versio
n

5

25

We are pleased that the patient
and where appropriate their
family or carer are present when
discussing goals for
rehabilitation.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
goals would vary according to
individual circumstances.
Thank you for your comment.

It is also important to engage
with representatives of the
funding authority and the service
to which the patient will be
discharged in order to ensure all
those involved in the patient’s
long term care are aware of the
goals set and the further needs of
the patient and their family.
This will ensure open
communication between all
involved in the person’s future
care, and also consideration
against the availability of funding.

41.
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Brain Injury
Rehabilitatio
n Trust
(Independen
t Neurorehabilitation

9

NICE
versio
n

14

6
It is crucial that a social care
assessment is carried out before
a person leaves a healthcare
setting to ensure a continued
rehabilitative process rather than

Thank you for your comment.
Social care needs and the
interface between health and
social care have been covered in
the guideline. See social care
interface, discharge planning, and
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a ‘stop, start,’ scenario. This is
especially important for a stroke
patient who will need to claim
disability benefits after leaving
healthcare.

Developer’s Response
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comment
rehabilitation planning sections
of the guideline.
Recommendations have included
lists of what documentation
should be included.

We would recommend that social
services are notified as soon it
becomes obvious that the person
will need help with on-going
needs.
A check-list should be
incorporated into the guidelines
to allow the social worker and
person and family or carer to
discuss future needs in a
structured way.
42.

SH

Brain Injury
Rehabilitatio
n Trust
(Independen
t Neurorehabilitation
Providers
Alliance)

10

NICE
versio
n

16

4
We would advise that a home
visit is made mandatory for all
stroke patients to ensure ‘they
have a safe and enabling home
environment,’ to return to. It is
crucial that the cognitive effects
of stroke are understood and
taken into account when setting
this guideline.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG do not agree that all
people will require a home visit,
but that thorough assessment
and co-ordination between the
care agencies before discharge,
should determine what the needs
are and whether a home visit is
necessary. The recommendation
has been amended to provide
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clarity on circumstances when a
Those who have had a stroke may home visit may not be required.
display poor judgement and
Further recommendations have
believe they have a safe
also been added to provide
environment in which to return
guidance for those people after
to when in fact they do not.
stroke that may be unable to
return home.
Therefore the guideline should go
further and say, ‘if after the home
visit the person is not found to
have a safe and enabling
environment to return to other
accommodation arrangements
must be made or steps taken to
place the person in a safe and
enabling environment or make
their accommodation suitable.’
We are pleased that NICE have
Thank you for your comment.
included the ‘accessible format,’
Cognitive function is not included
point here. However we ask that
as part of this consultation.
this be given more strength by
However, the GDG have
including it in all written
reconsidered the wording of the
information given to patients.
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
We know approximately 56% of
strokes affect the left hemisphere
and in 90% of the population
language centres are in this part
of the brain – this means that
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there is a potential for up to 50%
of people who have a stroke to
have literacy problems.
If the information provided is
accessible across the system this
will give the patient access to
important information but also
begin to sow the seeds of
independence after stroke.
The Brain Injury Rehabilitation
Trust (BIRT), part of The
Disabilities Trust welcomes the
opportunity to comment on the
second draft guideline for Stroke
Rehabilitation, through the
Independent Neurorehabilitation
Providers Alliance (IN-PA).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your contribution
to the consultation process.

BIRT has been providing
excellence in brain injury
rehabilitation using a
neurobehavioral model for over
twenty years. BIRT offers a
continuum of care from specialist
acute assessment and
rehabilitation all the way through
to support in the community.
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We are confident our expertise
can help to inform any further
changes to the document.
We would like to take this
opportunity to highlight that
stroke is a form of acquired brain
injury and this must be taken into
consideration when these stroke
guidelines are set.
We welcome the proposed list of
professionals and the functions
they are able to perform, to aid
the stroke patient in their
rehabilitation. We would request
that speech and language
therapists be added to the core
multidisciplinary stroke team list.
Research shows that patients
who suffer from a stroke can
have difficulty eating, swallowing
and/or communicating following
stroke, and these areas require
the contribution of the speech
and language therapist.

Developer’s Response
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comment

Thank you for your comment.
Speech and language therapists
are included in the core
multidisciplinary stroke team.

A further point that needs to be
fully appreciated is that the
extent and nature of the
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contribution of each discipline
varies according to the stage in
the recovery process.
We agree that an inpatient stroke
rehabilitation facility should
include the services listed,
however we reiterate our earlier
point that sometimes a person
with a stroke will gain more from
admission to an acquired brain
injury rehabilitation centre rather
than a stroke centre and as such
an individual may be.
It is essential that each stroke
service devises a standardised
screening protocol for people
with communication difficulties
after a stroke.

Developer’s Response
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comment

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation for patients
to be admitted to a dedicated
stroke unit is based on the
evidence reviewed.

Thank you for your suggestion.
The GDG have recommended
that a standardised screening
protocol be used. The wording
follows the guidance given in the
NICE Guideline Manual.

The guideline should read, ‘it is
essential each stroke or brain
injury service devises a
standardised screening protocol
for people with communication
difficulties after a stroke.’
NICE
versio
n

22

24
We agree that cardiorespiratory
and resistance training should be

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that the
provision of local services will
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started by a physiotherapist with
the aim that the person with a
stroke continues the programme
independently using their local
community facilities. However it
must be taken into account that
with a shortage of community
services and equipment available
the individual may not be able to
access this service. If this is the
case, alternative arrangements
must be made; this should be
made explicit in the guideline.

We welcome the guideline to
encourage people to focus on life
after stroke and help them to
achieve their goals. We would
like to point out that there are a
variety of ways of approaching
these goals. For example, there
is much evidence that
generalisation of learning is often
problematic following a stroke
and acquired brain injury. Special
methods such as errorless
learning and a focus on
rehabilitation in real-life settings

Developer’s Response
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vary and the therapist would
need to advise the person on
what was available in a particular
area. We think the
recommendation covers this.

Noted. Thank you for your
comment.
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are required to circumvent these
difficulties.
We would always endorse future
planning and dialogue with social
services for any patient including
those who suffer from stroke.
However we are concerned that
unless further training is given to
social service personnel on the
effects of stoke including residual
disability, they will continue to
fail to understand the
characteristics of stroke and will
be able to provide limited aid
when a referral is made.
We concur that the roles and
responsibilities of the core
multidisciplinary team be ‘clearly
documented and communicated
clearly to the person and family
or carer.’
As NICE will be aware stroke can
sometime impair a person’s
ability to read, write or maintain
their attention for long periods of
time. Therefore we suggest that
the roles and responsibilities of

Developer’s Response
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comment

Thank you for your comment.
While we would agree it is
important for staff working with
people after stroke to have the
necessary level of knowledge and
expertise to deliver care, it is
outside of the remit of this
guideline to specify the
qualifications or competencies
professionals should have.

Thank you for your comment. We
have already included a
recommendation in the guideline
regarding how information
should be provided to people
who have had a stroke
(recommendation 1.3.1). This is
therefore already covered in the
guideline.
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the core multidisciplinary team
be ‘clearly documented and
communicated in an accessible
format to the person and family
or carer.’

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

This should ensure that a stroke
patient can request and receive
an ‘easy read,’or‘large print,’
‘audio,’ ‘pictorial’ or ‘electronic,’
document that clearly
demonstrates the roles of the
team.
52.

SH

Brian Injury
Rehabilitatio
n Trust
(Independen
t
Neurorehabil
itation
Providers
Alliance)

2

NICE
versio
n

5

6

BIRT agrees that people with
residual disability after stroke
should receive rehabilitation in
an in-patient setting to fully
benefit from continued therapy
to aid their recovery as much as
possible.

Thank you for your comment.
We agree that patients need an
accurate diagnosis of stroke;
however, we feel the nature of
this diagnosis falls outside the
scope of this guideline.

However, whilst a dedicated
stroke inpatient rehabilitation
unit may be the correct
environment for many, we
believe that the type of stroke
must be fully determined before
the patient is moved, in order to
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decide the most appropriate
subsequent placement.
For example, BIRT works with and
rehabilitates many individuals
who have residual disability after
stroke within an acquired brain
injury rehabilitation setting.
Haemorrhagic strokes for
example, often have more in
common with other acquired
brain injuries than with ischaemic
strokes.
Section 3.1 The orthoptic
profession is very disappointed
that orthoptists do not appear on
the core MDT list. Given that
over 50% of stroke survivors have
visual impairment of some type,
the list should include
Orthoptists. The guideline states
that, ‘return to work issues
should be addressed as soon as
possible’. As visual field loss,
diplopia and reading difficulties
will all impact on a successful
return to work, visual deficits
could and will go undetected if an
Orthoptist is not part of the MDT.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation is based on
the professions that reached
consensus in the Delphi process.
However, we have now added a
further recommendation that
highlights that access to orthopic
services should be available
within stroke units.
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Section 3.2 ‘members of the MDT
should screen the person with
stroke for impairments’. Visual
impairments will only be
detected by an orthoptic screen
or by someone who has suitable
training in the screening for visual
impairment. If screening is
performed by untrained staff
there is a real risk that defects
will be missed.
Point 13 – ‘visual difficulty’
should be added

Full

22

3

Full

23

4

Full

24

Point 17 – ‘screen for visual
problems’ should be added

British and
Irish
Orthoptic
Society

5

Full

26

British and

6

Full

27

Section 3.2 ‘assess effect of visual
neglect and use interventions for’
– this should be done by an
orthoptist as they are the only
profession to have the
appropriate skills in this.
Full
Point 53 – suggest amend to eye

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation is based on
the professions that reached
consensus in the Delphi process.
However, we have now added a
further recommendation that
highlights that access to orthopic
services should be available
within stroke units.

Thank you for your comment.
Visual difficulties would fall under
functional abilities listed in the
recommendation.
Thank you for your comment.
This is covered within activity
limitations and participation
restrictions. Assessment of vision
is also covered in another section
of the guideline.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG disagree, and consider
that could be undertaken by
other health professionals with
the appropriate training and
skills.
Thank you for your comment.
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‘scanning’ rather than therapy
which is more of a representative
term for what is actually done.
Also suggest that this should be
given to those unaware of visual
loss as well as those who are
aware – these individuals still
bump into things despite being
unaware of their field loss.
Suggest that treatment should be
offered but in addition referral
should be made so that access to
low vision options and sight
impairment registration can be
made.

There is concern about the
recommendation of use of prism
glasses for visual neglect. This
should come with a caveat that it
requires oversight by someone
with expertise in this treatment
(an orthoptist). Wrong use of
prism glasses could cause
confusion, double vision and lead
to falls.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
There was very little evidence
found in this area, for the review
undertaken for those with visual
field loss and from the Delphi
survey, where consensus was
only reached for the referral of
people with double vision.
Therefore the GDG do not feel
they can make recommendations
for specific therapies in this area,
but have reviewed the wording
and order of recommendations
to ensure clarity. The GDG have
recommended that all people are
screened in order that visual
difficulties are diagnosed and
people are referred for
appropriate therapy.
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
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Section 10.1 The statement that
the most common form of field
loss is right homonymous
hemianopia is incorrect. In fact,
left sided hemianopia is more
commonly reported in the
literature. Best not to say which
side is more affected. ‘Vision
would normally be screened
following the onset of stroke’ –
needs changing to ‘Vision should
be screened – the statement
should also include guidance on
who should be performing this
screening, ie orthoptists or staff
trained by an orthoptist. A
standardised vision screening
tool should be developed and
used and a standard referral form
to orthoptists used (we
recommend BIOS referral form).
Patients with hemianopia can
also benefit from mobility advice
and training, as well as
counselling and referral for
sensory support.
The section also states there are
no Cochrane reviews – there is a
Cochrane review for

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your helpful
comments. The comment about
the side of hemianopia and the
text has been reworded for
clarity as you suggest. There was
very little evidence found in this
area, and from the Delphi survey
consensus was only reached for
the referral of people with
double vision. Therefore, the
GDG do not feel they can make
further recommendations in this
area, but have reviewed the
wording to ensure clarity.
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interventions for visual field loss
and another review for
interventions for eye movement
abnormalities. In places the
sections seem to get mixed up
between eye movement
disorders and eye movement
training for visual field loss –
needs rewording for clarity.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Section 10.1.1.2 Line 11 – this
must be carried out by an
orthoptist. Line 12, we suggest
increasing the time from 20
minutes to 30 minutes to allow a
full orthoptic review.

Thank you for your comment. We
think this assessment can be
carried out by either an
orthoptist or an occupational
therapist; therefore, we have not
changed that sentence on Line
11.

10

Full

219

typo – ‘v’ in the last sentence.

11

Full

221/2

Section 10.2.2 The report
mentions referral to orthoptist
for persisting diplopia. A referral

We have amended the cost
calculations and increased the
time to 30 minutes as per your
suggestion.
Thank you for your comment, this
has been amended.

Thank you for your comment.
We have removed the term
‘persisting’ from the
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should take place immediately in
all cases of diplopia (not just
persisting diplopia) for orthoptic
treatment (such as prisms or
occlusion). Treatment of diplopia
would have a positive impact on
other areas of rehab such as
mobility, balance and mood.
Early assessment and treatment
of diplopia is essential and will
undoubtedly impact on the
patients quality of life and
rehabilitation.
Table 53 – patients should be
referred to an orthoptist initially
then the orthoptist can refer
direct to ophthalmologist if
required. The orthoptist may
also refer to optometry if the
patient simply requires glasses or
to other visual support services
that may be more suitable than
an ophthalmologist. Clear
guidelines can be produced to
indicate those patients who
require direct referral to an
ophthalmologist. There is no
need to refer all patients with
visual impairment to an

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
recommendation. There was
very little evidence found in this
area, and from the Delphi survey,
consensus was only reached for
the referral of people with
double vision. Therefore, the
GDG did not feel they could make
further recommendations in this
area but have reviewed the
wording to ensure clarity.
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ophthalmologist, orthoptists can
assess, advise, treat and triage all
patients, this would save
unnecessary referrals as well as
reducing cost.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Section 10.2.3 The guideline
group states that there is
currently no intervention that
provides a clear clinical benefit in
the treatment of diplopia after
stroke. This is absolutely
incorrect – what about prisms
and diplopia. There is a mass of
evidence for treatment of
diplopia in the ‘eye’ populations.
This statement provided a huge
response from Orthoptists
nationally and needs to be
removed in the final guideline.
This is also contradiction within
the same section here where an
improvement in quality of life is
acknowledged under economic
considerations but then it states
below that there is no evidence
of clinical benefit.

Thank you for your comment. We
have amended the text to say
that the prisms or patching are
currently used as treatment
options.

An issue that needs to be

Thank you for your comment.
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addressed is that of provision of
acute medical support for stroke
patients undergoing
rehabilitation.
This version of the guideline is
substantially improved from the
first version and in particular it is
gratifying to see a more patientcentred approach.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
This is not within the scope of
this guideline.

Thank you for your comment.
The additional work carried out
was in response to the areas
highlighted by stakeholders in the
first consultation as being the
most important areas to address.
It is not possible to cover every
aspect of stroke rehabilitation in
the time and resource available,
however, other topics will be
considered for inclusion when
considering the update of this
guideline.
Thank you for your comment.
The layout of the guideline will be
reviewed prior to publication.

British
Association
of Stroke
Physicians /
Royal College
of Physicians
/ Association
of British
Neurologists
British
Association
of Stroke
Physicians /
Royal College
of Physicians
/ Association
of British
Neurologists

1

NICE

Gener
al

Gener
al

2

NICE

Gener
al

Gener
al

However, we are concerned that
the guideline is patchy, lacking a
clear emphasis on the most
important areas. We feel that in
its current form, it will be of
limited practical use to staff in
the stroke unit and will not help
patients and carers argue for
better care.

British
Association
of Stroke

3

NICE

Gener
al

Gener
al

The layout of the review is
difficult to follow. We are
unclear if this is the final version

Thank you for your comment
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that will be provided.
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4

NICE
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We applaud the fact that the
revised guideline mentions in
more detail the organisation of
services, in particular the role of
nursing staff.

Thank you for your comment.

5

NICE

Gener
al

Gener
al

We are surprised that a large
number of Cochrane reviews of
stroke rehabilitation
interventions are either not used
or used and not cited.

All the Cochrane reviews included
in the guideline are cited. The
reasons for excluding a Cochrane
review are given in appendix M.

6

NICE

Gener
al
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The guideline is overambitious at Thank you for your comment.
times (compared with what might
realistically be achieved)
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comment

7

NICE
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The guideline is unbalanced in its
emphasis – for example, as much
space is allocated to functional
electrical stimulation as to stroke
units

9

NICE

Gener
al

Gener
al

Health care assistants should be
included as part of the
multidisciplinary team delivering
rehabilitation, since they provide
much of the day to day care.
Formal inclusion in the team will

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG considers that the
guideline now presents a more
complete stroke rehabilitation
pathway than previously, and
therefore believes a more
balanced guideline has been
produced. For some topics a full
systematic review has been
undertaken, whilst for others
where a systematic review was
already available, such as with
the stroke units Cochrane review,
this work has not been duplicated
but the review was presented to
the GDG. This may give the
impression of some areas
receiving more attention than
others.
Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was reached in the
Delphi survey for rehabilitation
assistants to be included within
the MDT. Health care assistants
were not included in the survey,
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increase their access to stroke
specific training and inclusion in
information sharing within the
team.
While we applaud the sentiment
of “clearly documenting and
communicating the roles and
responsibilities of the core
multidisciplinary stroke team” it
is difficult to see exactly how this
should be achieved in practice.

Developer’s Response
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comment
and we did not receive any
comments that they should be.

10

NICE

22

28-30

11

NICE

23

6-8

It is not clear exactly how to
“review families and carers
training needs regularly”.

35-36

While we would agree that
effective mouth care is an
appropriate goal in stroke
rehabilitation, the evidence that
it will decrease aspiration
pneumonia is not at all clear.

Thank you for your comment.
The health professional needs to
consider any training needs of
the carer in order for them to
help support the person after
stroke. What would be needed
will vary at different stages of the
care pathway and the
recommendation reflects this.
Thank you. Swallowing was part
of the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

12

NICE

27
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Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that it is
important for the
multidisciplinary team to explain
to the patient each of their roles
and responsibilities, and believe
this can be implemented.
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13

NICE

30

44-46

The recommendation to consider
treadmill training is surprising
given the lack of convincing
evidence in this area.

Thank you. Walking therapy was
part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

14

NICE

33

8-11

Intensity of rehabilitation after
stroke is generally poor research
not just at the higher level of
delivery.

Thank you. This section was part
of the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

15

NICE

41

The exclusion of trials below a
certain size seems arbitrary and
lacking justification.

Thank you. The GDG decided that
studies below a certain size were
lacking generalizability and would
be at a high risk of bias.
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A clear definition of ‘stroke
physician’ is required. BASP could
provide some agreed text for this.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation is now
reworded and refers to a
‘consultant physician with
expertise in stroke rehabilitation’.
It is not within the remit of the
guideline to specify what the
qualifications or competencies of
professions should be.
Thank you for your comment.
While we agree this is an
important topic, it was felt to be
too large a subject to include
within this guideline. The
inclusion of spasticity will be
considered when updating the
guideline.

An important oversight is the lack
of any mention of spasticity given
the fact that up to 30% of
patients will have this
complication. There is a serious
risk here that this omission might
lead to funding being denied for
effective treatments for
spasticity.
Include contact details for the key Thank you for your suggestion.
contact, not just a name.
This has been added.

The Society commends the
Thank you for your comment.
guideline team on listening to the
first consultation and undertaking
a huge amount of work to
produce this much more clinically
useful 2nd version. We believe
that the main remaining concerns
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relate to a number of omissions
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We are concerned that although
the overall recommendations
seem more relevant than the
previous draft to clinical practice,
the rationale behind the
methodology used to develop
them are unclear. For example
the rather limited Delphi exercise
appears to have carried more
weight rigorously peer-reviewed
research carried out over many
years. (I.e. well known trials and
Cochrane reviews are largely
absent).

Thank you for your comment.
Reasons for exclusion of
Cochrane reviews are given in
appendix M. The rationale and
methodology followed in the
Delphi survey is given in appendix
B and F.

We would also welcome
clarification in relation to the
exclusion of the Cochrane
reviews from the guidelines.
Whilst some of the component
studies from the review were
included, the expertise of the
review authors and the Cochrane
stroke editorial group is
seemingly ignored, with little
explanation other than referring
back to the initially narrow and
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rather unrealistic remit/scope.
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For example page 168 says
“Searches were conducted for
systematic reviews (of
randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) and cohort studies) and
RCTs comparing the clinical
effectiveness of cognitive
rehabilitation therapies with
usual care to improve spatial
awareness and/or visual neglect
for adults and young people 16 or
older who have had a stroke.
Only studies with a minimum
sample size of 10 participants (5
in each arm) were selected. Nine
(9) RCTs were identified which
addressed visual neglect.”
However it does not say why the
Cochrane review that met those
criteria was excluded.
In addition, some of the material
included could have been
updated. For example, the Kelly
(2010) review of aphasia was
included (but the updated one by
Brady 2012 was not). The Society
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comment
understands that since the
guideline has been delayed some
relevant literature has been
published in the meantime, we
realise that there has to be an
end point otherwise the
Guideline would be in a state of
continual updating. However, we
believe that it is important that
insofar as is possible, reference to
the most recent publications
should be made.
We are concerned that if it is not
clear why some studies were
included and others were not and
there is inconsistency and lack of
transparency in methods this may
jeopardise the credibility of this
much needed guideline.
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Full
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11-15

The guidance should consider
using this section to introduce
the notion that stroke is not just
the problem of the survivor,
there is a health cost associated
to them too. However, carers are
referred to throughout the
guideline which is a real positive

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
However, the introduction has
been reconsidered to ensure
clarity of meaning.
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improvement.

Developer’s Response
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comment

15
and
then
26-27

Whilst The Society understands
the following sentence (pg 15)
“This guideline reviews some of
the available interventions that
can be used in stroke
rehabilitation, and highlights
where there are gaps in the
evidence. It is not intended to be
comprehensive.” There are topics
excluded without explanation or
reference elsewhere. For
example in relation to cognitive
deficits (recommendations 40-48)
there is quite comprehensive
coverage of some areas (neglect,
attention, memory, executive)
whereas others the other two
relevant areas omitted (e.g.
apraxia and perception).

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
However the introduction has
been reconsidered to ensure
clarity of meaning.

20

On the choice of impairments as
priority areas, The Society
believes that cognitive problems
were not included given their
emphasis from Stroke
Association’s needs survey and
the James Lind Alliance’s

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation, but the
GDG have checked the section for
consistency and have reworded
where necessary.
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consensus on cognitive problems
as the number one priority. While
the Society values the
prioritisation of mood, it seems
odd to select mood and
swallowing above any other of
many persisting impairments.
Alternatively, these two could be
removed and focus placed
instead on how to deliver a whole
person approach.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

SH

British
Psychological
Society

6

Full

21

9

“Assess mood in the context of
neuropsychological functioning
(such as cognitive function) in
people after stroke, particularly
when emotional functioning
affects neurorehabilitation.” It is
unclear what is meant by
neuropsychological function. This
term is often used synonymously
with cognitive function, so using
cognitive function as an example
is confusing. We would
recommend that this section be
revised as follows: “Assess mood
in addition to cognitive
functioning in people after
stroke…”

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation, but the
GDG have checked the section for
consistency and have reworded
where necessary.
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SH

British
Psychological
Society

7

Full

23

35

Thank you for your comment the
wording of the recommendation
has been amended.

24

24

There is inconsistent use of the
term ‘psychological’. There is
reference to psychological needs
(cognitive and emotional)
But later assessment should take
into account psychological and
emotional functioning. We
suggest the later should read
“cognitive and emotional
functioning”

686.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

8

Full

26

35

The guideline ‘Assess memory
and associated cognitive
functions (such as executive
functions) in people after stroke’
is misleading. Executive function
is an independent cognitive
function and rather than an
‘associated’ function. We suggest
“Assess memory and other
relevant domains of cognitive
functioning”.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation, but the
GDG have checked the section for
consistency and have reworded
where necessary.

687.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

9

Full

27

3

There is a misleading reference to
associated cognitive functions. In
this section reference is made to
attention and associated
cognitive functions. It would be

Thank you for your comment, we
have removed the word
‘associated’.
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clearer if all cognitive domains
were made explicit rather than
using ambiguous and inconsistent
reference to “associated
functions”.
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27

49

Mood is then assessed in relation
to neuropsychological functioning
(such as cognitive function). It
might be clearer to report that
mood should be assessed in
addition to cognitive function.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendation to ensure
clarity.

689.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

11

Full

27

50

The Society suggests that
providing education and support
is needed but that this does not
include behavioural
activities/techniques to manage
the dynamic emotional changes.
The MDT has a role to play in
encouraging self-management of
emotions. The point is passive
and does not acknowledge
assessing the stroke survivors and
carers’ emotions and their own
role in managing the emotions.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity.

690.
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British

12

Full

27

19

Recommendation 51 links to

Thank you for your comment.
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other NICE guidelines for
managing anxiety and depression
for people with stroke but
without cognitive problems.
However nothing is included
about what interventions are
recommended for the many
people with stroke who do have
cognitive problems.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
However the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations in this section
to ensure clarity of meaning.

13

Full

28

1-2

The wording “Each stroke service
should devise a standardised
screening protocol for people
with communication difficulties
after stroke [2013]”.

Thank you for your comment we
have edited this recommendation
as suggested.

Psychological
Society

691.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

Is somewhat ambiguous. It could
refer to either the protocol for
screening for communication
difficulties themselves or in
relation to a protocol for
screening for other problems in
people with communication
difficulties.
We suspect the former is
intended, in which case we
suggest “devise a standard
protocol for screening for
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communication difficulties in
people with stroke” might be
clearer
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14

Full

28

7

Use of the word ‘articulate’
implies that the person needs to
speak clearly. While this is true,
the important point (which we
believe the recommendation is
getting at) is people have
received training in supported
communication so that they can
communicate effectively with the
person who has had a stroke.

Thank you for your comment the
GDG has amended this
recommendation.

693.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

15

Full

28

14

The Society is pleased to see the
inclusion of this recommendation
and it follows logically from
recommendation 65 to assess
potential to benefit from
communication aids. The Society
believes that it is also important
that people after stroke are
appropriately trained or shown
how to use the communication
aids that they are given (to
recommend just that they are
provided is may not be sufficient).

Thank you for your comment. the
GDG has amended this
recommendation.
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The Society is pleased that this
has been included as the
voluntary sector has a valuable
role to play in stroke
rehabilitation, particularly in the
longer term. While a clinician can
‘encourage’ a person to attend
such groups, there may still be
logistical issues (e.g. transport)
which the person may need
support with organising.

Developer’s Response
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Thank you for your comment.

Full

28

16

British
Psychological
Society

17

Full

28

26

Recommendation 70 is an
important addition to the
guidelines.

Thank you.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

18

Full

29

35

Recommendation 84. We suggest
that this is reworded to state that
a handover ‘will be’ rather than
‘may be’ needed.

31

44

The terminology is inconsistent.
In this section
identifying the physical,
cognitive, communication and
psychological demands of the job
(for example, multi-tasking by
answering emails and telephone
calls in a busy office), is using

Thank you for your suggestion.
The GDG consider that there may
be instances when it is not
required and therefore the
wording is appropriate.
Thank you for your comment.
Return to work was part of the
first consultation where we have
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

19

Full
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psychological to refer to
emotional aspects, as cognitive
aspects are listed separately.
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SH

British
Psychological
Society

20

Full

33

12

The terminology is again
confusing. This time the
statement’ ’Psychological
therapies
Which neuropsychological
interventions provide better.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation, but the
GDG have checked the section for
consistency and have reworded
where necessary.

It is unclear whether
psychological is intended to refer
to both cognitive and emotional
and whether neuropsychological
is just cognitive.
699.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

21

Full

34

Reference is made to
‘psychological measures’. The
Society assumes that this does
not include cognitive measures
and therefore is inconsistent with
previous use of the term
psychological.

Thank you for your comment. We
have amended this.

700.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

22

Full

35

We are concerned to note that an
error highlighted in the previous
version has not been corrected.
The ‘Addenbrookes Cognitive

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation but the
GDG have checked the section for
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Advised Examination-Revised’
should read ‘Addenbrooke’s
Cognitive Examination - Revised’.

Developer’s Response
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consistency and have corrected
this.

35

‘Neuropsychiatry Inventory’
should be ‘Neuropsychiatric
Inventory’
SAD-Q should be SADQ

Full

73

The table makes reference to
clinical neuropsychology,
whereas the summary sections
earlier refer to clinical
psychology. There is an important
distinction between these two, as
clinical neuropsychologists have
specialist training in
neuropsychology after their
clinical psychology training. This
is repeated on page 75 but page
76 refers to clinical psychology.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation but the
GDG have checked and corrected
this.
Thank you for your comment.
This was the term used within the
Delphi survey. The resulting
recommendation for a clinical
psychologist was made by the
GDG who considered that
specifying a clinical
neuropsychologist was not
realistic as there were so few of
these currently available.

Full

109

General Observation of section;
there is no obvious means or
explanation of how we record
survivor outcomes from the
rehabilitation and whether these

Thank you for your comment.
For the purposes of identifying
topics for the Delphi survey we
developed protocols with broad
outcomes and looked at
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outcomes are meaningful to the
survivor and carer (Turner-Stokes
et al 2012). Satisfaction, as an
outcome measure is known to be
poor and subject to social
desirability potentially yielding
poor evaluation of the services
offered.

Developer’s Response
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published systematic reviews or
published guidelines. Within
these, patient and carer
satisfaction was not generally
reported and therefore not used
in the Delphi statements.

Turner-strokes et al (2012)
Engaging the hearts & minds of
clinicians in outcome
measurement – the UK
rehabilitation outcomes
collaborative approach Disability
& Rehabilitation. Early Online: 1–
9 www.measuringimpact.org

704.
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British
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Society

26

Full

114

Reference is made to impairment
of psychological and emotional
functioning, which is inconsistent
with previous terminology. This
suggests emotional is separate
from psychological.

Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
amended.

705.

SH

British

27

Full

114

Consensus was reaching on mood

The GDG have made a
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screening but this has not been
recommended, which is
inconsistent.

20

Inform people after stroke that
they can re-refer, usually with the
support of a GP or named
contact, if they need further
stroke rehab services”. The
supporting panel discussion
shows that there were concerns
that the original statement
wasn’t clear, but this still seems
unclear. We would welcome
clarification as to whether this
means “inform people after a
stroke that they can re-refer
themselves, or consult their GP
who can re-refer on their behalf,
if they need further stroke rehab
services?

Psychological
Society

706.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

28

Full

32
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SH

British
Psychological
Society

29

Full

116

Macpherson et al. (2009)
highlights problems that MDTs
have with goal setting and the
different types of goal setting.
The guideline has considered the
valuable research that has been
conducted in this area that could

Developer’s Response
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recommendation for assessment
of psychological functioning,
including cognitive and
emotional.
Thank you for your comment.
Referral would usually be through
a GP or other health professional,
but the person is able to selfrefer themselves. The GDG think
this is clear within the wording of
the recommendation.

Thank you for your comment.
Within our protocol we restricted
our inclusion criteria to a stroke
population. We recognise there
may be other literature that may
be broadly relevant, but may not
be generalizable to stroke.
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be generalised to stroke
rehabilitation. Members of MDTs
are not all practised in goal
setting, yet there is training
available.
Macpherson et al (2009) A pilot
study of self-regulation informed
goal setting in people with
traumatic brain injury Clinical
Rehabilitation; 23: 296–309
“Encourage people to focus on
life after stroke and help them to
achieve their goals. This may
include - facilitating their
participation in community
activities”.

Developer’s Response
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comment

The GDG agree the availability
and accessibility of community
activities will be variable, but
health and social care
professionals would be able to
inform the person of local
provision.

It would be appropriate to add in
“where these are available and
accessible”. This is because the
impression given is that there are
lots of appropriate community
activities out there when there
aren’t. There is also no sense of
responsibility for improving the
situation. In the Clinical
Guidelines it states “the wider
task of achieving community
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integration also depends on
availability of suitable and
accessible social settings and
appropriate training for
community providers of leisure
and social activities” which
acknowledges that there can be a
shortfall and suggests that
training could help.
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31

Full

126

6

Thank you for your comment. We
have amended the title of the
table.

710.
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British
Psychological
Society

32

Full

155

The table title seems to be
incorrect. It says Table 25:
Intervention costs – cognitive
rehabilitation for memory,
whereas table relates to goal
setting.
The Society appreciates that
information interventions are
difficult to review primarily as
information provision is poorly
defined. It is possible to provide
information about a therapy,
information about medicine or
information about a support
group but this information does
not necessarily mean that a
stroke survivor will engage in
therapy, adhere to their medicine
or attend the support group.

Thank you for your comment.
Support and information was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
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This has been known for many
years and yet rarely
acknowledged in the clinical
arena. Recording of information
provision is usually a tick box to
say it has been done rather than
explored further with recordable
outcomes. Interventions
delivering information and
support by key workers have
been noted to lack theoretical
underpinning, have a poor focus
and “no clear underlying
mechanism for action” (Ellis et
al., 2010).
Such limitations may impede
some survivors and their families
from adhering to health
behaviour advice to maximise
self-management of recovery and
secondary prevention.
Furthermore, information
provision is often given without
considering the survivors/carers
requirements (WacheterKaufman et al, 2005; van
Veenendaal et al, 1996).
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Johnston et al. (2007) developed
a workbook (SWB) to enable
stroke survivors to “take control
of their recovery” following
discharge and included
information about recovery,
support and behavioural
strategies. It acknowledges the
role of the survivor in their own
recovery.
Another study by Clarke et al.
(2003) comprised of a counselling
element. Both Johnston et al.
(2007) and Clark et al. (2003)
demonstrated improvements in
functional recovery with
Johnston et al. (2007)
maintaining confidence in
recovery. Both studies are of high
quality have numbers in keeping
with other studies in the review.
On page 137 in
recommendations, the SWB
would provide a record and save
development of new records.
Survivors are essentially being
denied these evidence based
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interventions.
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In addition, many survivors do
not adhere to the
advice/intervention offered
which is a huge issue in
rehabilitation as a level of
engagement is required to
achieve results (WHO 2003;
Martin et al., 2005). This has not
been addressed in relation to
stroke rehabilitation in this
guideline.
Economically the SWB requires
the facilitator to be trained and
then to implement as part of
their role. It can be any member
of the MDT; two days training
£250 plus £17 per SWB. The long
term benefits are yet to be
realised but potentially if
survivors are in greater control of
their recovery they may
appropriately use services
reducing costs.
Clark, M. S., Rubenach, S., &
Winsor, A. (2003). A randomised
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controlled trial of an education
and counselling intervention for
families after stroke. Clinical
Rehabilitation, 17, 307-712.
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Ellis, G., Mant, J., Langhorne, P.,
Dennis, M. & Winner, S. (2010).
Stroke liaison workers for stroke
patients and carers: an individual
patient data meta-analysis.
Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews, Issue 5. Art. No.:
CD005066. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD005066.pu
b2.
Johnston, M., Bonetti, D., Joice,
S., Pollard, B., Morrison, V.,
Francis, J. J. & MacWalter, R.
(2007). Recovery from disability
after stroke as a target for
behavioural intervention: Results
of a randomized controlled trail.
Disability and Rehabilitation, 29
(14), 1117-1127.
Martin, L. R., Williams, S. L.,
Haskard, K. B. & DiMatteo, M.R.
(2005). The challenge of patient
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adherence. Therapeutics and
Clinical Risk Management, 1(3),
189 –199.
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van Veenendaal H, Grinspun DR,
Adriaanse HP. (1996). Educational
needs of stroke survivors and
their family members, as
perceived by themselves and by
health professionals: 28: 265–76.
Wachters-Kaufman C, Schuling J,
The H, Meyboom-de-Jong, B.
(2005). Actual and desired
information provision after a
stroke. Patient Education and
Counselling: 56: 211–17.
World Health Organization
(2003). Adherence to long term
therapies: Policy for action. WHO
Geneva World Health
Organization.
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The section on the clinical and
cost-effectiveness of supported
information provision versus
unsupported information
provision on mood and

Thank you for your comment.
Support and information was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
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depression in people with stroke
does not include trials of family
support workers. Their role is
primarily supported information
provision.
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available on the NICE website.
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The statement ‘More recently the
use of goggles with prisms that
induce a rightward optical shift of
~5–15° has been tried.’ This is
misleading as goggles with prisms
were tried as early as 1990 (Rossi
et al)’.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
This section was not included as
part of this consultation but the
GDG have checked the section for
consistency and have reworded
where necessary.

Rossi PW, Kheyfets S, Reding MJ.
Fresnel prisms improve visual
perception in stroke patients with
homonymous hemianopia or
unilateral visual neglect.
Neurology 1990; 40(10):1597-99.
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The sentence “For the review of
psychological therapies for
people after stroke please see
chapter 9” should be reworded. It
should make it clear that Chapter
9 relates to psychological
therapies in relation to mood for
stroke survivors.
Only nine RCTs were identified
which addressed visual neglect.
This seems very surprising as the
updated Cochrane review (In
press) on cognitive rehabilitation

Thank you for your comment.
This section was not included as
part of this consultation but the
GDG have checked the section for
consistency and have reworded
where necessary.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation but the
GDG have checked the section for
consistency and have reworded
where necessary.
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for spatial neglect after stroke
has included 23 RCTs with 628
participants.
It is not clear why there is a
recommendation to help people
scan to the neglected side, using
brightly coloured lines or
highlighter on the edge of the
page. This strategy was rarely
used in the scanning training
interventions.
The recommendation includes
repetitive task performance, such
as dressing, however recently
published evidence suggests that
it is the incorporation of cognitive
strategies into dressing practice
that is important and not
repetitive task performance.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive functions were part of
the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

The DRESS trial: a feasibility
randomised controlled trial of a
neuropsychological approach to
dressing therapy for stroke
inpatients.
Walker, MF et al (2012). Clinical
Rehabilitation. ; 26(8): 675–685.
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In the updated Cochrane review
of cognitive rehabilitation for
attention deficits after stroke
there were six RCTs with 223
participants.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive functions were part of
the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Some of these do meet the
requirements for inclusion in the
guidelines and we are therefore
concerned that they have not
been considered. They are;
Sturm W, Willmes K. (1991)
Efficacy of a reaction training on
various attentional and cognitive
functions in stroke patients.
Neuropsychological
Rehabilitation; 1: 259-80.
Winkens I, Van Heugten CM,
Wade DT, Habets EJ, Fasotti L
(2009). Efficacy of time pressure
management in stroke patients
with slowed information
processing: a randomized
controlled trial. Archives of
Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation; 90(10):1672-1679.
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Röhring S, Kulke H, Reulbach U,
Peetz H, Schupp W (2004).
Effectivity of a
neuropsychological training in
attention functions by a
teletherapeutic setting.
Neurology and Rehabilitation;
10(5):239-246.
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comment

There are published Cochrane
reviews of both memory
rehabilitation and attention
rehabilitation after stroke yet
neither of these are mentioned.
We are concerned that this is a
significant omission from these
guidelines.

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive functions were part of
the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Nair RD and Lincoln NB (2007)
Cognitive rehabilitation for
memory deficits following stroke.
Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews, 3, CD002293.
Lincoln NB, Majid MJ, Weyman N.
(2000) Cognitive rehabilitation for
attention deficits following
stroke. Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews,
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4:CD002842.
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Practitioner Psychologists also
work in stroke rehabilitation.
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The evidence reviewed
considered the effect of
interventions for the family.
However psychological
interventions for individuals
often incorporate involvement of
the family. For example cognitive
behaviour therapy for an
individual may also involve family
members. Thus the review does
not seem to have covered studies
in which the focus was on
individuals but family members
were involved in some cases. E.g.
Lincoln et al (2003).

Thank you for your comment.
Psychological therapies were part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
Psychological therapies were part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Lincoln, N.B. and Flannaghan, T.
(2003). Cognitive behavioural
therapy psychotherapy for
depression following stroke: a
randomized controlled trial.
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Stroke 34(1): 111–5.
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The psychological therapies
review seems scant. There is no
mention of Lincoln et al (2003),
Watkins et al (2007), Glass et al
(2004) for example. The SWB by
Johnston et al 2007 could fall
under this category too. This
area has only been briefly looked
at and does not seem to reflect
the amount of research that has
been conducted.

Thank you for your comment.
Psychologial therapies were part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Glass, T. A., Berkman, L. F.,
Hiltunen, E. F., Furie, K., Glymour,
M.M., Fay, M. E. & Ware, J.
(2004). The families in recovery
from stroke trial (FIRST): primary
study results. Psychosomatic
Medicine, 66, 889–97.
Lincoln N.B, Flannaghan T (2003)
Cognitive behavioural therapy
psychotherapy for depression
following stroke: a randomized
controlled trial. Stroke 34(1):
111–5.
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Watkins C.L, Auton M.F, Deans
C.F et al (2007) Motivational
interviewing early after acute
stroke: a randomized controlled
trial. Stroke 38(3): 1004–9
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comment

The Kelly 2010 Cochrane review
of aphasia was updated by Brady
and published in May 2012.
doi:10.1002/14651858.CD000425
.pub3. Thus unfortunately the
guidance is based on evidence
that is now quite old. This is
important given the recent
(2011-2012) publication of
several trials included in the 2012
update, some of which the GDG
appear to have been aware of
but possibly not others and pilot
trials.

Thank you for your comment.
This section has now been
updated to include the Brady et
al (2012) Cochrane review.

From Tables 61 and especially 62,
the guidance contains mostly
studies from the 1980’s (since
when trial methodology for
complex interventions has been
developed).
The Society believes that other
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relevant studies could have been
used.
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Bowen (2012) was not intended
as, or delivered as an intensity
trial. It is described as
“enhanced” or “well-resourced”
but not as “intensive” (in the title
and throughout the final version
of the publications).

Thank you for your comment. We
have deleted ‘intensive’ from the
title of the economic profile table
which now reads “Early speech
therapy (speech therapy
delivered in the hospital and
continued after discharge in the
community) versus no speech
therapy (attention control)”.

Although this may appear to be a
pedantic point it is significant.
There is, in fact, a body of
evidence on the topical subject of
intensive aphasia therapy but this
study is not part of that. Laska et
al (2011) is a recent good
example of an intensity trial. They
found no difference between
intensive and no early therapy.
Bowen et al (2012). Effectiveness
of enhanced communication
therapy in the first four months
after stroke for aphasia and
dysarthria: a randomised
controlled trial. BMJ; 345: e4407,
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comment
Bowen et al (2012). Clinical
effectiveness, cost effectiveness
and service users’ perceptions of
early, well-resourced
communication therapy following
a stroke, a randomised controlled
trial (The ACT NoW Study). Health
Technology Assessment: 16: 26.
Laska AC, Kahan T, Hellblom A,
Murray V, von Arbin M (2011). A
randomized controlled trial on
very early speech and language
therapy in acute stroke patients
with aphasia. Cerebrovascular
Diseases Extra; 1: 66-74.
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It is difficult to read the data in
table 65 where within one study
(Bowen) there is a page break.
We suggest that it would be
better to ensure that no table has
a page break within a study.

Thank you this has been
corrected.
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The Society is concerned at the
methods used to grade the
studies’ imprecision and
confidence in effect and suggest
reconsidering this throughout the

Thank you for your comment. In
the updated Cochrane the Bowen
study was combined differently
with another study using
standardised mean difference.
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guideline correcting where
necessary.
Specifically the grading of Bowen
as having serious imprecision and
therefore moderate confidence is
an artefact of the choice of
imprecise (unadjusted) data
rather than the adjusted data (in
Table 15, row 2 ‘baseline
adjustment’ of Bowen 2012 HTA).
Although it is correct that the CI
from the primary analysis
included the MID (Minimal
Important Difference), it was
clear from secondary analyses
that this was due to imbalance at
baseline. When appropriately
adjusted for this imbalance CIs
excluded the MID. The Society
therefore believes that this
should be re-graded as no
imprecision and a footnote added
to this effect on table 65.
Consequently the grading of
confidence would be high rather
than moderate.

Developer’s Response
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comment
There is no downgrade on
imprecision on this outcome and
it is now classified as ‘high
quality’ according to GRADE
criteria.

If additional data is required,
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specifically on the 90% with
aphasia these can be provided by
the trial statistician
andy.vail@manchester.ac.uk if
not available (e.g. table 16 from
Bowen 21012 HTA).
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It is worth considering whether
this may need to be revisited for
other trials.
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There were 129 not 117
participants (carers) providing
data on this outcome measure
Carer COAST (see page 43 table
17 of Bowen et al (2012)(2012)
However for this and in general,
it is important to bear in mind
that 170 people were
randomised with either aphasia
or dysarthria or both. The results
selected are therefore not
exclusively for aphasia (ditto later
for dysarthria). See page 32 of
the HTA publication i.e. 153
(90%) had aphasia and 66 had
dysarthria (not mutually
exclusive). Moreover subgroup

Thank you for your comment. We
amended the number of carers to
129. We changed the wording in
the summary of studies table, all
other numbers remain the same
since those were the numbers
provided in the tables in the HTA.
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analyses showed no difference by
diagnostic group and therefore
the overall interpretations of this
trial’s findings are correct but the
sample sizes are slightly out.
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Bowen et al (2012). Clinical
effectiveness, cost effectiveness
and service users’ perceptions of
early, well-resourced
communication therapy following
a stroke, a randomised controlled
trial (The ACT NoW Study). Health
Technology Assessment: 16: 26.
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60 should be corrected to 66
(people with dysarthria).
It appears that the unadjusted
subgroup data has been used for
the precision and confidence
rating. We suggest that this could
be improved by using the data
adjusted for the baseline
imbalance as this rating describes
the quality of the review rather
than the quality of the study
conducted and reported.
Describing a study as having very

Thank you for your comment.
The number is correct for the
reported outcome, but overall
there were 66 participants with
dysarthria. We have amended
the number accordingly.
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serious imprecision and very low
confidence also is inaccurate and
should be amended.
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Under “Relative values of
different outcomes” there was
concern about the
responsiveness of the TOM to
detect clinically meaningful
change. This is a well validated
scale with additional recent peer
reviewed publications on the
standardised method of use
developed during the ACT NoW
feasibility study
(http://www.psychsci.manchester.ac.uk/actnow/).

Thank you for your comment.
This concern was raised in the
discussion since it is a mean
change on a categorical scale. It
was queried whether steps could
be considered equal (i.e. a
change from 0 to 1 is functionally
the same change as one from 3
to 4). We have added this point
to the LETR.

Data on the responsiveness of
this method is now available from
the ACT NoW trial itself. These
show the measure was
responsive to change i.e. the 0.8
(95% CI 0.6 to 1.0) mean
difference (change from baseline
to outcomes) for all participants.
This was greater than the 0.5
clinically meaningful between
group difference that the study
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was statistically powered to
detect. So the measure has
proven responsive and therefore
it seems more likely that the
finding is related to an ineffective
intervention (or in this case an
intervention that adds no added
value to the probable benefit of
individualised attention and
rapport building) than an
unresponsive measure
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Under ‘economic considerations’
see above comments regarding
not an intensity trial. It is not true
to say that it was delivered at an
intensity similar to that currently
provided in the NHS. The 12 NHS
sites participating required nearly
half a million pounds DH
subvention funding to increase
their current service to enhance
the amount (duration and
frequency) of therapy and to
provide continuity on transfer
from in-patient to community
care. The latter often has long
waiting lists, wide variation in
national service provision and

Thank you for your comment.
Even though the ACTNow study
was not conceived of as an
intensity trial, the GDG made
some considerations regarding
the intensity of SLT delivered in
the study. We have amended
the considerations regarding the
current service provided in the
NHS.
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fewer dedicated stroke services
commissioned compared to inpatient organised stroke unit
care.
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We believe, this section requires
considerable revision of its
methods.

Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of speech and language
therapy was part of the first
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Several of the studies included
did not offer intensive therapy
(e.g. Bowen) yet Laska (2011)
which does offer intensive
therapy is not included. Laska
offered 21 days of 45 minutes per
day of Language Enrichment
Therapy to 123 participants
randomly allocated to intensive
versus no therapy very early after
stroke. There is also a useful
recent pilot RCT by Godecke that
may be worth considering for
inclusion.
A definition of intensive therapy
is needed. Timing is also likely to
be an important factor meaning
intensive therapy may not be
acceptable or effective early after
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a stroke but may well be after a
period of adjustment to a
differently abled self, less fatigue
and awareness of the need for
therapy to help with persisting
difficulties.
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Total amount and intensity are
perhaps being confused here. The
updated Cochrane review (Brady
2012) has examined intensity of
aphasia therapy. This warns of
the higher drop out from high
intensity interventions across the
stroke pathway.
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Re ‘quality of evidence’ implies
that every study was
underpowered. We are unclear
what evidence this statement is
based on.
We suggest that the paragraph
regarding ACT NoW should be
removed as (a) it is not an
intensity study and (b) this
appears to be an opinion.
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The section on listener advice is

Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of speech and language
therapy was part of the first
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
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interesting and It has been
suggested that it is a worthy
inexpensive intervention of likely
benefit and little harm.

Developer’s Response
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comment
Listener advice was part of the
first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

However we concerned by the
serious inconsistency and bias
throughout this whole section on
communication (aphasia etc) and
beyond and the negative impact
this may have on uptake of the
overall guideline. Tiny studies (of
listener advice) described as
methodologically flawed (unclear
randomisation, lack of
standardised outcomes etc)
appear to lead to positive
recommendations whilst
elsewhere well conducted
Cochrane reviews and trials are
excluded/omitted (e.g. of OT) and
when included (e.g. aphasia
trials) are excessively criticised.
We are concerned that the
credulity of the guideline will be
undermined if it does not
demonstrate an impartial review
of the evidence.
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Stroke unit care and ESD are
recommended but it would be
useful to add guidance on the
organisation of specialist
community based rehabilitation
beyond the welcome addition of
the new recommendations for
process (e.g. reviews of health
and social care needs every 6 and
12 months).

Developer’s Response
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comment
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have specified within a
recommendation that ESD should
be at the same intensity and
comprise of the same skill mix as
in hospital. The GDG consider
that the recommendations made
in the guideline would apply to
community based rehabilitation
unless specified that they applied
to a particular setting.

It would be helpful to clarify if
“every 6 and 12 months means
every six months or at 6 months
and then annually.
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Apraxia is the term used more
often rather than dysapraxia, in
the way that aphasia is used
instead of dysphasia.

Thank you. This has been
amended.
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Reference is made to ‘routine
psychometric measures’. Even if a
measure is not used routinely it
would seem necessary that the
information is fed back.
Psychometrics is a method of
evaluating measures, not a type
of measure

Thank you for your comment. We
agree and this recommendation
has been amended to provide
greater clarity.
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1.8.8 We suggest that this should
also include training in the use of
communication aids and rather
than just provision of these aids

Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
amended to include training.

The inconsistent terminology
makes this section confusing.

Thank you for your comment.
This section was part of the first
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Reference is made to
neuropsychological interventions,
which usually refers to the
rehabilitation of cognitive
impairments, but the justification
relates to mood disorders.
738.

SH

British
Psychological
Society

60

NICE

31

Although cognitive and
communication impairments may
compromise people’s abilities to
participate in some standard
evidence-based psychological
therapies but there are some
therapies which are suitable for
people with communication
problems (see Thomas et al.
2012).

Thank you for your comment.
This section was part of the first
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available from the NICE website.

Thomas SA, Walker MF,
Macniven JA, Haworth H, Lincoln
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NB Communication and Low
Mood (CALM) (2012): a
randomised controlled trial of
behavioural therapy for aphasic
stroke patients. Clinical
Rehabilitation.DOI:
10.1177/0269215512462227
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comment

66.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

1

NICE

5&9

1.1.1

The current NICE stroke quality
standard states that patients
discharged from hospital who
have residual stroke related
problems should be followed up
within 72 hours by a specialist
stroke rehabilitation service for
assessment and on-going
management.

67.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

2

NICE

5&9

1.1.3

In order to plan and support
community services it would be
useful here to have either a
recommended time frame for the
continuation of rehabilitation in
the community or a definition
according to needs for
rehabilitation. It would also be
useful to have a statement
regarding a maximum
recommended waiting time
during the transition of
rehabilitation from inpatient to
outpatient, so as to minimise
patients waiting for their
outpatient rehabilitation once
discharged.
Could the recommendation
about physicians be stronger and
say ‘consultant physicians with
training in stroke rehabilitation’,

Thank you for your comment this
has been addressed and the
recommendation amended.
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or is that difficult because the
training would have to be
defined?
This could be ambiguous as
regards its time frame – although
timetabled into the week, does
not mean weekly goal setting
meetings for each patient? It
could be interpreted that way,
which could have resource
implications.

68.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

3

NICE

5&
14

1.2.10

69.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

4

NICE

7&
28

1.11.1

Could this statement be stronger
and say they should have the
assessment as well as being
referred?

70.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

5

NICE

7&
29

1.11.5

A time limit would be useful here
– is this every 6 and 12 months
lifelong or when certain needs
exist, or for a specific length of
time? Whilst lifelong may be an
ideal, a shorter time may still
carry benefit and also be realistic
financially.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG disagree that this would
have resource implications. The
review may need to be detailed
or could take a few minutes.
Comments received in the Delphi
survey reflected the need to have
a flexible approach and that a
review of the person’s goals
would vary according to
individual circumstances.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have reviewed and
deleted this recommendation as
it was considered to duplicate the
recommendations made in the
social care interface section of
the guideline.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG do not feel it is possible
to specify a time limit as it would
be variable according to
individual circumstances.
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n Medicine

7

NICE
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1.2.1
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Society of
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n Medicine
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Society of
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n Medicine

8

NICE
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1.2.3
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NICE

13

1.2.4

75.
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10

NICE
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Comments
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Could ‘safe and enabling’ be
better defined? Possibly by saying
the home visit assesses needs for
an environment that is safe and
enabling and states how these
are addressed?

Should this be just about
ensuring safety, shouldn’t it also
be about optimising their
rehabilitation management and
their comfort? Even if not,
suggest adding ‘respiration/chest
management’ to the list. If so
suggest pain, mood, spasticity,
contracture risk to the list.
Add tone. Could cognition be
defined more – possibly a core
set of aspects of cognition to be
addressed?
Suggest this is made more explicit
about the social environmental
factors and add ‘relationships
with family and significant
others’.
I’m not sure this adds anything in
practice – first of all regularly

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation has been
amended to clarify that
equipment and any adaptations
are provided and carers are able
to facilitate independence.
Further clarification on what he
home visit would be assessing
has also been provided.
Thank you for your comment.
We agree and have amended this
recommendation.

Thank you for your comment, we
agree with your suggestion, and
have amended the
recommendation accordingly.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG do not wish to add
personal factors into this
recommendation.
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation was based
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1.2.8
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Society of
Rehabilitatio
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NICE

14
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78.
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NICE
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1.2.14

79.
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Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine
British
Society of
Rehabilitatio

14

NICE
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1.6.3

Comments
Please insert each new comment
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may not be the word you mean
(could mean once or twice during
stay, as long as at a specific timepoint), also I’m not sure why it is
necessary to go so far as to
remind those taking measures to
feed them back to the team.
This adds support to the
suggestion for 1.2.4 that
assessment of relationships with
family is carried out, as it would
inform 1.2.8
Could this be less ambiguous and
say something like ‘at least every
two weeks’ instead?

Do you need to say something
here about what form you would
suggest the stroke rehabilitation
plan takes?
Do you need to say something
here about within what time
frame you would consider

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
on the consensus agreed in the
Delphi survey. The GDG believe it
is important for standardised
measures to be used to collect
data and this was reflected by
comments received in the Delphi
survey.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG disagree and do not
wish to include personal factors
within the recommendations.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG were unable to specify a
time period as consensus was not
reached for this statement in the
Delphi survey. Comments
reflected the need to have a
flexible approach and review of
the person’s goals would vary
according to individual
circumstances.
Thank you for your comment.
Providing information in a
suitable format is covered in
other recommendations.
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation has been
amended and the term
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‘persistent’ to be?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
‘persisting’ removed.

Could you define what levels of
communication aid are meant
here – do you mean provide all
types of communication aid
according to need, or just those
which are more affordable?
Could the recommendation be
stronger here and state that
analgesia should be used to treat
shoulder pain? Could the possible
treatments for shoulder pain and
subluxation that have been
studied be discussed and
evaluated here?

Thank you for your comment.
We would suggest the
communication aid appropriate
to the patient’s needs.

n Medicine
80.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

15

NICE

20

1.8.8

81.
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British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

16

NICE

24

1.9.21

82.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

17

NICE

25

1.9.22

I’m not sure why neuropathic
pain comes here, as shoulder
pain after stroke is usually
musculoskeletal in origin.
Shouldn’t neuropathic poststroke pain have its own section?

In the Delphi survey consensus
was only reached for providing
information on shoulder pain and
using positioning for managing
shoulder pain. It was therefore
not possible for the GDG to make
any specific recommendations.
The GDG recognise that this is a
common problem and have made
a research recommendation for
an evaluation of different
management strategies to be
undertaken.
Reference has been made to
other NICE guidance on
neuropathic pain for information
purposes; it has not a topic that
has been included in this
guideline. The GDG agree this is
the most appropriate place for it
to be situated within the
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SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

18

NICE

9-12

1.1

Could there be a statement here
about assessing people to
manage their own medicines, and
teaching them how to do this
when they have the ability to do
so?

84.

SH

British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

19

NICE

28

85.
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British
Society of
Rehabilitatio
n Medicine

20

NICE
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SH
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Society of
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Full
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1

1.11.1

Should also state that needs to
be with patient’s permission
(personal experience that some
patients do not want social care,
even if there is a need).
Spasticity is only mentioned once
(with regard to patient
education). It can be a major
problem in its own right and in
the complications it may cause
post stroke. I would strongly
suggest a section is considered
for it, perhaps as part of
‘movement’ (1.9) or in an
additional section following that.
The CSP is aware of the
comments submitted by its
specialist professional network,
the Association of Chartered
Physiotherapists in Neurology
(ACPIN) and fully supports their

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
guideline.
Thank you for your suggestion
the GDG has edited the
recommendation to provide
clearer guidance.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree consent would
need to be given.

The GDG agree that this is an
important area and consideration
was given to the inclusion of
spasticity as part of the additional
work undertaken, however it was
recognised that this was too large
a topic to include within the time
available. This topic will be
considered for inclusion when
updating the guideline
Thank you for contributing to the
consultation process.
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comments.
The CSP welcomes the changes
made to the first consultation
documents and recognises many
changes have been made in
responses to stakeholder
comments.
The CSP commends the work that
has been undertaken to date to
develop these guidelines. We
appreciate the work undertaken
through the use of the Delphi
panel to overcome some of the
weaknesses that had been
identified in the first draft
because of a lack of the evidence
that NICE would normally utilise.
We do feel, however, that the
language used throughout the
document needs more attention
if the guidelines and
consequently the services that
are commissioned and delivered
are to be more patient centred.
The CSP supports the views of
ACPIN who have articulated
these aspects of these concerns
in its response. We don’t
intended to repeat these.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for contributing to the
consultation process.

Thank you for your comment.

Thank you for your contribution
to the consultation process. The
GDG have reviewed the wording
of the recommendations and
believe they are patient and carer
centred.
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We are generally very pleased to
see that NICE has considered the
additional areas for inclusion e.g.
organisation of services (including
stroke specialist services in the
community), the MDT, fitness
training, etc. These welcome
additions have helped to make
the guidelines more
comprehensive and useful. This
draft appears to be a much more
comprehensive tool.
We are pleased to see that
nurses are now included as part
of the MDT core team

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.

We would encourage
consideration of the inclusion of
dietician in the MDT core team,
because nutrition is identified as
key throughout the stroke
pathway.

Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was not reached for
inclusion of a dietician in the core
MDT in the Delphi survey. Even
though not in the core MDT
team, the GDG agreed that
access to other services such as
dietetics is important and a
further recommendation
specifying these services has now
been included. Please also see
the LETR for the set of
recommendations which

Thank you for your comment.
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93.
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8

NICE

3

14
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Society of
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9

NICE

9

1.1.4

95.
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Society of
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10

NICE

12

1.1.13

96.

SH

Chartered
Society of
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y

NICE

12

1.2.1

This final sentence is confusing
and its message may be lost /
misinterpreted by, for example,
commissioners. An additional
statement regarding other
interventions not mentioned may
be useful.
We welcome the
recommendation to document
and communicate the roles of the
stroke rehabilitation team to the
person with stroke and their
carer. We suggest advice is given
for how this will be done,
particularly for people with
communication difficulties.
We welcome the concern about
the home environment that a
person is discharged to but are
unclear what constitutes an
“enabling environment”. What
does this mean?
We suggest voluntary movement
is added to the screening list. This
will aid further assessment of
motor function and highlight risk
factors associated with impaired
movement.

11

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
describes this discussion.
Thank you for your comment.
This section of the introduction
has been edited to provide
clarity.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG believe this has been
covered in the ‘providing support
and information’ section of the
guideline where a
recommendation has been given
to take into account specific
impairments such as aphasia and
cognitive impairments.
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation has been
amended to clarify that
equipment and any adaptations
are provided and carers are able
to facilitate independence.
Thank you for your comment, the
recommendation refers to the
assessment of position, moving
and handling and we think
voluntary movement is covered
by these.
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We suggest seating is added to
this list. Implementing
appropriate seating is
fundamental for successful
pressure area care, swallowing,
and engagement in the
surrounding environment and
would encourage the routine
provision of a range of seating
options
We suggest a timeframe is given
between screening and full
assessment (for example, 72
hours).
We support the comments made
by ACPIN for this section.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
We disagree, we do not think this
would be done when screening
on admission to hospital. A
recommendation has been made
to provide equipment including
specialist seating regardless of
setting as part of the discharge
assessment.

We support ACPIN’s suggested
rewording to ‘people are
provided with a record of their
agreed goals’. Giving a copy
suggests that the goals are still
owned by the professional. Also,
there is an assumption that
people will understand the goal
setting process
We welcome this
recommendation. We suggest

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have emphasised that
they are agreed goals, that the
process is fully explained.

Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
deleted.
Thank you for your comment.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have recommended
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more specific guidance to ensure
help is sought appropriately.

Physiotherap
y
102.

SH

Chartered
Society of
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17

NICE

24

1.9.21

We feel that this
recommendation is very vague.
We suggest the wording
“Shoulder pain after stroke
should be managed using
appropriate positioning and
specific treatment
interventions to target pain and
underlying impairments such
as mal-alignment of
joints and/or scapular and glenohumeral muscle imbalance”.

103.

SH

18

NICE

28

1.11.3

Suggest the inclusion of the 3rd
sector in this list.
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Society of
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y
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NICE
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1.11.3
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Society of
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20

Full

315

Reco
mme
ndati

Final bullet point seems at odds
with the general ethos of
promoting participation after
stroke, the final bullet point is
impairment focused and surely
covered elsewhere?
We suggest that Hancock et al,
2012 is reviewed to consider
whether the effects of stationary

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
that advice be sought from ether
a GP or a therapist in order that
appropriate advice is given.
In the Delphi survey consensus
was only reached for providing
information on shoulder pain and
using positioning for managing
shoulder pain. It was therefore
not possible for the GDG to make
any specific recommendations.
The GDG recognise that this is a
common problem and have made
a research recommendation for
an evaluation of different
management strategies to be
undertaken.
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation includes
stroke support groups, which
may include the voluntary sector.
Thank you for your comment. We
agree and have reordered these
recommendations.

Thank you for your comment.
Strength training was part of the
last consultation where we
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on 80: pedalling on motor function after
stroke are definitive enough for
this intervention to be specifically
recommended
Reco
We wonder whether the phrase
mme should be “medical advice”
ndati Perhaps, as these are
on 85 rehabilitation guidelines, it may
be pertinent to suggest that the
advice is to seek medical advice
or advice from the treating
therapist?
The College of Occupational
Therapists welcomes this second
opportunity to comment on the
stroke rehabilitation guideline
and is pleased that NICE has
recognised the need for further
consultation with stakeholders on
this topic area.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have clarified the advice
could be also be from a therapist.

Thank you for your contribution
to the consultation process.

To ensure a consistent approach
in its response to the
development of this guideline,
the following comments
submitted by the College are
provided by Member of the
Stroke Forum from the COT
Specialist Section – Neurological
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Practice.

Developer’s Response
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Gener
al

We would like to acknowledge
the significant improvements in
the layout and recommendations
within this guideline. However
the guideline is still not holistic
and continues to focus on the
delivery of specific interventions.

Full

Gener
al

We believe the patient
experience has still not been
sufficiently addressed within the
guideline.

Full

Gener

We believe that holistic

Thank you for comment. The
GDG consider that the additional
work conducted and resulting
recommendations provides a
more complete pathway covering
care and support from hospital
and community services, and
promotes active participation and
informed decision making by the
patient and their carers when
delivering rehabilitation services
as well as the specific
interventions offered.
The GDG have given
consideration to the patient’s
experience when making
recommendations and have
ensured that they promote
informed decision making and
address support and information
needs. The patient experience
guideline covers many important
aspects relevant to people after
stroke and their carers and this
has been cross referred to within
the guideline.
The GDG consider that the
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approaches to care have still not
been sufficiently addressed
within the guideline.
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We believe that the
recommendations remain
focused on a range of very
specific interventions without
context.
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SH
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There remains a lack of
recommendations on service
delivery, roles and responsibilities
of the MDT/Stroke Rehab
services at the various stages of
the rehabilitation pathway.
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additional work conducted and
resulting recommendations
provides a more complete
pathway covering care and
support from hospital and
community services, and
promotes active participation and
informed decision making by the
patient and their carers when
delivering rehabilitation services.
The GDG consider that the
additional work conducted and
resulting recommendations
provide a more complete
pathway. The organisation and
delivery of rehabilitation and long
term care are now covered, as
well as a range of interventions
to address impairment and loss
of function.
The guideline now incorporates
new recommendations on service
delivery in different settings and
at different stages of the
pathway. It is beyond the scope
of this guideline to provide
definitions on the roles and
responsibilities of the
multidisciplinary team members.
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SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

114.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

115.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists
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Full
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Full
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Full
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Please insert each new comment
in a new row.
We feel there is a lack of
recommendations on holistic
assessment, care planning, goal
setting, ongoing review and
monitoring.

There remains a lack of
recommendations on longer term
health and social support for
people after stroke particularly in
the areas of: self-management,
employment, driving, housing,
finance, leisure, social
participation, relationships,
family life, and carer support.
There remains a lack of
recommendations on standard of
information provision, early
supported discharge, transition
between health and social care.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
The GDG believe the
recommendations provide a
balance in recognising and
reflecting the different needs and
wishes of patients and their
carers, and practical guidance on
what should be provided, what
reviews and reassessments
should be undertaken, and what
additional information, support
or care to consider when
delivering services or therapies.
As a result of additional work
undertaken, additional
recommendations have been
made on long term health and
social support, and on providing
information and support on
available local resources.

The GDG have made
recommendations on providing
information throughout the
stroke pathway and have
emphasised where this should be
in an accessible format to take
into consideration particular
impairments. Further
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116.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

117.

SH

118.

Line
No

10

Full

Gener
al

College of
Occupational
Therapists

11

Full

14

19

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

12

Full

14

22

119.

SH

13

Full

14

28

120.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists
College of
Occupational
Therapists

14

Full

14

29

Comments
Please insert each new comment
in a new row.

We request a change in
language from ‘In people after
stroke’ as we would prefer ‘for
people who have had a stroke’.
We would request that the word
‘resolve’ is removed as this
implies that the team will ‘do to’
the person with stroke rather
than collaboratively to overcome
problems.
We would like to request
rephrasing of ‘managing persisting
change’ to ‘managing longer
term impairment’.

We would request that the full
title of occupational therapist be
used in this sentence.
Could this sentence be rewritten
to reflect a more collaborative
approach to rehabilitation as the

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
recommendations have also been
made on discharge planning and
transfer of care, including the
interface between health and
social care services.
Thank you for your suggestion.
The terminology used within the
guideline was in agreement with
the GDG.
Thank you for your comment, this
section has been revised.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG disagrees with your
suggestion, as ‘managing
persisting change’ addresses the
management of the impairment
as well as the associated activity
limitation and participation
restriction.
Thank you for your comment, this
has been amended.
Thank you for your comment; we
have considered your comment
and the introduction has been
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121.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

15

Full

14

33

122.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

16

Full

15

3

Comments
Please insert each new comment
in a new row.
use of the term ‘package’ implies
that rehabilitation is something
which is delivered by one person
to another?
Could this sentence be amended
to reflect wider participation and
engagement to support people
following stroke to re-establish
roles and occupations within
their wider communities?
We feel there is still an
inconsistency between the remit
and the scope of the guideline
particularly in relation to
rehabilitation of activities of daily
living and rehabilitation of
participation roles e.g. leisure
and return to work.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
amended.

Thank you for your comment.
We have considered your
comment and the introduction
has been amended.

From the initial scope the GDG
focused on questions on personal
activities of daily living and return
to work. The comments received
from stakeholders highlighted
that long term health and social
support was lacking and this was
an area included in the Delphi
survey in order for the GDG to be
able to make further
recommendations where
consensus was reached. Not all
aspects reached consensus,
however, further
recommendations have been
made for activities of daily living,
such as driving, housing,
leisure/social participation and
relationships/family life. The
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123.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

17

Full

15

18

We welcome the recognition that
RCT evidence may not be
available or appropriate for
examining rehabilitation
processes but feel there is a lack
of clarity regarding the overall
methodology. We have some
concerns about the selection and
reliability of the modified Delphi
Technique. There is some
ambiguity regarding some of the
statements, which at times are
poorly worded. This may have
attributed to a lack of consensus
in some of the recommendations.

124.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

18

Full

20

2

There is a lack of transparency
regarding the process for
identifying the key priorities.

125.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

19

Full

22

6

We feel that this section lacks
structure and fails to distinguish
between evidence-based
recommendations and expert

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
guidance also recommends a
social care assessment be carried
out to identify on-going needs
such as benefits, care needs,
housing and transport.
Thank you for your comment, the
vast majority of the Delphi
statements were based on
wording of existing guideline
recommendations. This mapping
process is described in detail in
the Appendix F.

The key priorities are agreed
through consensus by the GDG.
The decision process is described
in section 3.1 of the full guideline.
The details on which
recommendations are based on
the evidence reviews or expert
opinion are given within the
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opinion. The recommendations
are hard to follow and do not
reflect the patient journey.

126.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

20

Full

27

28

Should this not include orthoptic
referral for persisting visual
problems in addition to double
vision?

127.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

21

Full

31

17

This is a vague statement and
does not appear to reflect
current evidence which has been
shown to provide better
outcomes in terms of
independence with ADL’s and life
expectancy (Walker et al, 2004
and Legg et al, 2007).

128.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

22

Full

33

3

The research priorities seem
oddly positioned within the
guideline. There is a lack of
transparency in how these were
identified as the key areas and
how this links with existing
programmes of research.

129.

SH

College of

23

Full

54

6

The sample for the Delphi study

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
chapters of the guideline. The
GDG have reviewed and edited
the recommendations to ensure
clarity and that they follow a
logical sequence.
Thank you for your comment.
There was very little evidence
found in this area, and from the
Delphi survey consensus was only
reached for the referral of people
with double vision.
Thank you. Self-care was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

The research recommendations
are decided by the consensus of
the GDG, and are for those areas
reviewed by the guideline where
the GDG agreed there was a lack
of robust evidence, and where
further research would benefit
stroke rehabilitation practice.
Thank you for your comment. We
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appears skewed with 30% of the
participants being
physiotherapists. Evidence of
how this was dealt with in
response to the findings would
establish greater trustworthiness
and rigour in support of the
methodology.

How did people with stroke
contribute to the identification of
research priorities?
Recommendation 2, final bullet
point: recommend that the word
‘resolve’ is removed in favour of a
more collaborative approach to
overcoming problems.

Occupational
Therapists

130.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists
College of
Occupational
Therapists

24

Full

55

29

131.

SH

25

Full

71

5.1.2

132.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

26

Full

74

2

133.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

27

Full

76

5.2.4

Recommendation 1: There is a
lack of clarity regarding this
statement i.e. what is meant by
“the person who has had a stroke
is integrated in the stroke
rehabilitation team’?
Other considerations: We believe
the definition of the MDT in this
statement is developed from a
medical model and is an example

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
made efforts to include
professions that were underrepresented by direct contact to
representative organisations.
There were no systematic
differences between responses
by physiotherapists and
responses by other professions.
We added a statement to this
effect to this section.
Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
Thank you for your comment, we
have reviewed this and amended
the recommendation.

Thank you for your comment.
This statement evolved through
the rounds of the Delphi
according to Delphi panel
members’ comments. We cannot
change it in this section.
Thank you for your comment.
These recommendations were
based on the results of the Delphi
consensus statements. We
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of the lack of a holistic, person
centred approach to the care of
people following stroke.

134.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

28

Full

79

5.3.2

College of
Occupational
Therapists

29

Full

103

3

College of

30

Full

105

3

Recommendation 8: requires that
local policies and procedures are
in place to support appropriate
training by suitably qualified
individuals to ensure safe
practice.
We would welcome greater
clarity regarding circumstances in
which it would be relevant to
carry out a pre-discharge home
visit to guide practitioners who
may find it difficult in clinical
practice to justify the use of
resources with a lack of robust
evidence to support this. While
some examples have been
included within ‘other
considerations’ we would suggest
that this be moved to page 107 as
bullet points under
recommendation 14.
Occupational therapists have a

135.

SH

136.

SH

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
believe they reflect the
comments made by the Delphi
panel and fit the description of
professions and documents that
are relevant to persons who has
had a stroke and their
carer/family.
Thank you for your comment, we
agree this would need to be in
place.

Thank you for your comment.
The Delphi survey did include
further statements regarding predischarge home visits. However,
the Delphi panel did not reach
consensus on these statements
and it was therefore difficult to
be more specific about the
circumstances. The GDG
discussed this issue and this is
currently summarised in the
‘other considerations’ section of
the LETR.

Thank you for your comment. A
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unique role in the assessment of
a person’s home environment
which is not reflected within the
guideline.

Occupational
Therapists

137.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

31

Full

114

6.1.4

Recommendation 17: should
more specific timescales be
included within this
recommendation i.e. within 24
hours?

138.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

32

Full

114

6.1.4

Recommendation 17: We suggest
that orientation be changed to
include a more encompassing
cognitive screening.

139.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

33

Full

114

6.1.4

Recommendation 17: We suggest
that an assessment of mood is
included at this stage.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Delphi statement regarding the
role of the occupational therapist
in this process was included.
However there was some debate
about who would carry this out
and no consensus was achieved.
It therefore did not feature in the
recommendation.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agreed that screening
should take place as soon as
possible. The recommendation
has been amended to state ‘on
admission’ rather than ‘after
admission’. This revision indicates
that screening should take place
without delay.
Thank you for your comment this
recommendation is intended to
cover screening on admission.
The GDG agreed that a full
medical assessment including
cognition should take place
following screening after
admission.
Thank you for your comment this
recommendation is intended to
cover screening on admission.
The GDG recognised the need to
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140.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

34

Full

129

2

We believe that the wishes and
expectations of the person who
has had a stroke are central to
the goal setting process.
Therefore the use of the word
‘efforts’ implies that this may be
optional and we would request
that this is removed.

141.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

35

Full

130

2

While we recognise that
timescales may be necessary we
agree that there is a need for
flexibility and that some goals do
not lend themselves to predict an

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
comprehensively assess any
impairments in psychological
functioning (including mood).
However, at the time of
screening (i.e. on admission) the
impact on longer term emotional
function would not be necessarily
immediately apparent. The GDG
therefore recommended a
comprehensive assessment
which would take place at a later
stage. A statement to this effect
was added to the LETR.
Thank you very much for your
comment. These tables refer to
the actual statements in the
Delphi survey. These were based
on published national and
international guidelines and
evolved through the different
rounds to result in this consensus
/ non-consensus statement.
Therefore we cannot change
statements in these tables.
Thank you for your comment.
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142.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

143.

SH

144.

SH

145.

SH

146.

SH

Comments
Please insert each new comment
in a new row.
end point.
Recommendation 27: Could the
recommendation include the
need for the MDT to be trained in
goal planning to facilitate the
setting of realistic goals
throughout the recovery?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

36

Full

132

6.2.8

College of
Occupational
Therapists

37

Full

151

6.4.2

Recommendation 33: We
recommend that ‘initially’ be
changed to reflect that this is the
recommended minimum level of
input at the start of the person’s
rehabilitation journey.

College of
Occupational
Therapists
College of
Occupational
Therapists

38

Full

182

12

Dis-executive Questionnaire
should read ‘dysexecutive’.

Health professionals involved
with setting goals should have
the necessary skills to do so. The
GDG agree that all the
recommendations given in this
guideline should only be carried
out by those with the necessary
qualifications, training and skills.
Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.
Thank you for your comment this
has been corrected.

39

Full

187

8.2.2

College of
Occupational
Therapists

40

Full

196

8.3.2

There is an inconsistency in
relation to cognitive domains
throughout the guideline. Specific
recommendations should be
made for each cognitive domain
e.g. memory, attention, executive
function.
Recommendation 48. Last
sentence - we recommend
rewording to ‘use strategies

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
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specific to the individual, task and
environment’.

147.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

41

Full

219

10.1.2

Recommendation 52 – would this
be improved by re-wording to ‘all
people with stroke must be
screened for visual problems and
referred for more specialist
assessment if indicated’?

148.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

42

Full

263

12.2.2

College of
Occupational
Therapists

43

Full

314

13.1.2

Recommendations 66-69: Implies
that these recommendations are
specifically for Speech and
Language Therapists but with
more explicit wording these
recommendations could become
more relevant to all rehabilitation
professionals.
Recommendations 77-80: Implies
that these recommendations are
specifically for Physiotherapists.
We request a rewording to
support the role of occupational
therapy within the management
of movement disorder, sensory

149.

SH

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your suggestion.
There was very little evidence
found in this area, and from the
Delphi survey consensus was only
reached for the referral of people
with double vision. Therefore the
GDG did not feel they could make
further recommendations in this
area but have reviewed the
wording to ensure clarity.
Thank you for your comment.
We do not think this is implied.
The GDG have clearly stated that
therapy should be led and guided
by a SLT working collaboratively
with other trained people.

Thank you for your comment.
Strength training is was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
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impairment and balance
difficulties.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

150.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

44

Full

371

3

Recommendation 86: We
recommend that this statement
be reworded to reflect that
routine use of resting splinting to
the upper limb is not
recommended following stroke
as this more accurately reflects
the current evidence.

Thank you. Orthoses for the
upper limb was part of the last
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

151.

SH

College of
Occupational
Therapists

45

Full

509

13

The first statement is ambiguous
and lacks clear guidance. We
would welcome greater clarity
about the nature of these
‘identified needs’ - who will
identify them and to what
services should they be
supported to refer to?

College of
Occupational
Therapists

46

Full

510

First
state
ment

This section has been greatly
improved. However while we
welcome the need to consider
return to work there must also be
recognition of the needs of
people with stroke who will not
return to work. We suggest that
this be considered within this

Thank you for your comment.
This is one of the Delphi
consensus statements that was
part of the survey. The need
could be a number of different
things as identified by the person
who has had a stroke resulting in
them needing to self-refer back
to rehabilitation services.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that this has
been addressed through the
recommendations made on
facilitating community and
leisure activities.

152.

SH
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College of
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47
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section of the guideline.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

With the above comments in
mind, we remain concerned
regarding the current NICE
Guideline development process
and whether it is the most
appropriate methodology for the
development of rehabilitation
guidelines. The reliance on
randomised controlled trials may
have potentially limited the
recommendations as RCT's may
not be the most appropriate
research methodology to
evidence multifaceted, complex
rehabilitation interventions. We
would have welcomed the
inclusion of a wider range of
evidence including levels below
RCT but which is placed
hierarchically superior to expert
opinion, particularly given our
concerns about the level of
evidence obtained by the Delphi
study used within the
development of this guideline.
We would also particularly
welcome more evidence

Thank you for your comment.
The methodology formed part of
the first consultation process.
Patient experience was not
excluded in the current guideline.
The guideline group included 2
patient representatives and we
also cross-referenced the patient
experience guideline.
The modified Delphi consensus
process covered areas where
there was a lack of evidence and
it was based on
recommendations within
published national and
international guidelines which
were primarily derived from
consensus.
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Department
of Health

1

Full
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Department

2

Full

Gener
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regarding patient experience.
In view of the amount of work
and resource involved in the
development of guidelines we
remain concerned about the
added value this particular
guideline contributes in addition
to existing guidelines such as that
developed by the Royal College of
Physicians and how this will
impact on current and future
clinical practice in relation to
stroke rehabilitation.
NICE has attempted to address
the substantial concerns
submitted by a range of
stakeholders in response to the
first version, regarding the scope
and recommendations of the
rehabilitation guidelines. There
was particular concern that the
absence of a range of
interventions from consideration
in the first draft may have
resulted in some therapies and
services not being commissioned
or being withdrawn
These revised guidelines on

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
Further work has been conducted
addressing the main areas
highlighted by stakeholders to
ensure a more complete
rehabilitation pathway is
provided by the guidance. The
introduction states it is not
intended to be comprehensive as
it is not possible to cover every
therapeutic intervention used in
stroke rehabilitation within the
guideline.
Thank you for your comment.
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Department
of Health

3

Full
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Department
of Health

4

Full
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rehabilitation after stroke are a
significant improvement on the
first draft, especially in terms of
the layout, its broader
perspective and the
recommendations themselves.
However, whilst the revised
guidelines will not now present
such a potential hazard to
existing services, they do not add
greatly to the existing national
guidance on stroke, especially
that contained within the RCP
Intercollegiate Working Party
National Guidelines on Stroke.

These NICE guidelines remain far
from comprehensive, giving a
minimalist review of stroke
rehabilitation. They would not
provide useful guidance to
commissioners on the wide range
of services, therapies and
techniques that are already
offered, that include, for
instance, functional electrical
stimulation (FES), clinical

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for contributing to the
consultation process. The
additional areas now covered by
the guideline were in response to
stakeholder requests that further
work be undertaken to provide a
more complete stroke pathway.
It is therefore inevitable that this
pathway will reflect stroke care
and practice in the UK and will be
similar to that of other existing
UK stroke guidelines.
The GDG believe the guidance
now provides a more complete
pathway, but acknowledges that
it was not possible to cover all
aspects of stroke rehabilitation
with the time and resources
available. Cross reference has
been made to other NICE
guidelines relevant to people
who have had a stroke, such as
depression (CG91), and anxiety
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psychology, and spasticity
management.

Many stakeholders questioned
the reliance placed by NICE in the
first version on randomised
controlled trials: concern was
raised as to whether they are the
most appropriate research
methodology to evidence
multifaceted, complex
rehabilitation interventions. It
was proposed that a wider range
of evidence including levels
below RCT should be considered,
including the patient experience.
NICE has responded to this by
using a modified Delphi
technique in addition to the RCT
review. The expert panel for the
Delphi study however, appears
skewed with 30% of the
participants being
physiotherapists. Evidence of
how this was dealt with in
response to the findings would
have established greater rigour in

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
(CG113). Other topics such as
spasticity were considered to be
too large to be covered, but will
be considered for inclusion when
updating the guideline.
Thank you for your comment. As
stated in Appendix F efforts were
made to recruit Delphi panel
members from all professions
and in case of an identified
under-representation,
organisations were contacted to
encourage participation. In the
analysis of responses we could
filter according to profession, but
the responses from
physiotherapist were not
systematically different to those
of other professions’ responses.
We added this to the description
of the analysis.
Patient experience was not
excluded, for instance with
regards to information provision
and by cross-referencing the
patient experience guideline. A
systematic review of qualitative
data is now included in the
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support of the methodology.
No patient experience was
systematically included as
evidence.

Overall, although the guidelines
have improved in terms of their
layout and broader perspective,
the added value which they
might bring to the development
of stroke rehabilitation services is
unclear.

3- 5

63. ‘Provide appropriate
information, education and
training to the multidisciplinary
stroke team so that they can

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
review of goal setting in
rehabilitation planning. This
review focused on the
experiences that people who
have had a stroke and clinicians
had with this process. The GDG
also considered qualitative data
from the ACTNow study with
regards to aphasia after stroke.
Thank you for your contribution
to the consultation process. The
GDG consider the added value to
be the provision of national
guidance providing clear
recommendations on the delivery
of care and therapy to people
after stroke using an evidence
based approach, and for those
areas lacking evidence one of the
largest surveys amongst the
multiprofessional stroke
community was conducted using
validated survey methodology to
develop consensus based
recommendations.
Thank you for your comment and
the information provided. The
recommendations made for
communication difficulties were
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offer support to the person with
communication difficulties, and
their family or carer (2013)’
The committee might wish to
consider the value of the stroke
specific education framework for
supporting this recommendation.
(Article attached)

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
based on the evidence within a
Cochrane review and the
consensus of the GDG.

Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.

161.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiac and
Stroke
network

1

Full

151

33/34

In an ideal world 45 minutes if
identified should be offered but
how feasible is this going to be
when there is not enough
therapy staff available within
stroke services

162.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiac and
Stroke
network

2

full

165

38

163.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiac and
Stroke
network

3

full

223

55

Post 12 months stroke clients can
still change should a
consideration be for an ongoing
annual review to identify any
change and if so, to sign post that
individual to the appropriate
service
How can it be guaranteed that
an orthoptist will be
commissioned

Although this document is of
interest we were unable to
include it in our review as it did
not meet our inclusion criteria.

Thank you for your comment.
It is for local commissioners to
decide on what services should
be provided.
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Dieticians to be included in
core MDT

NIC
E

9

1.1.
3

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiac and
Stroke
network

5

NICE

13

1.2.4

Add previous nutritional status
and risk of developing re-feeding
problems as part of the
comprehensive assessment

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiac and
Stroke
network
Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiac and
Stroke
network

6

NICE

15

1.2.16

Add nutritional status and dietary
requirements
to section on planning
rehabilitation

7

NICE

16

1.3.2

Add meal delivery services as
additional but important example
of information under section on
providing support and
information

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was not reached for
inclusion of a dietician in the
MDT in the Delphi survey. The
GDG have made a further
recommendation for access to
other services including dietetics.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that nutritional
status would fall within the
current recommendation.
Reference has been made to the
recommendations on screening
and assessment of nutrition and
malnutrition in the stroke
guideline (CG 68) and nutrition
support in adults (CG32).
Thank you for your comment.
This list was directly lifted from
the Delphi consensus statement.
Hence, we cannot amend it
retrospectively.
Thank you for your suggestion.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.
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Add all patients requiring texture
modification should be referred
to a dietician to section on
Swallowing

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation, however
the GDG have reviewed the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.
Add set dietary goals for
Thank you for your comment.
secondary prevention and give
Diet was not included within the
support to implement
long term health section of the
necessary steps to achieve
Delphi survey. We have cross
these to section on long-term
referred to the Lipid modification
Guideline CG67 which includes
health and social support
recommendations on diet.
Although a less shambolic that
Thank you for your comment.
the previous version, this
The GDG do not agree with your
guideline is still a travesty of
view as the methods used were
representation for stroke
in compliance with the Guideline
rehabilitation which, if published, Manual used for all NICE
will set stroke rehab for years and guidance.
condemn thousands of stroke
survivors to sub-optimal care and For the areas where there was
poor outcomes. An opportunity
little or no evidence one of the
to make a great leap forward in
largest surveys amongst the
the delivery of stroke rehab is
multiprofessional stroke
being lost.
community was conducted using
validated survey methodology to
The areas of rehabilitation
develop consensus based
considered are incomplete; and
recommendations. The
the interpretation of the
methodology used was in
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evidence is bizarre (and appears
to reflect personal interests and
political expediency rather than a
detailed objective appraisal of
the evidence). There are many
recommendations for which
there is no evidence (for or
against) and the
recommendation is the whim of
the person/people making them.
And other areas where strong
evidence has been ignored
(presumably also at the whim of
the person/people making them).
Many of the recommendations
are not helpful and will have little
impact to improve services. They
are either covered in other
national guidelines and already
an established part of the
national audit processes (what is
the point of spend huge amounts
of money to re-iterate what is
already DoH/NHS policy) or so
vague and bland they are merely
a statement of the blatantly
obvious and good intent.
Is any health care professional

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
agreement with NICE and full
details given within the guideline.
The areas covered within the
guidance are a result of the
stakeholder scope consultation
and the supplementary work
carried out from the first
consultation. The evidence was
reviewed and the subsequent
recommendations made followed
the NICE methods manual. All
GDG members declared any
interests at the recruitment stage
and at each subsequent GDG
meeting and these are made
available on the NICE website and
included in the appendix of the
guideline. The GDG complied
with the NICE policy on declaring
interests throughout the
development of this guideline.
We agree many of the areas
covered are available in other
guidelines, but this is inevitable
given that it presents a pathway
of stroke care and practice in the
UK and will therefore be similar
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going to deliver an intervention
which intentionally does not
“take into consideration the type
or complexity of the person’s
presentation and relevant
personal history”?
As before, the standard of writing
is poor. It is sloppy, imprecise and
repetitive. It appears to have
been written by someone who is
naive about stroke rehab
(presumably the technical team).
It is embarrassing.
Did the GDG team fail to proof
read and edit, or did the technical
team take no notice?
The same Q could be asked about
the structure and content of the
review!
The absence of a dietician from
the list of the MDT is
unreasonable.
The absence of reference of the
need to monitor nutritional state
and offer for nutritional support,
where appropriate is a serious
omission.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
to other existing UK stroke
guidelines. The Department of
Health commissioned this
guidance, and it was their
decision that national guidance in
this area was needed. The
additional work conducted was in
direct response to stakeholders
request that further work was
needed to provide a more
complete pathway, and
additional recommendations
were made to address the gaps
highlighted by the comments
received in the first consultation.

Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was not reached for
inclusion of a dietician in the core
MDT in the Delphi survey. Even
though not in the core MDT
team, the GDG agreed that
access to other services such as
dietetics is important and a
further recommendation
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The complete lack of any
consideration of rehabilitation for
those who cannot walk is a very
serious omission

It is meaningless to merely say
that MDTs should screen
impairments and disabilities. Do
you really think any team will not
attempt to do this? The
impairments and disabilities
(should be activity limitations)
should be listed and reference
should be made to the need to
use standardised, objective
measurement tools. Without this
level specificity, services can
claim to meet the
recommendation with any old
tosh.
It’s not hard. Use the ICF or the

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
specifying these services has now
been included. Please also see
the LETR for this set of
recommendations which
describes this discussion.
Regarding the comment related
to ‘lack of consideration for
rehabilitation for those who
cannot walk’ this is covered in the
areas we are not consulting on,
please see our movement
chapter for further details.
Thank you for your comment. We
have now stated more clearly
that tools with ‘robust
psychometric properties’ should
be used.
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Full
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Full

24
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GMASTER toolkit.
It is insufficient to say that there
should be systems in place –
there already is some sort of
system in place in every trust.
The problem is that they don’t
work. If the recommendation is
to have any impact and improve
the standards of care it needs to
state that the equipment and
adaptations need to be in place
before the patient is discharged
and that patients and carers
should be trained to use them
and be confident to do so; that
their suitability should be
monitored and reviewed in the
long term and changes or
adjustments made as necessary.
It is insufficient to merely provide
information about the
medications. Stroke survivors
need a full assessment of their
ability to manage their
medication and an action plan to
ensure that they are able to do
so, involving other people/carers/
family/ education/ aids and
adaptations/ careful monitoring

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have made
recommendations to ensure the
patient is being discharged into a
safe environment, that training is
provided to family and carers,
and follow-up plans are in place
to monitor on-going needs.

Thank you for your comment, we
have amended the
recommendation accordingly.
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as necessary.
How can one possibly justify NOT
screening, assessing and treating
mobility (there is more to
mobility than transfers), balance
and upper limb function when
someone is admitted to hospital.
Any physiotherapy student
working in acute care would fail
an examination of their ability to
assess if they followed this
recommendation.
You have also missed shoulder
pain and risk of developing
contractures which are important
preventable complications of
stroke.
This is badly written and does not
make sense. It is also banal and
pointless.
When would one not assess if
problems were found?
It needs to be re-worded and
made much more specific;
involving the aspects of function
that need to be screened and
assessed (perhaps the NICE team
don’t know what they are) using
standardised, objective

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that screening,
assessment have been covered
within this section.
There was no consensus on
shoulder pain. The use of
orthoses to maintain joint range,
soft tissue length and alignment
has been mentioned in the
section on orthoses for the upper
limb.

Thank you for your comment.
We have reviewed this
recommendation and removed it.
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ar and Stroke
Network

8

Full

24

18

178.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network

9

Full

24

28

179.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke

10

Full

24

33

Comments
Please insert each new comment
in a new row.
measurement tools and then a
management plan needs to be
devised and shared with the
patient and family.
The section on assessment is a
mess. It muddles a number of
different elements- diagnosis of
impairments and activity
limitations; risk of complications;
past medical history. It is a flow
of consciousness rather than
clear and effective
recommendation about what
should be assessed and how.
What is the point of measuring
the NIHSS at discharge? It is
designed to diagnose the severity
of stroke during acute care.
What is the point of just taking
these measurements? What
should the MDT do with the
results? Or are they expected to
just do the measurements and
then ignore them?
What is a psychometric measure?
Psychometrics are properties of a
measure. All measures have
psychometrics (good or bad). I
think you mean ‘standardised

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendations have been
amended to provide greater
clarity.

Thank you for your comment.
These measures have been
selected as these achieved
consensus in the Delphi survey.
Unfortunately, there was no
consensus for the other
measures. The recommendation
specifies that the information
should be fed back to the MDT.
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation has been
revised to provide clarity. The
recommendation specifies that
the information should be fed
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objective measurement tools
with robust psychometrics’.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
back to the MDT.

A recommendation is needed to
say that HCPs need to use them,
before one to recommend that
they are feedback to the family/
patient.
180.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network

11

Full

25

14

How often should goals be
reviewed? – I would suggest
weekly. As stated, this
recommendation would be met if
it was done once on admission
and discharge; which is pointless.

181.

SH

12

Full

26

11

182.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network
Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network

13

Full

26

19

When and how should
information be provided?
Information about what? This
recommendation could be met
with a bit of paper stuck on a
notice board in the corner.
This repeats no 17. Why specify
cognition for this process. This
process should be followed for all
impairments and activity
limitations

Thank you for your comment.
There was no consensus for
setting a timeframe for reviewing
goals. The view was that
flexibility was required and
timings of a review would depend
on individual circumstances.
Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
We do not believe this repeats
the previous recommendation.
The first recommendation
addresses orientation and the
second, addresses other cognitive
deficits which may be safely
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183.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network

14

Full

26

28

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network

15

Full

27

35

There is a lot of repetition in the
section on cognitive problems.
Visual neglect is a form of
inattention why have
recommendations for both? It
just repeats.
Why not list the cognitive
problems that need to be
assessed (with the best practice
tools to assess them!) and then
the interventions that work and
should be used?
What does ‘effective mouth care’
consist of?

184.

SH

185.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network
Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire

16

Full

27

37

How often should swallowing be
assessed / monitored?

186.

SH

17

Full

27

42

How can one provide nutritional
support without referral to a
dietician or objective

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
screened for at a later point.
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.

Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation, however
the GDG have reviewed the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
This chapter was not included as
part of this consultation,
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assessment?
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Full
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No 76 repeats no 75

188.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network

19

Full

28

12

No 76-79 focus on movement
difficulties. Movement (or the
lack of it) is an impairment. This
contradicts the previous
recommendations around
assessment; goal setting and
delivery of therapy which
recommends a focus on function
(by which I presume you mean
activity limitations).
So this section should focus on
limitations of mobility and upper
limb activities (or function).
At the very least ‘movement
difficulties’ should be defined

189.

SH

Greater
Manchester

20

Full

28

12

Why is physiotherapy
recommended for people with

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Recommendation 76 refers to
training for the person who has
had a stroke and
recommendation 75 refers to
training for the conversation
partner.
Thank you for your comment.
This section was part of the last
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Strength training is was part of
the last consultation where we
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such a narrow range of motorrelated impairments? Why isn’t it
recommended for spasticity,
contractures, pain; cardiovascular
reconditioning/ lack of
endurance; lack of confidence;
falls?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Having recommended that
physiotherapists should assess
these impairments, why is there
no mention of how most of them
should be treated? There is very
strong evidence for balance
training. And some evidence for
sensory retraining (which is at
least as strong as that for many
other recommendations made)
190.

SH

Greater
Manchester
and Cheshire
Cardiovascul
ar and Stroke
Network

21

Full

28

18

What on earth does no. 79
mean? It is badly written and
does not make sense, and how is
it justified?
The National Stroke Strategy
recommends that rehabilitation
should continue for as long as the
stroke survivor is able to benefit
from it. Stroke survivors have
ambitions for activity and

Thank you for your comment.
This section was part of the first
consultation where we have
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
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participation that go far beyond
being merely being independent
or doing something with
assistance. They should continue
until they have reached their
goals and potential.
If this recommendation was
followed rehab/ PT would stop as
soon as someone can do anything
with assistance.
Why are you condemning stroke
survivors to such a potentially
miserable existence, carers to
such a heavy burden and service
providers to such costs by
preventing stroke survivors
access to rehabilitation.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Full

29

22

The authors seem to be unaware
that resistance training is a form
of strength training. No. 82
repeats no. 80.
And that cardio-respiratory
training is a different form of
exercise to resistance training
(which is a form of strength
training). Perhaps they are
confusing resistance training with
C/V endurance training?

We agree cardio-respiratory
training is different exercise to
resistance training. We do not
consider the recommendations
are repeated. One recommends a
combination to promote general
fitness and increased activity, the
other gives specific examples of
what training could be
considered to increase strength.
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There is a very thorough
systematic review which shows
that upper limb orthotics (wrist
splints) are not effective. So no.
86 is reasonable.
Why then, are there another 3
recommendations regarding their
use? Which contradicts the
previous recommendation and
which is contrary to the research
evidence.
Just don’t use them; they don’t
work

Thank you. This section of the
guideline was part of the last
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
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The section on FES for the UL is
bizarre and presumably is
someone’s personal hobby horse
as it bears little relation to the
evidence.
Why is there no reference to the
use of FES for a subluxed
shoulder (which has quite strong
evidence)
Having said (rightly) in no. 90 that
UL FES should not be used. Why
then give 3 recommendations
about using it?
The phrase ‘unless it is being

Thank you. This section of the
guideline is not included as part
of this consultation, however the
GDG have reconsidered the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.
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trialled’ is meaningless. Why
include recommendations about
how a trial should be run?
If ‘being trailed’ means ‘having a
go at it’, then why include it
here? These are meant to be
evidence based guidelines.
How can you justify including
recommendations about how to
do interventions if you are
‘having a go’. Either there is
evidence to support its use (in
which case, use it), or there isn’t
(in which case, don’t use it.
There isn’t evidence to support
its use, so don’t.

Developer’s Response
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comment

Full

30
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No 97 is just banal. What
treatments? When? What
assessment? What onward
referrals? If you can’t say
anything helpful, don’t say
anything.

In the Delphi survey consensus
was only reached for providing
information on shoulder pain and
using positioning for managing
shoulder pain. It was therefore
not possible for the GDG to make
any specific recommendations.
The GDG recognise that this is a
common problem and have made
a research recommendation for
an evaluation of different
management strategies to be
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38

The authors appear unaware the
constraint-induced movement
therapy is the main way in which
repetitive task specific training is
delivered for the upper limb. If by
repetitive task specific training
you mean circuit training, then
say so and call it circuit training

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
undertaken.
Thank you.
Constraint induced movement
therapy, walking therapies and
repetitive task training were part
of the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Treadmill training and electromechanically assisted gait
training are the main ways in
which task specific training for
the lower limb is offered.
Why has walking/ gait been
excluded from the task specific
training?
Intensive tasks specific training is
effective for all motor related
tasks/ functions activities
(mobility, walking, balance, upper
limb) and should be
recommended for them all.
The effect of TSS is on
function/activity, not weakness
(which is an impairment). It
should be offered to anyone who
has limitations in the activities,
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not merely those with weakness.
‘Walk training’ (I think you mean
mobility training, not just
walking, what about those who
can’t walk?) should be offered to
anyone who is not able to get
about how they want to. It
should not be limited to
becoming independent or focus
merely on speed; given that
endurance; confidence; cognition
and falls are what limits
community ambulation as much
as weakness and speed.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

How can anyone look at the
evidence for treadmill training
and come to this conclusions/
recommendation?
Why only consider treadmill
training, when there is very
strong evidence from Cochrane
reviews that it improves mobility
in those who can already walk
and want to get better (stronger
than any other evidence)
Why not, state that is should be
provided?

Thank you. Walking therapies
was part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

Thank you. Walking therapies
was part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.
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How can you possibly justify
no.102 when there is a Cochrane
Review demonstrating NNT of 4
for electromechanically assisted
gait for people to regain the
ability to walk? It should be
recommended (very strongly) for
anyone who cannot walk.
This recommendation is
condemning thousands of people
per year to wheelchair
dependence, a miserable life and
early death.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you. Walking therapies
was part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

Why only consider an AFO, when
there is good evidence that they
improve speed, balance, stance
phase and toe clearance. Anyone
with these problems should be
prescribed one, unless there is an
overwhelming contra-indication.

Thank you for your comment.
Orthoses for the upper limb was
part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

Why only consider AFOs in these
guidelines? What about other
walking aids?
200.
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It is an insult to see OT reduced
to this! No wonder Prof
Drummond left!

Thank you. Self-care was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
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You have talked about
management of neglect
elsewhere
There is more to managing UL
weakness than getting folk to try
to use the weak one!
There is more to OT than dressing
and washing practice

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

No 109 just repeats no 108 (but is
better worded). However the
notion that rehabilitation is
complete once the patient is
independent is an insult.
Rehabilitation is complete once
the patient can do what he/she
wants or needs to do or as much
as they are able to do.
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112

It is unhelpfully vague to merely
say that “return to work issue”
should be addressed as soon as
possible. What issues? When?
For whom?

Thank you.
Return to work was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
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It is insufficient to merely help
patients recognise the
complications that they are

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider it is important
to provide the person with
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developing. They need
assessment, monitoring and
active intervention to prevent
them, and to treat them if/when
they occur.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
information to recognise signs
when they may need to seek
advice from a health professional.
We would agree that would need
to be followed up as suggested.

The research recommendations
clearly represent the selfinterests and priorities of the
members of the NICE group. Isn’t
that a conflict of interest?

The research recommendations
are decided by the consensus of
the GDG, and are for those areas
reviewed by the guideline where
the GDG agreed there was a lack
of robust evidence, and where
further research would benefit
stroke rehabilitation practice.
Thank you for your comment.
The swallowing section is not
included as part of this
consultation.

The rationale for selecting these
9 key priorities is unclear as is the
timing (when in the stroke
pathway they apply).

For example the guideline is titled
“long-term rehabilitation” yet
The GDG have reviewed and
swallowing therapy is
clarified this recommendation.
recommended “at least three
Thank you for your suggestion.
times a week”. Is this for an
indefinite period?
Stroke unit care and ESD are
recommended but it would be
useful to add guidance on the
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organisation of specialist
community based rehabilitation
beyond the welcome addition of
the new recommendations for
process (e.g. reviews of health
and social care needs every 6 and
12 months).
Doesn’t ‘every’ mean 6 ,12 ,18,
24 etc whereas I think you mean
6, 12, 24, 36 etc.
On the choice of impairments as
priority areas I wondered why
cognitive problems were not
included given their emphasis
from Stroke Association’s needs
survey and the James Lind
Alliance’s consensus on cognitive
problems as the number one
priority. Much as I (with a vested
interest) value the prioritisation
of mood it seems odd to select
mood and swallowing above any
other of many persisting
impairments. You might
alternatively remove those two
and focus instead on how to
deliver a whole person approach.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

The recommendations referring
to 6 month follow ups and
reviews have been amended to 6
months and thereafter annually.
The key priorities for
implementation have been
amended by the GDG.
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Although the overall
recommendations seem more
relevant to clinical practice the
methods used to develop them
are unclear (due to the huge
volume of detail that is quite offputting and deters overly close
inspection – and I say this as a
researcher who actually enjoys
writing and reading detailed
methodologies) and this is a
cause for concern. For example
the rather limited Delphi exercise
appears to have carried more
weight than years of painstaking
research that has been rigorously
peer-reviewed before funding
and publication (i.e. well known
trials and Cochrane reviews are
largely absent).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment. For
reasons of transparency we were
asked by NICE to include this
level of detail.
Reasons for rejecting Cochrane
reviews are given in the
appendix. In most cases the
Cochrane reviews did not fully
match the criteria laid out in our
protocols. In all cases they were
cross-checked for relevant
studies.
The Brady (2012) Cochrane
review for aphasia is now
included since it was the update
of the already included Kelly
(2010) Cochrane review.

The reason for excluding many
Cochrane reviews is hard to find
in the guideline. Often you have
included some of the component
studies from the review, seeming
to ignore the expertise of the
review authors and the Cochrane
stroke editorial group, with little
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explanation other than referring
back to your initially narrow and
rather unrealistic remit/scope.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

For example page 168 says
“Searches were conducted for
systematic reviews (of
randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) and cohort studies) and
RCTs comparing the clinical
effectiveness of cognitive
rehabilitation therapies with
usual care to improve spatial
awareness and/or visual neglect
for adults and young people 16 or
older who have had a stroke.
Only studies with a minimum
sample size of 10 participants (5
in each arm) were selected. Nine
(9) RCTs were identified which
addressed visual neglect.”
However it does not say why the
Cochrane review that met those
criteria was excluded.
I noticed this throughout the
cognitive section. Later I found
the (out of date) Kelly 2010
review of aphasia was included
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(but the updated one by Brady
2012 was not).
It is not clear why some were and
others were not included and this
inconsistency and lack of
transparency in methods leading
to a seemingly ad hoc
inclusion/exclusion of evidence
may jeopardise the credibility of
this much needed guideline.
The Kelly 2010 Cochrane review
of aphasia was updated by Brady
and published in May 2012.
doi:10.1002/14651858.CD000425
.pub3. Your guidance is based on
quite old evidence. This is
important given the recent
(2011-2012) publication of
several trials included in the 2012
update, some of which I see from
line 12 that you are aware of*
but others possibly not (Laska,
Bowen*) and pilot trials
(Palmer*, Godecke).
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comment

Thank you for your comment.
The updated Cochrane review is
now included. From this we have
selected the two comparisons
that addressed our protocol (SLT
vs. no SLT / SLT vs. placebo).
Trials such as Bakheit and
Godecke were not included since
they investigated different
comparisons.

I see from Tables 61 and
especially 62 you have selected
mostly studies from the 1980’s
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(since when trial methodology for
complex interventions has been
developed and we had hoped
had replaced these pioneering
attempts).
I wondered why the UK based
Bakheit study was excluded.
Under “Relative values of
different outcomes” there was
concern about the
responsiveness of the TOM to
detect clinically meaningful
change. This is a well validated
scale with additional recent peer
reviewed publications on the
standardised method of use
developed during the ACT NoW
feasibility study.

Developer’s Response
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comment

Thank you for your comment.
This concern was raised in the
discussion since it is a mean
change on a categorical scale. It
was queried whether steps could
be considered equal (i.e. a
change from 0 to 1 is functionally
the same change as one from 3
to 4). We have added this point
to the LETR.

Data on the responsiveness of
this method is now available from
the ACT NoW trial itself. These
show the measure was
responsive to change i.e. the 0.8
(95% CI 0.6 to 1.0) mean
difference (change from baseline
to outcomes) for all participants.
This was greater than the 0.5
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clinically meaningful between
group difference that the study
was statistically powered to
detect. So the measure has
proven responsiveness and it is
worth reflecting on the
distinction between an
unresponsive measure and an
ineffective intervention (or in this
case an intervention that adds no
added value to the probable
benefit of individualised
attention and rapport building).
1.9.9 - Adding the benefits of
exercise alongside the potential
risks when communicating to the
person with stroke would provide
a balanced view and reduce the
risk of alarming the person about
exercising.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

1.11.3 - the final bullet point
seems at odds with the general
ethos of promoting participation
after stroke because it is
impairment focused and covered
elsewhere

Thank you for your comment.
We agree and have reordered
this recommendation.

A recommendation has been
made to encourage physical
activity. The GDG agree
presenting a balanced view
without alarming people is
important.
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Recommendation 96 - preventing
shoulder pain, despite not
reaching consensus we feel that
asking about pain should be
included

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider this to be
covered by the
recommendations.

292
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Thank you for your suggestion.
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I think this should read
“repetitive practice early after
stroke may lead to beneficial
neuroplastic changes as this
makes a better link between
practice of specific motor
behaviours and recovery, which is
supported in the current
literature.
Using treadmill training as a
specific example here might
suggest to the reader that this is
to be definitely recommended;
this is not necessarily supported
later in the guideline. Perhaps the
example should be that
“repetitive walking practice may
be used to facilitate a better gait
pattern while building
strength….”etc.
The comment on shoulder pain

8

Docu
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Thank you for your suggestion.

Thank you this has been
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seems incongruous in a
paragraph on strength training

Developer’s Response
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comment
corrected.

Recommendation 80: We are
concerned that exercise on
stationary cycles is specifically
recommended. Whilst I
appreciate that this is only an
example of an exercise modality,
the systematic review found that
the evidence for effects of
stationary pedalling on motor
function after stroke is of
insufficient quality and not
definitive enough for it to be
specifically recommended
(Hancock et al, 2012)
Recommendation 85: We would
suggest adding advice from the
treating therapist in addition to
medical advice if, for example,
shoulder pain occurs

Thank you for your comment.
Strength training was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Thank you we have noted your
comment and amended the
recommendation accordingly.
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Guidance about how this
screening should be carried outuse of any recognised valid
assessment tools for example?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
None of the recognised screening
tools reached consensus.

13

It would be helpful to clarify the
composition of a stroke team in
the community ie whether it is
solely rehabilitation in the
persons own home, or includes
outpatient or day hospital based
rehabilitation services.

Thank you for your comment, a
person with stroke should have
access to a full multi-disciplinary
team, whatever the setting.
General Practitioners may be
involved if it is appropriate for
them to be so, but they would
not be part of the core multidisciplinary team.

13

It would be helpful to include
advice about how the roles of the
MD team should be documented
and communicated to patients
and carers?

Thank you for your comment.
Members of the GDG felt that
describing how this would be
documented would be
challenging and lengthy within a
recommendation. This would
vary according to the stage of
rehabilitation and also according
to patient needs. We have
amended the LETR to include a
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statement to this effect.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider carers’ needs
including provision of equipment
and support and training to
ensure safe discharge and ongoing care, to have been
addressed throughout the
guideline.

218.

SH

4

NICE

14

This should be expanded to make
particular reference to safe
handling and use of appropriate
aids and on-going risk assessment
for the tasks in order for a carer
to safely continue with the tasks
post discharge.

219.

SH

11

NICE

34

It would be helpful if the table of
outcomes related to the WHO
classification described in page
13

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

220.

SH

Intercollegiat
e Stroke
Working
Party /
AGILE:
Chartered
Physiotherap
ists working
with Older
People
Intercollegiat
e Stroke
Working
Party /
AGILE:
Chartered
Physiotherap
ists working
with Older
People
Intercollegiat
e Stroke
Working
Party /
AGILE:
Chartered
Physiotherap
ists working

12

NICE

It would complete the statement
if who the summary should be
provided for is added.

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation now states
that the summary is part of the
information that should be
provided to the person with
stroke and relevant health and
social care professionals.
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The final bullet point seems at
odds with the general ethos of
promoting participation after
stroke, the final bullet point is
impairment focused

Thank you for your comment.
We agree and have amended the
recommendation.

17

Include the phrase ‘carry out a
comprehensive assessment by
appropriate members of the
multidisciplinary team’

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.

17

There should be guidance as to
appropriate time scales to start
and complete a comprehensive
assessment (source)

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
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17

If this includes measures other
than the NIHSS and Barthel.
there should be advice given
about choosing an appropriate
tool that is valid and reliable

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.

NICE

26

Should some reference be made
to the CMO PA guidelines

Thank you for your suggestion.
We are only able to refer to other
NICE guidance.

NICE

27

Adding a statement on defining
“a suitable local provider” ie with
adequate training at a level
appropriate to teaching fitness
and physical activity to people
who have had a stroke would be

Thank you for your suggestion.
The GDG have specified that a
handover to a community
provider should include a check
that the exercise programme is
safe.
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helpful.
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The statements about ‘other
treatments’ for shoulder pain
requires clarification. the
guidelines should make reference
to the use of shoulder supports.
Although the need for further
research is highlighted in Section
2.4 we feel it should be explicit in
this recommendation that
specific interventions cannot be
recommended at present
The benefits and risks of exercise
should be balanced so as not to
alarm the person with stroke
about exercising.

Thank you for your comment.
The lack of evidence and
consensus on what management
strategies should be used for
shoulder pain has been
highlighted within the full
guideline.

line 24: should read “repetitive
practice early after stroke may
lead to beneficial neuroplastic

Thank you for your suggestion,
this has been amended.

We agree. Thank you for your
comment.
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changes as this makes a better
link between practice of specific
motor behaviours and recovery,
which is supported in the current
literature.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

line 39: using treadmill training as
a specific example here might
suggest to the reader that this is
to be definitely recommended;
this is not necessarily supported
later in the guideline. Perhaps the
example should be that
“repetitive walking practice may
be used to facilitate a better gait
pattern while building
strength….”etc.

Thank you for your suggestion.
Line 45 has been corrected.

line 45: the comment on shoulder
pain does not seem to be
appropriate in this section

231.

SH

Intercollegiat

17

315

recommendation 80: We are

Thank you for your comment.
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concerned that exercise on
stationary cycles is specifically
recommended in this one. Whilst
I appreciate that this is only one
example of an exercise modality,
the systematic review found that
the evidence for effects of
stationary pedalling on motor
function after stroke is of
insufficient quality and not
definitive enough for it to be
specifically recommended
(Hancock et al, 2012)

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Strength training was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

364

recommendation 85: We would
recommend that this should be
expanded to include advice from
therapist as well as medical
advice

Thank you we have noted your
comment and amended the
recommendation accordingly.

3.1
and

Rehab needs to be delivered by
clinicians with stroke specialist

Thank you for your comment, we
have clarified this within the

e Stroke
Working
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AGILE:
Chartered
Physiotherap
ists working
with Older
People
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skills working in a team. Patients
do not have to receive rehab
initially in a rehabilitation unit.
There should be initial
assessments in a unit (as per NICE
Quality Standards and
assessments within 24 hours) but
therapy It may be in the patients
usual place of residence, e.g.
With ESD service.
Long term health and social
support
should include Carers’ needs. The
review should be at a level
proportionate to need.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
recommendation.

“The capacity to resolve the
majority of problems experienced
by people with stroke and their
families and Carers.” is a bold
statement. Problems may not
become apparent until discharge
to community / usual place of
residence. As it reads this could
be interpreted as all problems.
They need to be able to resolve
or begin the process of

Thank you for your comment, this
has been amended.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree and feel carers
need have been addressed in the
guideline.
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addressing problems that result
from the stroke. Some will
inevitably be dependent on
external factors/organisations eg.
Housing, or long term relational
problems or mental health
problems.

Developer’s Response
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comment

3.2 7

Not everyone will need a social
care assessment. Those with
minor strokes who are able to
return to previous employment
status do not necessarily need
one. Given the pressure on social
care this resource needs to be
prioritised to those who have the
greatest need and are likely to
benefit most.

Thank you for your comment.
We have modified this
recommendation, indicating that
the social care assessment should
be carried out ‘where needed’.

Full

3.2
13

Need to include access to
voluntary sector and
independent sector services in
addition to health and social care
services.

Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
amended.

Full

3.2
14

The term enabling home
environment is not clear

Thank you for your comment.
This has been clarified within the
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recommendation.

3.2.
20

Suggest that cognitive
functioning is also specially
included. It may be implied
under psychological functioning
but suggest it is stated as it is so
important.

Thank you for your comment, we
have included this in the
recommendation.

Full

3.2
24

Suggest include employment
support and leisure activities.

Thank you for your comment.
This has been addressed in the
long term health and
employment section of the
guideline.

Full

3.2
29

Suggest there should there be a
maximum time by which a goal
setting meeting has to take place.
Without being too prescriptive
e.g need a goal setting meeting at
least every 4 weeks, for example.

Thank you for your comment.
There was no consensus for
setting a timeframe for reviewing
goals. The view was that
flexibility was required and
timings of a review would depend
on individual circumstances. The
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Society
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GDG have recommended that
goal setting meetings are
timetabled into the week.
Thank you. We agree and that’s
why we have recommended
screening for communication
difficulties and have not used the
word ‘aphasia’.

242.

SH

Intercollegiat
e Stroke
Working
Party /
British
Primary Care
Neurology
Society

11

Full

3.2
61, 62
& 63

Communication difficulties may
include cognitive difficulties, not
just aphasia. They may have
attention and memory problems
or higher executive difficulties
which may be in addition to
aphasia. Fatigue may be a
contributing factor. They all
contribute to communication
difficulties and must not be
ignored.

243.

SH

12

Full

3.2
82

People should also be
encouraged to engage in strength
and balance training for falls
prevention.

Thank you for your comment.
This is covered in another section
of the guideline.

244.
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Intercollegiat
e Stroke
Working
Party /
British
Primary Care
Neurology
Society
Intercollegiat
e Stroke
Working
Party /
British
Primary Care

13

Full

3.2
85

Include risk of falls in advice to
those who are participating in
exercise, that is to participate in
appropriate level of exercise and
the duration as they are able.
(This would be consistent with

Thank you for your comment. We
have advised that common
problems be discussed with the
person and have given one
example.
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the advice in 116.)
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3.2
119

Management of AF needs to be
included in the secondary
prevention, including use of
NOACs. Need to quote the
relevant NICE guidelines and
technical appraisals.

Thank you for your suggestion,
this has been added.

Full

5.3
social
care
interf
ace

Thank you for your comment.
The Delphi statements were not
designed as recommendations.
They were used in the guideline
development group meeting as
the basis for discussion in the
drafting of the recommendations.

Full

6.1.4

The consensus statements have
been re-worked in to
recommendations with a
different wording. The
recommendations have not gone
through the same process. This
undermines the work done to
achieve consensus statements
when there was re-wording
between the rounds to achieve
the final statements.
The consensus statements agreed
that mood and pain should be
screened for mood and pain.
However, these are not included
in the recommendations. This is
a major omission and not
consistent with the consensus
statements.

Thank you for your comment.
This is covered by the
recommendation 1.2.3.
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6.3.3

The recommendations are not
consistent with the consensus
statements. For example rehab
plans should be reviewed weekly
has been amended to regularly
and 'time these reviews
according to stage of
rehabilitation and person's needs'
Undermines the consensus
process.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG discussed the
statements, and
recommendations were derived
from them. The change in
wording was based on concerns
raised by the Delphi panel in
comments made on nonconsensus statements.

Full

12.3.3

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have used the term
‘communication’ for consistency
with the wording used in other
speech and language
recommendations. The
consensus statements were used
as a basis for the GDG to make
further recommendations. It is
not a requirement to adhere to
this wording.

Full

15.2.3

Communication is more than
speech and language
impairments. The wording of
speech and language
impairments in the consensus
statements has been changed to
communication difficulties. This is
not the same and the
recommendations are flawed.
Recommendations 71 and 72 are
not consistent with the
consensus statements.
118 a - where is the evidence for
reviews every 6-12 months. Not
linked to a consensus statement.

Thank you for your comment.
This has been clarified as at the 6
month review and then annually
there after
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Gener
al

The consensus statements have
been re-worked in to
recommendations with a
different wording. The
recommendations have not gone
through the same process. This
undermines the work done to
achieve consensus statements
when there was re-wording
between the rounds to achieve
the final statements.

Thank you for your comment.
The Delphi statements were not
designed as recommendations.
They were used in the guideline
development group meeting as
the basis for discussion in the
drafting of the recommendations.
The role of the Delphi process is
to get agreement on what
current practice/evidence is from
experts. These statements are
interpreted by the GDG as per
the usual evidence base in order
to formulate recommendations
(please see point 3.5.2 of the
NICE guideline manual http://publications.nice.org.uk/th
e-guidelines-manual-pmg6/theguideline-developmentgroup#making-group-decisionsand-reaching-consensus) .
Separate ‘Linking Delphi
statements to consensus based
recommendation’ tables are
provided in the full guideline. We
have described in these tables
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There is a recommended number
of times to see a patient with
dysphagia (3x a week) but not for
communication difficulties. This
doesn't fit with our 45 minutes
standard and there is more
evidence for intensive therapy in
communication than there is for
swallowing.

5

NICE

8

Apraxia is the term used more
often nowadays rather than
dysapraxia in the way that
aphasia is used instead of
dysphasia.

11

NICE

15

Although it is a greyed out
section I felt compelled to

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
the process of how the
recommendations were drawn
up from the statements in the
survey.
Thank you for your comment.
Speech and language therapy
would be part of the 45 minutes
of each therapy five times a week
as opposed to three times a week
for dysphagia. The GDG have
also recommended that people
who have the ability to
participate and the potential to
gain further benefit should have
more than 45 minutes, and this
would also include speech and
language therapy if appropriate.
Thank you for your comment.
This has been changed to apraxia.

Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
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suggest in 1.2.17 that you specify
when in the pathway and for how
long the ’45 minutes/5 days a
week’ should be offered e.g. is
this for people in the community
12 months post stroke. This is a
very topical question from stroke
teams since the sentinel stroke
audit first reported the
controversial ’45 minute results’.
The guideline team are to be
congratulated on listening to the
first consultation and undertaking
a huge amount of work to
produce this much more clinically
useful 2nd version.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

Thank you for your comment. We
have considered your suggestion
regarding the cognitive chapter
and clarified the areas covered
within the chapter introduction.
We are only able to cross refer to
other NICE guidance.

The omissions are likely to be the
main remaining concerns. Whilst
I understand the following
sentence (pg 15) “This guideline
reviews some of the available 8
interventions that can be used in
stroke rehabilitation, and
highlights where there are gaps in
the 9 evidence. It is not intended
to be comprehensive.” there are
topics excluded without
explanation or reference
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elsewhere. For example within
cognition (recommendations 4048) there is quite comprehensive
coverage (neglect, attention,
memory, executive) which
actually makes me worry that the
two omitted (apraxia and
perception) will be forgotten or
deemed less important. Could
you mention them and link to the
sections within the ICSWP
guideline?
In fact when I reached page 167 I
read “In practical terms,
attention, memory and spatial
awareness are critical to
successful rehabilitation in many
other domains and these are the
areas focussed on in this
guideline.” If this is the
justification for focusing on these
3 it is not very convincing as
other cognitive problems are also
critical.
Recommendation 84. A handover
‘will be’ rather than ‘may be’
needed.

Developer’s Response
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Thank you for your comment.
The GDG considered that it would
not always be necessary for a
physiotherapist to handover to
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The Kelly 2010 Cochrane review
of aphasia was updated by Brady
and published in May 2012.
doi:10.1002/14651858.CD000425
.pub3. Your guidance is based on
quite old evidence. This is
important given the recent
(2011-2012) publication of
several trials included in the 2012
update, some of which I see from
line 12 that you are aware of*
but others possibly not (Laska,
Bowen*) and pilot trials
(Palmer*, Godecke).

Developer’s Response
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comment
another provider of exercise
therapy. This would be
determined by the individual
needs of the person after stroke.
The group therefore agree the
current wording of the
recommendation is appropriate.
Thank you for your comment.
The updated Cochrane review is
now included. From this we have
selected the two comparisons
that addressed our protocol (SLT
vs. no SLT / SLT vs. placebo).
Trials such as Bakheit and
Godecke were not included since
they investigated different
comparisons.

I see from Tables 61 and
especially 62 you have selected
mostly studies from the 1980’s
(since when trial methodology for
complex interventions has been
developed and we had hoped
had replaced these pioneering
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attempts).
I wondered why the UK based
Bakheit study was excluded.
Users’ views were included in
several studies (integral to or
linked to several trials) e.g.
Bakheit on acceptability of
intensity, Bowen on the trial’s
inclusion of PROMS/patient
centred measures and a
qualitative study of acceptability
and views on enhanced
intervention. See also the open
access qualitative paper: Young
et al. Trial participants’
experiences of early, enhanced
speech and language therapy
after stroke compared with
employed visitor support: a
qualitative study nested within a
RCT. Clinical Rehabilitation
(Online First 26/7/12).
Bowen 2012 was not intended as
nor delivered as an intensity trial.
It is described as enhanced or
well-resourced but not as
intensive (in the title and

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The search in this section was for
systematic reviews and one
review matching the protocol
was included. The included
Cochrane review did not report
qualitative outcomes. It is the
current process that when a
whole review is included we do
not order the studies used in the
analysis.

Thank you for your comment.
Even though the ACTNow study
was not conceived of as an
intensity trial it was included in
this section because it had SLT vs
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throughout the final version of
the publications).
This is not a pedantic point. There
is a body of evidence on the
topical subject of intensive
aphasia therapy but this study is
not part of that. Laska is a recent
good example of an intensity
trial. They found no difference
between intensive and no early
therapy.
Bowen et al. Effectiveness of
enhanced communication
therapy in the first four months
after stroke for aphasia and
dysarthria: a randomised
controlled trial. BMJ
2012;345:e4407,
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effectively no SLT (in other words
more SLT). It is therefore similar
to the other included trials.
The trial by Laska (published
2012) is on our excluded list since
it covers the acute stroke
population.
Thank you for your comment. We
have deleted ‘intensive’ from the
title of the economic profile table
which now reads “Early speech
therapy (speech therapy
delivered in the hospital and
continued after discharge in the
community) versus no speech
therapy (attention control)”

Bowen et al. Clinical
effectiveness, cost effectiveness
and service users’ perceptions of
early, well-resourced
communication therapy following
a stroke, a randomised controlled
trial (The ACT NoW Study). Health
Technology Assessment, 2012:
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Vol.16: No. 26.
Laska AC, Kahan T, Hellblom A,
Murray V, von Arbin M. A
randomized controlled trial on
very early speech and language
therapy in acute stroke patients
with aphasia. Cerebrovascular
Diseases Extra, 2011;1:66-74.
There were 129 not 117
participants (carers) providing
data on this outcome measure
Carer COAST (see page 43 table
17 of Bowen et al Health
Technology Assessment, 2012:
Vol.16: No. 26.).
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Thank you for your comment. We
amended the number of carers to
129. We changed the wording in
the summary of studies table, all
other numbers remain the same
since those were the numbers
provided in the tables in the HTA.

However for this and in general
remember that 170 people were
randomised with either aphasia
or dysarthria or both. The results
you have selected are not
exclusively for aphasia (ditto later
for dysarthria). See page 32 of
the HTA publication i.e. 153
(90%) had aphasia and 66 had
dysarthria (not mutually
exclusive). Subgroup analyses
showed no difference by
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diagnostic group and so your
overall interpretation of this
trial’s findings are correct but
your sample sizes are slightly out.
For information only, McKenzie
reported a dysarthria trial at the
2012 UK Stroke Forum.
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It is difficult to read the data in
table 65 where within one study
(Bowen) there is a page break. It
would be better to ensure that
no table has a page break within
a study.

Thank you for your comment. We
believe that it is possible to
interpret the tables regardless of
where the page breaks occur.

26

FULL

247248

I am concerned at the methods
used to grade the studies’
imprecision and confidence in
effect and suggest you reconsider
this throughout the guideline

Thank you for your comment. In
the updated Cochrane the Bowen
study was combined differently
with another study using
standardised mean difference.

Thank you for this information
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correcting where necessary.
Specifically the grading of Bowen
as having serious imprecision and
therefore moderate confidence is
an artefact of your choice of
imprecise (unadjusted) data
rather than the adjusted data (in
Table 15, row 2 ‘baseline
adjustment’ of Bowen 2012 HTA).
Although it is correct that the CI
from the primary analysis
included the MID it was clear
from secondary analyses that this
was due to imbalance at baseline.
When appropriately adjusted for
this imbalance CIs excluded the
MID. You should therefore grade
this as no imprecision and add a
footnote to this effect on your
table 65. Consequently the
grading of confidence would be
high rather than moderate.

Developer’s Response
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There is no downgrade on
imprecision on this outcome and
it is now classified as ‘high’
quality according to GRADE
criteria.

If you require data specifically on
the 90% with aphasia these can
be provided by the trial
statistician
andy.vail@manchester.ac.uk if
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not available (e.g. table 16 from
Bowen 21012 HTA).
It is worth considering whether
this may need to be revisited for
other trials.
Table 68, for completeness it may
be worth adding to the second
column that 66 of the 170 had
dysarthria.

14

60 should be corrected to 66
(people with dysarthria).
It looks like you have used the
unadjusted subgroup data for
your precision and confidence
rating. You should improve this
by using the data adjusted for the
baseline imbalance as this rating
describes the quality of the
review rather than the quality of
the study conducted and
reported. Describing a study as

Developer’s Response
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Thank you for your comment.
This was added to the table.

Thank you for your comment.
The number is correct for the
reported outcome, but overall
there were 66 participants with
dysarthria. We have amended
the number accordingly.
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comment
having very serious imprecision
and very low confidence will
affect the implementation of this
guideline. It is also probably
untrue and should be changed for
accuracy. Given the small sample
it might end up rated as
imprecise when correctly
calculated but at least that would
be based on the right data.
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If you have selected the people
who only had dysarthria this
misrepresents the size of this
clinical condition as most people
have dysarthria and aphasia and
speech and language therapists
treat the person’s complete
communication problem and its
impact rather than just the
dysarthria or the aphasia.
Under “Relative values of
different outcomes” there was
concern about the
responsiveness of the TOM to
detect clinically meaningful
change. This is a well validated

Thank you for your comment.
The percentage was referring to
those participants only
presenting with dysarthria. We
admit that this is confusing and
have amended this number to
the 39% who had dysarthria or
aphasia with dysarthria.

Thank you for your comment.
This concern was raised in the
discussion since it is a mean
change on a categorical scale. It
was queried whether steps could
be considered equal (i.e. a
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scale with additional recent peer
reviewed publications on the
standardised method of use
developed during the ACT NoW
feasibility study.
Data on the responsiveness of
this method is now available from
the ACT NoW trial itself. These
show the measure was
responsive to change i.e. the 0.8
(95% CI 0.6 to 1.0) mean
difference (change from baseline
to outcomes) for all participants.
This was greater than the 0.5
clinically meaningful between
group difference that the study
was statistically powered to
detect. So the measure has
proven responsiveness and it is
worth reflecting on the
distinction between an
unresponsive measure and an
ineffective intervention (or in this
case an intervention that adds no
added value to the probable
benefit of individualised
attention and rapport building).
Under ‘economic considerations’
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change from 0 to 1 is functionally
the same change as one from 3
to 4). We have added this point
to the LETR.

Thank you for your comment.
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see above comments re not an
intensity trial. Nor is it true to say
it was delivered at an intensity
similar to that currently provided
in the NHS. The 12 NHS sites
participating required nearly half
a million pounds DH subvention
funding to increase their current
service to enhance the amount
(duration and frequency) of
therapy and to provide continuity
on transfer from in-patient to
community care. The latter often
has long waiting lists, wide
variation in national service
provision and fewer dedicated
stroke services commissioned
compared to in-patient organised
stroke unit care.
Under ‘quality of evidence’ there
is a great deal of discussion of
one study ACT NoW to which the
following comments relate.

Developer’s Response
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comment
Even though the ACTNow study
was not conceived of as an
intensity trial, the GDG made
some considerations regarding
the intensity of SLT delivered in
the study.
We have amended the
considerations regarding the
current service provided in the
NHS.

The band of therapists is
questioned in two places. 87% of
participants had therapy led by a
therapist of band 7 or above
(page 35 of Bowen 2012 HTA).

We amended this section of the
discussion regarding the banding
of therapists that were involved.

This section has been reviewed
and we believe it accurately
reflects the description and
comment given within the study.

We have specified in the LETR
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Additionally 42% of all contacts
were delivered by band 7/8
therapists.
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that the amount of therapy
delivered was an average per
patient.

Here and elsewhere in the
guideline it states that the study
delivered 18 hours of therapy
over 13 weeks. This may be
misleading and should be
corrected to show it is the
average. Some people received a
lot more and some a lot less. The
study did not offer or deliver a
fixed amount. The point was it
received extra resources to offer
the amount that NHS therapists
felt would effect meaningful
benefits. Acceptability to service
users is an important component
of clinical effectiveness and very
few people accepted anything
like the 48 contacts/hours
available.

We have moved the discussion of
the qualitative to the ‘other
considerations’ section of the
table and amended it. We have
now highlighted that the
discussion in the GDG did also
focus on the type of positive
feedback that was provided by
participants and carers regardless
of whether the contact was with
SLTs or visitors.
The comment about the power of
the study has been removed.
We amended the section of the
summary you refer to,
accordingly.

The GDG rightly note that this
was an early intervention (but
therapy continued across the 1st
four months after stroke and not
just the first 2 weeks) and the
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findings should not be
extrapolated to people with
chronic aphasia or dysarthria.
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Some of the GDG’s conclusions
from the qualitative study are
incorrect possibly because they
have been taken out of context.
Unfortunately they appear biased
towards the therapy arm
whereas the service users and
carers made positive comments
about both the therapists and
visitors (control group) and there
was a striking lack of perceived
benefit from therapists over and
above visitors. For example the
sentence “The patients valued
outside contact, feedback on
progress and very specific advice
given by Speech and Language
Therapists.” implies users did not
value contact from the visitors
when in truth they did.
Opportunities to monitor
progress and a positive impact on
confidence were reported by
both groups so it would be
misleading to imply otherwise
PLEASE NOTE: Comments received in the course of consultations carried out by the Institute are published in the interests of openness and
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and sentences such as “patients
who had SLT highlighted explicit
strategies that helped built
confidence” should be altered.
They may even be partial quotes I
haven’t checked but taken out of
context risk being misleading.
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The GDG questioned the study’s
power but the sample size was
adequate.
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Under ‘dysarthria’ it incorrectly
states that the study included
39% of people with dysarthria.
This should instead read as ‘39%
of the participants had
dysarthria’.
Under ‘quality of evidence’ there
is a great deal of discussion of
one study ACT NoW to which the
following comments relate.
The band of therapists is
questioned in two places. 87% of
participants had therapy led by a
therapist of band 7 or above
(page 35 of Bowen 2012 HTA).
Additionally 42% of all contacts

This section has been reviewed
and we believe it accurately
reflects the description and
comment given within the study.
We amended this section of the
discussion regarding the banding
of therapists that were involved.
We have specified in the LETR
that the amount of therapy
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were delivered by band 7/8
therapists.
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delivered was an average per
patient.

Here and elsewhere in the
guideline it states that the study
delivered 18 hours of therapy
over 13 weeks. This may be
misleading and should be
corrected to show it is the
average. Some people received a
lot more and some a lot less. The
study did not offer or deliver a
fixed amount. The point was it
received extra resources to offer
the amount that NHS therapists
felt would effect meaningful
benefits. Acceptability to service
users is an important component
of clinical effectiveness and very
few people accepted anything
like the 48 contacts/hours
available.

We have moved the discussion of
the qualitative to the ‘other
considerations’ section of the
table and amended it. We have
now highlighted that the
discussion in the GDG did also
focus on the type of positive
feedback that was provided by
participants and carers regardless
of whether the contact was with
SLTs or visitors.
The comment about the power of
the study was removed.
We have amended the section of
the summary you refer to,
accordingly.

The GDG rightly note that this
was an early intervention (but
therapy continued across the 1st
four months after stroke and not
just the first 2 weeks) and the
findings should not be
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extrapolated to people with
chronic aphasia or dysarthria.
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Some of the GDG’s conclusions
from the qualitative study are
incorrect possibly because they
have been taken out of context.
Unfortunately they appear biased
towards the therapy arm
whereas the service users and
carers made positive comments
about both the therapists and
visitors (control group) and there
was a striking lack of perceived
benefit from therapists over and
above visitors. For example the
sentence “The patients valued
outside contact, feedback on
progress and very specific advice
given by Speech and Language
Therapists.” implies users did not
value contact from the visitors
when in truth they did.
Opportunities to monitor
progress and a positive impact on
confidence were reported by
both groups so it would be
misleading to imply otherwise
and sentences such as “patients
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who had SLT highlighted explicit
strategies that helped built
confidence” should be altered.
They may even be quotes I
haven’t checked but taken out of
context risk being misleading.
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The GDG questioned the study’s
power but the sample size was
adequate.
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Under ‘dysarthria’ it incorrectly
states that the study included
39% of people with dysarthria.
This should instead read as ‘39%
of the participants had
dysarthria’.
Some text has been lost from
‘Other considerations’ which
ends prematurely with ‘Although
the evidence has focused’.

Thank you for your comment.
This has been addressed.

This section requires considerable Thank you for your comment.
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revision of its methods.
Several of the studies included
did not offer intensive therapy
(.e.g Bowen) yet Laska 2011
which does offer intensive
therapy is not included. Laska
offered 21 days of 45 minutes per
day of Language Enrichment
Therapy to 123 participants
randomly allocated to intensive
versus no therapy very early after
stroke. There is also a useful
recent pilot RCT by Godecke that
you may want to check for
possible inclusion. It was also
early and daily. I think it offered
only half hour a day (but I might
be wrong).

Developer’s Response
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The intensity of SLT was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

You need a definition of intensive
therapy and I doubt many
therapists would agree it is the
once or twice a week delivered in
some of the studies you have
included. Timing is also likely to
be an important factor by which I
mean intensive therapy may not
be acceptable or effective early
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after stroke but may well be after
a period of adjustment to a
differently abled self, less fatigue
and awareness of the need for
therapy to help with persisting
difficulties.
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Total amount and intensity are
perhaps being confused here. The
updated Cochrane review (Brady
2012) has examined intensity of
aphasia therapy. This warns of
the higher drop out from high
intensity interventions across the
stroke pathway.
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Please reference the study
described under ‘economic
evidence statements’.

Thank you for your comment. We
have added the reference to the
study.

36

NICE

285

Re ‘quality of evidence’ are you
saying that every study was
underpowered? Is this just the

Thank you for your comment.
The intensity of SLT was part of
the last consultation where we
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opinion of some GDG members
and if so are they all qualified to
comment on trial methodology? I
think that should be doublechecked with a statistican.
The paragraph regarding ACT
NoW should be removed as (a) it
is not an intensity study and (b)
this appears to be an opinion.
Finally under ‘other
considerations’, an
acknowledgement that the wrong
studies may have been included.
Yet it was the GDG who chose to
include them not the study
authors! This section should be
omitted or drastically revised to
maintain the credibility of the
guideline (and avoid alienating
researchers…).
The section on listener advice is
interesting and my own personal
beliefs are that it is a worthy
inexpensive intervention of likely
benefit and little harm. However I
am troubled by what I perceive as
serious inconsistency and bias
throughout this whole section on

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
The intensity of SLT was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
Listener advice was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
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communication (aphasia etc) and
beyond, and the negative impact
this may have on uptake of the
overall guideline. Tiny studies (of
listener advice) described as
methodologically flawed (unclear
randomisation, lack of
standardised outcomes etc)
appear to lead to positive GCG
statements whilst elsewhere well
conducted Cochrane reviews and
trials are excluded/omitted (e.g
of OT) and when included (e.g.
aphasia trials) are excessively
criticised if their findings
contradict clinical opinion. A wellintentioned desire to protect
services from over-extrapolation
of negative findings will itself
damage services if the guideline
is not true to the evidence.
This second version is improved
with more of an emphasis on
providing patient-centred and
comprehensive care across the
stroke pathway as opposed to
the previous evaluation of
seemingly unrelated
interventions.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
We think the interventions
reviewed, reflect both those that
would be offered in current
practice, as well as those not
widely available (hence the
necessity to review the evidence
to evaluate if they should be), we
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Society
The introduction is helpful as it
makes explicit that:
“Overall there is little doubt that
the rehabilitation approach
described by the standards
[ICSWP guideline] is effective;
what individual interventions
should take place within this
structure is less clear.”
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2
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2

The aim therefore follows
logically “to consider the
structure, process and
interventions that are topical
within stroke rehabilitation…”
However is topical the right
word? I felt that sometimes the
interventions reviewed were
topical in research but not in
clinical practice. Topical practice
is not often researched.
The section on the strength of
recommendations is helpful. It
explains rationale for and
distinguishes between terms such
as offer and consider. However I
wonder if this will be lost when
readers refer to the actual

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
therefore think the use of the
term topical is appropriate.

Thank you for your comment this
will be passed onto NICE.
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recommendations and revert
back to their lay understanding of
these everyday terms. Boxing,
colour coding or some other
signposting might strengthen the
intended distinction.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Page 5 says “A core
multidisciplinary stroke
rehabilitation team should
comprise the following
professionals” and then lists all.
Only one professional group
(consultant physician) is
recommended as having “an
interest in stroke rehabilitation”. I
considered adding this for
psychology (e.g. clinical
psychologist with relevant
neuropsychological expertise) but
decided it applies to all so
alternatively suggest you delete it
from the physician and alter the
heading as follows
“A core multidisciplinary stroke
rehabilitation team should
comprise the following
professionals with experience of
stroke rehabilitation” In my view

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree and this
recommendation has been
amended. Consensus was not
reached for inclusion of a
dietician in the MDT in the Delphi
survey. The GDG have made a
further recommendation for
access to other services, including
dietetics.
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this should include the
unqualified staff (rehab
assistants).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Dietitians are missing from the
list as is easy access to services
providing: pharmacy; orthotics;
orthoptists; specialist seating;
patient information, advice and
support; and assistive devices.
The wording in 3.3.1 of the
ICSWP guideline is
recommended.
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The rationale for selecting these
9 key priorities is unclear as is the
timing (when in the stroke
pathway they apply).
For example the guideline is titled
“long-term rehabilitation” yet
swallowing therapy is
recommended “at least three
times a week”. Is this for an
indefinite period?
Stroke unit care and ESD are
recommended but it would be
useful to add guidance on the

Thank you for your comment.
The swallowing section is not
included as part of this
consultation.

The GDG have reviewed and
clarified this recommendation.
The GDG has recommended that
ESD should be at the same
intensity and skill mix as in
hospital. The GDG considers all
recommendations to apply to
community based rehabilitation
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organisation of specialist
community based rehabilitation
beyond the welcome addition of
the new recommendations for
process (e.g. reviews of health
and social care needs every 6 and
12 months).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
unless specified otherwise. The
recommendations referring to 6
month follow ups and reviews
have been amended to 6 months
and thereafter annually.
The key priorities for
implementation have been
amended by the GDG.
Thank you for your comment;
this has been made clearer in our
recommendations.

6

NICE

12-13

1.2 Assessment. It would be
helpful to clearly specify when
screening and assessment should
be offered and by whom (see
ICSWP guideline).

7

NICE

12

1.2.1 It is probably not necessary
to include orientation within this
list. 1.4 has quite a lot on
cognition and that is included in
1.2.3.

Thank you for your consideration.
This item achieved consensus
during the Delphi survey. The
GDG consider it to be helpful to
have both recommendations in
these sections of the guideline.

8

NICE

13

1.2.3 should include mood.

Thank you for your comment.
We have removed the word
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I doubt the word ‘neurological’ is
needed and it may cause
confusion if it is interpreted as
meaning a neurologist should
assess these areas.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
‘neurological’ and replace it with
‘medical’.

1.2.4 To prevent confusion the
terminology around psychological
support should be made
consistent throughout the
guideline. In 1.2.4 it refers to
“psychological and emotional”
whereas the latter is unnecessary
and may confuse. Elsewhere
(e.g. 1.1.12) it says “psychological
(cognitive and emotional)” which
seems clearer. “Mood” is used in
other places.
1.2 A general observation on this
section “Delivery of Stroke
Rehabilitation” is that it is unclear
when and by whom the
recommendations should be
implemented. Some sections
appear to relate to in-patient
care where multidisciplinary
teams that specialise in stroke
rehabilitation are widely available

Thank you for your comment.
We agree and have made the
relevant changes in the
recommendations.

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendations are
appropriate for either an
inpatient or a community
specialist stroke team, and
whoever is delivering the
rehabilitation should be
implementing the
recommendations made in the
guideline. The GDG considered it
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however this is not the typical
model in the community. We
recently scoped regionally and
found that only about a quarter
of community teams (beyond
ESD) were stroke specific, others
were neuro or general
rehabilitation. For example 1.2.15
may be difficult to implement
“Stroke rehabilitation plans
should be reviewed regularly by
the core multidisciplinary stroke
team. Time these reviews
according to the stage of
rehabilitation and the person’s
needs.”
2.2 research recommendations –
intensity
It would be helpful to specify
when in the pathway this should
be evaluated as it is likely to have
different effects (not to mention
acceptability to users) in the first
days and weeks after stroke
compared to say six months later.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
important that those patients
transferred from hospital to the
community should receive the
same amount of rehabilitation
from a team of professionals
with the same range of skills as
would be provided in an inpatient
stroke unit. Your comments will
be passed on the NICE
implementation team.
The recommendation has now
been changed to the MDT.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

Conclusions of effectiveness from
one time-point should not be
generalised to other time-points.
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This has been quite a topical
discussion point in aphasia
research with several recent trials
failing to find for the
effectiveness of ‘early’
intervention and warning signs
from qualitative research eliciting
service users’ views about the
low acceptability/high drop out
from early intensive therapy.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

It is unknown but clinically
plausible that intensive therapy
may be more appropriate for
people with chronic aphasia.
Other therapies (cognitive,
motor, sensory, mood) need to
carefully examine when to
intervene as well as how much to
offer and at what intensity.
Intensity should be carefully
defined and distinguished from
dose. Flexibility and a patientcentred approach must also be
considered when aiming to offer
intensive therapy. In the rush to
increase current low levels of
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provision I think the two are
currently confused in clinical
research and practice. It is
important to know whether one
is suggesting providing a lot in a
short period or a lot provided
over a longer period. E.g. early
aphasia therapy trials have
shown high attrition from the
former but acceptability of
increased amounts if provided
flexibly over a prolonged period
(see Brady Cochrane review).
My points 1-13 from the short
NICE version also apply to the
FULL version.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Although the overall
recommendations seem more
relevant to clinical practice the
methods used to develop them
are unclear (due to the huge
volume of detail that is quite offputting and deters overly close

Thank you for your comment. For
reasons of transparency we were
asked by NICE to include this
level of detail.

Thank you for your comments.

Reasons for rejecting Cochrane
reviews are given in Appendix M.
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inspection – and I say this as a
researcher who actually enjoys
writing and reading detailed
methodologies) and this is a
cause for concern. For example
the rather limited Delphi exercise
appears to have carried more
weight than years of painstaking
research that has been rigorously
peer-reviewed before funding
and publication (i.e. well known
trials and Cochrane reviews are
largely absent).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
In most cases the Cochrane
reviews did not fully match the
criteria laid out in our protocols.
In all cases they were crosschecked for relevant studies.
The Brady (2012) Cochrane
review for aphasia is now
included since it was the update
of the already included Kelly
(2010) Cochrane review.

The reason for excluding many
Cochrane reviews is hard to find
in the guideline. Often you have
included some of the component
studies from the review, seeming
to ignore the expertise of the
review authors and the Cochrane
stroke editorial group, with little
explanation other than referring
back to your initially narrow and
rather unrealistic remit/scope.
For example page 168 says
“Searches were conducted for
systematic reviews (of
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randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) and cohort studies) and
RCTs comparing the clinical
effectiveness of cognitive
rehabilitation therapies with
usual care to improve spatial
awareness and/or visual neglect
for adults and young people 16 or
older who have had a stroke.
Only studies with a minimum
sample size of 10 participants (5
in each arm) were selected. Nine
(9) RCTs were identified which
addressed visual neglect.”
However it does not say why the
Cochrane review that met those
criteria was excluded.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

I noticed this throughout the
cognitive section. Later I found
the (out of date) Kelly 2010
review of aphasia was included
(but the updated one by Brady
2012 was not).
It is not clear why some were and
others were not included and this
inconsistency and lack of
transparency in methods leading
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to a seemingly ad hoc
inclusion/exclusion of evidence
may jeopardise the credibility of
this much needed guideline.
Recommendation 51 links to
other guidelines for managing
anxiety and depression and is
correctly signed as relevant for
people with stroke but without
cognitive problems. What
interventions (beyond
assessment) are recommended
for the many people with
cognitive problems?
Recommendation 49 requires
greater guidance.
Because of confusion between
spatial neglect and perceptual
impairments the term ‘visuospatial perceptions’ should be
changed in row 3, column 1 of
the table to ‘spatial neglect’.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
Mood is not included as part of
this consultation. However, the
GDG have reconsidered the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

In row 3 these are very poor
outcome measures and are not
all suitable to answering the
question e.g. MMSE. The
Cochrane review distinguished
the impairment level measures
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(e.g. cancellation tests) from
more functional measures such
as the Catherine Bergego
Scale/FIM/Barthel.
The sentence “For the review of
psychological therapies for
people after stroke please see
chapter 9” should be reworded.
Both chaps include interventions
that could be called psychological
therapies as they address
psychological problems, chap 8
for cognition and chap 9 for
mood.
I have not been able to review
any further than this in the main
guideline due to its length and
related documents but have read
the first 300 pages and the
summary fairly thoroughly and
hope my comments are helpful.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

1.1.11 - It would complete the
statement if who the summary
should be provided for is added.

Thank you for your comment, we
have reviewed and revised the
recommendation.

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.

Thank you for your contribution
to the consultation process.
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9. 5.1 - no mention of HASU

The Hyper acute population is not
within the remit of this guideline
and therefore those papers were
excluded.

Draft
guide

1.1.13 - Should specify
occupational therapist home visit

2

Draft
guide

1.2.1 Cognitive/behavioural/psychologi
cal

The GDG have recommended
that a home visit be undertaken
before transfer. This is important
in cases where the person’s
needs cannot be identified in
other ways. The GDG agreed that
the home visit, should be carried
out by a relevant health and
social care professional but did
not want to be too prescriptive
about who that would be.
Thank you for your comment.
We have considered this, but do
not think this should take place
as part of the screening on
admission.

3

Draft
guide

1.2.17/18 - Does this mean 45
minutes per patient per relevant

Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
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discipline 5x week?
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1.4 - Should add behavioural
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Draft
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1.4.3 - Add inattention
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1.10 - Add to self care activities of
daily living . this can include meal
prep, eating, leisure, work etc.
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Guidance is huge at 549 pages
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comment
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you. Self-care was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment. We
agree the guideline is now larger
as a result of the extensive
amount of additional work
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conducted as requested by
Stakeholders through their
comments at the first
consultation.
Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website..
Thank you for your comment.

Thank you for your comment.

The guideline is very
Thank you for your comment.
comprehensive and is so heavy its
difficult to come up with some
specific comments but I would
say it does cover the full
spectrum of stroke care and
providing a good evidence base
for assessment, intervention and
service delivery
As part of the university of
Thank you for your comment. In
Birmingham Collaboration for
our view ‘support’ does not
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Leadership in Applied Health
Research stroke study, we
conducted interviews with 20
patients and 40 health care
professionals working on the
stroke patient pathway. In
relation to the guidelines we
have the following comments:
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necessarily mean that health care
professionals have to raise the
topic of sexual wellbeing.

Sexual wellbeing: Your Delphi
statement ‘21. Focus on life after
stroke may include: ...
Opportunities to discuss issues
around sexual function ‘. Yet all
the guideline included was ‘116.
Encourage people to focus on life
after stroke and help them to
achieve their goals. This may
include:...• supporting their social
roles, for example, work, leisure,
family and sexual relationships’
Our qualitative research
interviewing health care
professionals who work with
stroke patients (currently being
written up) highlighted a general
view of many health
professionals that it is not
appropriate to raise sexual
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wellbeing as a discussion topic.
Health professionals lacked the
motivation, ownership and the
confidence and skills to raise
sexual wellbeing routinely after
stroke, which could result in suboptimal experience for patients.
Simple support might improve
this situation at little additional
cost, to normalise the inclusion of
sensitive topics for discussion
post-stroke, such as information
provision and important in terms
of guidelines – acknowledgement
of the issue in standard care
policies. The current guideline
statement may not be strong
enough to encourage health care
professionals to talk about it.
Finance: during interviews with
patient post-stroke, a recurrent
theme was finance post stroke
and perhaps a recommendation
on this could be added. Note not
all are able to return to work.
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comment

In general we found the
Guideline difficult to navigate and
often confusing in layout. We

Thank you for contributing to the
consultation process. We have
reviewed the layout of the

Thank you. Return to work was
part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.
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were not happy that all
comments from the previous
consultation had been
appropriately dealt with, but – as
requested in the instructions for
this consultation - have limited
our comments to the new
sections. We believe that
having recommendations arising
from both evidence and from
consensus has the potential to be
misleading.

For the consensus statements, it
would be helpful to have a
reference to the source of the
statement (i.e. to the guideline to
which it came from & notes of
any changes to the original
wording). This might help give
some indication of the evidence
(if any) which led to the
statement in the first place.
Consensus methods. We feel
that this GDG should be

Developer’s Response
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comment
guideline to make this clearer .
The recommendations are
derived from the available
evidence, or if the evidence is
weak or not available, from
consensus of the GDG, including
the Delphi survey. All
recommendations have the same
standing within the guideline and
it is therefore not necessary to
separate them. The linking
evidence to recommendations
section of the guideline reflects
the discussion of the GDG and
reasoning behind the
recommendations made by the
group.
Thank you for your comment.
There is a section in the Appendix
F (entitled Delphi statement
drafting process) which
documents this process including
relevant guideline sections and
final statements.

Thank you for your comment.
With regards to the points you
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commended for attempting to
reach consensus on areas where
there is little evidence using a
robust methodology. However,
despite this, we have some
serious concerns about the
analysis and interpretation of the
data collected during the Delphi
process and the value which this
has brought to the guideline. Our
key concerns are:
a) GDG decision "to accept a rate
of 67% ‘strongly agree’ as
consensus as long as the majority
of other participant responses
were ‘agree’ and less than 10 of
panel members disagreed. This
was a pragmatic response by the
technical team and meets
published criteria that consensus
is achieved when at 66.6% of an
expert panel agrees". This
arbitrary cut-off of 67% has the
potential to be misleading, and
has resulted in data which are
presented in a manner which
either implies there was clear
consensus or not clear consensus

Developer’s Response
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comment
raised:
a) We feel that there has to be a
criterion for consensus and
we felt that combining all
‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’
responses would not provide
the strength of consensus
that we were looking for. We
inspected those two
categories throughout the
rounds and used this
information in decisions of
whether or not to strongly
edit the statement for the
next round.
b) Due to feedback in the pilot
round we had an ‘opt out’
option for three sections of
the survey (speech and
language, shoulder pain and
visual impairments). Some
Delphi panel members felt
unable to comment on these
and we wanted to prevent
attrition. These sections
therefore were aimed at
those people who felt they
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(when in fact it is often not clear
one way or another).
Furthermore we fundamentally
disagree with the GDG decision
on how to define “agreement”.
The definition used by the GDG
means that even if 100%
respondents either agreed or
strongly agreed with a statement
this may not be classed as
“agreement” (if less than 67% of
the respondent selected
“strongly” agreed). This seems
fundamentally wrong, and we
believe is misleading. If 100% of
the expert panel “agree” with a
statement, then why would this
not be classed as agreement?
b) We have concerns about the
very small number of
respondents to some of the
Delphi statements. In many
cases there were less than 20 or
30 people who responded – as
few as 10 in one case. You only
see these numbers if you look
within the appendix – these low
numbers are a potential source of
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had the relevant experience
to respond, hence the
response rate was lower. We
added a comment to these
sections to indicate why the
response rate was lower. For
none of the other statements
was the total number of
responses lower than 70
panel members. We have
now amended the column
heading to clarify that the
numbers refer to the number
of people who commented or
the number of responders to
the statements. Numbers of
Delphi panel members who
responded in each round are
provided in the comments
column within the full
guideline (it is stated how
many panel members
commented in each round).
c) We have had comments that
there was already a vast
amount of detail in the
Delphi Appendix so we had to
make a pragmatic choice of
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bias in your results and ought to
be clearly highlighted within the
full document.
c) Make up of Expert Panel
group. Although some details of
the members of this group are
given in Appendix F, these are
limited numbers (e.g.. the
numbers given are based on the
numbers invited to participate,
rather than the numbers of
respondents). We believe that
the full list should be freely
available within the appendix
(and not only on request as is
currently stated). Furthermore
we feel that there is a case for all
expert panel members having to
declare any conflicts of interest
which they may have which could
influence or bias their opinions.
Recommendation 7. We agree
that NIHSS should be routinely
collected. We also strongly
recommend that modified Rankin
should be routinely collected.
The Delphi method of only
allowing participants to select 3

Developer’s Response
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comment
what to include and what to
leave out. A list of the
constituents of respondents
throughout the rounds would
be somewhat repetitive.
However, as we pointed out
this information is available
on request.

We have created an
additional appendix to the
dephi methodology reports
which provides details on
overall participation rates for
the survey.

Thank you for your comment.
The selection of only 3 came from
feedback and response types in
the first round of the Delphi.
When looking at responses from
these 3, we have to take into
account the number of
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assessments we believe has
resulted in a serious
misrepresentation of
‘agreement’. The Barthel Index
has been recommended, with
34.69% strongly agree – but the
mRS has not been recommended
despite a greater 35.71% strongly
agree. Once more the arbitrary
cut-offs used within the Delphi
process has resulted in
potentially misleading
recommendations with one
assessment recommended and
another not – despite very little
difference in the levels of
agreement.
Table 7 (which is missing from
here) does not seem relevant to
this section on fitness?

Developer’s Response
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responders. The Barthel Index
was selected by 49 whereas the
mRS only by 28 Delphi panel
members. The 1% difference in
consensus was therefore
outweighed by the number of
people selecting this measure.

Table 8 details FOUR additional
RCTs....(not one)?

Thank you for your comment.
This has now been amended.

Thank you for your comment.
The cross reference link was
incorrect and has been amended.
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Thank you for your comment. A
recommendation has been made
that a physiotherapist should
carry out assessment and
management of movement,
therefore the GDG think it is
important that people are
encouraged to participate in
some physical activity at a level
appropriate for the individual.
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Full

364

8

81. Encourage people to
participate in physical activity
after stroke. This statement is
very broad and could potentially
be misinterpreted – i.e. it fails to
clarify that the person should be
medically stable, have
appropriate physical abilities (e.g.
balance) etc. Should the
wording of this statement not
include the same cautions as
Recommendation 82 & 84...i.e
recommendation 81 should be
something like “Encourage
people who are medically stable
to take part in physical activity
which is safe and appropriate to
their individual level of functional
ability”
Relative values of different
outcomes – “peed”??

9

Full

418

9

Statement 2. It is stated that

Thank you for your comment. We

Thank you for your comment.
This has been changed to ‘speed’.
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“none of the other treatment
options gained consensus”. Not
all of the other options are listed
here – i.e. strapping & physical
therapies are missing.
Furthermore, this is an example
where the arbitrary cut-off for
what is or what is not consensus
agreement seems wrong. For
physical therapies & analgesics –
100% of people agreed that this
treatment should be
considered....but despite this
agreement this is assumed to be
non-consensus as there were not
a large number of “strongly
agree”. It appears that the
results of the expert panel voting
are clear in their agreement that
physical therapies and analgesics
should be considered (along with
positioning). This failure to
acknowledge where there was
complete agreement (“agree” or
“strongly agree” statements)
results in a misleading statement,
which omits important potential
treatments.

Developer’s Response
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comment
have added the other options to
the ‘non-consensus’ list. We, too,
were surprised that analgesics
did not reach the criteria for
consensus and a statement to
this effect is included in the LETR.
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Under the section ‘other
consideration’ - terminology such
as ‘encourage’, ‘support,’ and
‘facilitate’ require reference to an
ongoing approach by identified
health /social care individuals, at
present it is unclear as to who
will be responsible for these
actions.
Recommendation 32 covers
documentation and a list of
minimum documentation is
presented however we would
strongly suggest some additions
to this:
Basic demographic information
should contain a unique identifier
(such as the CHI number in
Scotland) to allow for the use of
electronic records.

Developer’s Response
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comment
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG did not want to be too
prescriptive about who has to
facilitate these discussions or
actions since they would vary
widely between individuals (a
statement to this effect is now
included in this section).
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation gives the
minimum information that
should be documented and may
include additional information.
See also recommendations made
on discharge and transfer of care
which covers support and
communication between
different service providers.

Information on additional
support available after discharge
(as outlined in Table 28) should
also be included within minimum
documentation. Stroke survivors,
carers & health professionals
have identified that long term
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support following stroke is an
area of concern and was placed
at number two in the top ten of
research priorities (James Lind
Alliance).
The section on discharge planning
should also contain details of any
referrals being made to other
services (where appropriate) to
help ensure that any long term
rehabilitation needs are being
addressed.
Recommendation 6.4.2 – We
agree with this recommendation
although would challenge the
following statement made with
the methodology of the review
undertaken:

Developer’s Response
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Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

The GDG estimated that a typical
level of input would be three
physiotherapy sessions per week,
one occupational therapy session
per week, and one speech and
language therapy session per
week (that is 30 sessions).
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This statement seems to
underestimate the amount of
Occupational Therapy provided
within stroke rehabilitation.
Is visual field loss included as part
of the “ongoing visual
symptoms”? It is not very clear
what sections of the vision
guidance relate to visual field
loss. Section 10.1 discusses
hemianopia and eye movement
therapy, but does not cover the
topic of diagnosis and treatment
of visual field loss in logical
manner or in sufficient detail.
Please see comment 16 below.
On-going visual symptoms –
stroke patients with clear vision
problems will often not report
symptoms, (Age and Ageing
2006; 35: 560–565) and these
problems can often go
undiagnosed. The use of the
term symptoms is arguably not
appropriate (as it tends to
reinforce the under diagnosis of
vision problems.)
The first sentence, plus the
statement on line 13 of page 211
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Thank you for your comment
which have now been addressed
in section 10.1

Thank you for your comment.
This sentence has been removed

Thank you for your comment.
The Cochrane review was
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state there were no systematic
reviews regarding diplopia
identified. They have therefore
missed the Cochrane review
“Interventions for disorders of
eye movement in patients with
stroke” which, although it found
no evidence of effective
interventions, is relevant as
diplopia is caused by eye
movement disorders.
This information refers to
ongoing symptoms which include
visual field loss. The information
in this table may be valuable to
those seeking guidance relating
to visual field loss, but because of
its location may be missed. A
more useful layout for users may
be: 1. Screening and assessment
of stroke-related visual problems
2. Management of visual
problems after stroke – general
principles 3. Specific
management of (a) visual field
loss (b) eye movement problems
(c) other visual problems
There appears to be a difference
in the guideline summaries and
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excluded because it included only
two studies (28 participants but
only five were people with
stroke). Both studies investigated
pharmacological interventions for
disorders of eye movement in
patients with stroke, but it was
not appropriate to pool data and
the Cochrane review was unable
to draw conclusions from these
studies.
Thank you for your helpful
suggestion. The GDG have
reviewed and reordered the
recommendations. There was
very little evidence found in this
area, and from the Delphi survey,
consensus was only reached for
the referral of people with
double vision. Therefore, the
GDG did not feel they could make
further recommendations in this
area.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have reviewed and
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topic statements included in the
table in relation to
“appropriateness”. A wide range
of disciplines are involved in the
assessment and management of
visual problems – MDT staff, Eye
clinic staff and community NHS,
charity and Social service teams.
The need for “appropriate”
assessment, management and
referral in the guidelines has
been replaced in the topic
statements by very specific
professional groups. This fails to
recognise that different visual
defects, in patient with varying
levels of stroke-related
disabilities in regions with
different provision and access to
services will need very different
approaches. This point does
come across in the panel
comments, but it would be useful
to highlight the need to tailor
vision care on a number of levels.
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reordered the recommendations.
There was very little evidence
found in this area, and from the
Delphi survey consensus was only
reached for the referral of people
with double vision. Therefore the
GDG did not feel they could make
further recommendations in this
area.

Practical guidance on how to
make these decisions may be
beyond the scope of this
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guidance, but is practically
relevant.
Recommendation 4. There are a
wide range of national and local
charities which can help and it
may be helpful to note this.

Recommendation 5. This
statement is factually correctregistration can only be
performed by a consultant
ophthalmologist.
(http://www.dh.gov.uk/health/2
013/01/cvi/)
Clinical Literature search
Unfortunately, a recent review by
Sugavanam et al (2013) was not
included in the clinical literature
search as it was published after
the October 2012 cut-off date.
The Sugavanam et al review is
particularly important as it: (i) is
stroke specific, (ii) addresses the
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Thank you for your comment.
The section you refer to is not a
recommendation, but a
statement which did not achieve
consensus. Whilst the GDG
would agree there are other
agencies that could provide
further information on this
condition, they were unable to
make a recommendation due to
the lack of consensus.
Thank you for your comment.

Thank you for your comment.
Unfortunately we are unable to
include references published
since the final search cut-off.
New literature will be considered
in future updates.
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effectiveness and experiences of
goal setting in stroke
rehabilitation and (iii) includes
papers that were not included in
the Rosewilliam (2011) review.
Sugavanam et al. The effects and
experiences of goal setting in
stroke rehabilitation – a
systematic review. Disability &
Rehabilitation, 2013; 35(3): 177–
190.
Recommendation 25
This recommendation states that
people with stroke have goals for
their rehabilitation that:
 are meaningful and
relevant to them
 focus on activity and
participation
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Thank you for your comment. We
think your examples of
‘improving shoulder pain,
managing muscle tone, managing
anxiety or depression post stroke’
would feature under the rubric of
meaningful and relevant to the
person who has had a stroke.

 are challenging but
achievable
It is not clear what the evidence
base is to support a focus on
activity and participation goals.
There may be important goals
that could be usefully targeted at
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a body function/ structure level
for example improving shoulder
pain, managing muscle tone,
managing anxiety or depression
post stroke. These may be
important goals that patients
want to address directly rather
than in the context of an activity
or participation goal.
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Full

129

1

Delphi Statements
The group is to be commended
on its use of modified Delphi
methodology to provide guidance
in areas where the evidence base
is weak. Many aspects of goal
setting practice in stroke
rehabilitation falls into this
category. Clinicians are routinely
setting and working towards
rehabilitation goals with people
recovering from stroke without a
clear evidence base to guide their
practice. That said, we believe
that the Delphi statements - both
where consensus was achieved
and not achieved - the least
helpful aspect of the guideline.

Thank you very much for your
comment. The Delphi statements
derived from published national
and international guidelines. The
overall rate of response to goal
setting statements was good with
a rate of about 100 panel
members (i.e. used the ‘agree’ to
‘disagree’ scale). The final column
reports the numbers of all those
who responded who provided
additional comments. These
tables present the final Delphi
statements and can therefore not
be edited.
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 It appears that at most,
20% of the panel
commented on the
statements that related to
goal setting.
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 Even where consensus
was achieved, at least one
expert did not think the
statement was relevant.
 The wording of
statement 1 on table 26 is
confusing – “Both profession
specific as well as
multidisciplinary stroke
teams' goals should be
person focused”. Whose
goals are we talking about?
The patient’s goals or the
professional’s goals or team
goals which should be
patient focused? This is an
important distinction when
implementing goal setting in
practice.
 The results of the Delphi
study seem to underline the
mixed views that are held
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about different aspects of
goal setting practice. The
most the clinician can gather
from the results is that there
are mixed views about how
to go about setting goals,
reviewing goals, deciding
what a realistic goal is etc.
and that in practice, they will
have to use their own clinical
judgement on a patient by
patient basis.
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Health
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Research
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23

Full

234

9-11

Thank you for your comment. We
moved this paragraph to the
dysarthria section (12.2).

24

Full

234

23

It is unclear why there is a
paragraph on Dysarthria within
the section on Aphasia. They are
two very different
communication impairments and
this distinction should at the very
least be made clear. More
appropriately, the evidence
relating to these impairments
should be presented in separate
sections.
The correct citation for the
Cochrane systematic review of
SLT for aphasia following stroke
should read –

330.

SH

Nursing,
Midwifery
and Allied
Health
Professions

Thank you for your comment.
This has been amended. The
separate Cochrane review on
dysarthria is included in section
12.2.
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comment
(Brady et al 2012). This review
only considered the evidence as it
related to SLT for aphasia
following stroke.

A separate Cochrane review
considered the evidence relating
to SLT for Dysarthria following
stroke.
Sellars C, Hughes T, Langhorne P.
Speech and language therapy for
dysarthria due to non-progressive
brain damage. Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews
2005, Issue 3. Art. No.:
CD002088. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD002088.pu
b2.
331.

SH

Nursing,
Midwifery
and Allied
Health
Professions
Research

25

Full

234259

It is unclear how the Cochrane
review update from 2012 (and
which was made available to the
Guideline group in advance of its
formal publication) was not

Thank you for drawing our
attention to this. The updated
Cochrane in now included and
the chapter updated accordingly.
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included/referred to in the
development of this guideline but
two trials published at a similar
time point (Bowen 2012 &
Palmer 2012) were included. The
outdated 2010 version of the
Cochrane review was based on a
narrower literature search and
included 9 fewer trials than the
2012 version. In addition, the
2012 version had included the
Bowen 2012 trial.
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Reference to the Bowen 2012 SLT
trial as ‘Early Intensive Speech
Therapy’ is misleading.
Interventions were
approximately 15 days post onset
– which cannot be considered
early by stroke survivors, carers
and I do not believe that this is
even representative of a standard
intervention timepoint for the
UK. In addition, intensive therapy
suggests something more than

Thank you for your comment. We
have deleted ‘intensive’ from the
title of the economic profile table
which now reads “Early speech
therapy (speech therapy
delivered in the hospital and
continued after discharge in the
community) versus no speech
therapy (attention control)”
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the norm. There is considerable
agreement and supporting
evidence that 2 hours weekly is
the minimum of therapeutic
input required for effective
intervention. In this review 2
hours intervention was all that
was available to SLT patients.
Thus, reference to the
intervention as ‘intensive’ is
misleading.
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Full

236

21

The Hartman study does indeed
look like a randomised trial
(though one with poor allocation)
based on the published report of
the trial however, in the course
of conducting the Cochrane
review we were in discussion
with the Trialists and discussed
the randomisation procedure and
allocation concealment which
(based on this unpublished
information) lead us to conclude
that the trial was in fact quasi-

Thank you very much for your
comment. Based on our
information we deemed the trial
as acceptable evidence. We
revisited the Cochrane
publication and the description
stated that the trial was excluded
because it was quasi-random (the
nature of the additional
information that transpired from
the discussion was not explicitly
stated in the review). Hence we
included the study based on the
description and information
available.
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randomised. This is fully reported
in the Cochrane review
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Full
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1

Why is the Bowen 2012 trial not
included within the trials that
compared SLT v placebo?

Thank you for your comment.
The BMJ article that you are
referring to is not directly
included since it is referring to
the ACTNoW study which we
have included.

29

Full

239

1

Presenting the data from all the
trials, by all the outcome
measures and then further
dividing the tables into
assessment tools does not aid the
reader in achieving an overview
of the evidence base. Given that
Standardised Mean Differences
have been calculated, would it
not be more accurate and
beneficial to the reader to
include the evidence relating to a
single outcome (albeit measured
by different assessment tools) in
the one table?

Thank you for your comment.
Within the GRADE approach it is
the case that total effects as
rated as well as the subgroups.
We therefore took the same
approach.
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SH

Nursing,

30

Full

254

The guideline does not present

Thank you for your comment.
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an accurate overview of the
evidence base to date in relation
to the comparison SLT v no SLT
for a number of reasons

Developer’s Response
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comment
The data from the 2012 Cochrane
is now included and pooled
wherever appropriate.

1. The 2012 version of the
Cochrane review was not
included
2. The data from the trials
included do not appear
to have been pooled
despite the calculation of
SMDs for the relevant
outcome measures. The
strength of meta-analysis
is the ability to pool data
from a number of trials.
This does not appear to
have been conducted in
the course of this
guideline development. It
is vital that such an
approach is taken to
achieve an accurate
overview of the evidence
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base rather than simply a
listing of the evidence on
a trial by trial and
outcome by outcome
manner.
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Full

538

35-36

The correct citation for the
Cochrane systematic review of
SLT for aphasia following stroke
should read –

Thank you for your comment we
have amended the citation.

Brady MC, Kelly H, Godwin J,
Enderby P. Speech and language
therapy for aphasia following
stroke. Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews 2012, Issue 5.
Art. No.: CD000425. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD000425.pu
b3.
Full

Gener
al

The section on Communication
refers to evidence from a
Cochrane review published in
2010 and two additional trials.
However there are a number of
trials identified in the more
recent 2012 Cochrane review
that do not appear to have been

Thank you for your comment. We
have updated this section and it
now includes the Brady et al
(2012) rather than the 2010
reference. Laska (2011) however
recruited an acute stroke
population and was therefore on
our excluded studies list.
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included in the development of
this guideline. It is unclear why
they have been excluded. They
include
Laska 2011
Lyon 1997
These two trials in particular
appear to meet the inclusion
criteria in relation to population,
intervention, and specific
outcome measures.
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1

Full

372

2

Neuromuscular is spelt
incorrectly

Thank you this has been
corrected.

2

Full

394

9

It should be Salisbury District
Hospital

Thank you this has been
corrected.

3

Full

398

6

90 I am afraid I do not
understand what is
meant by this as the
wording is not clear. Is it
trying to say that
Electrical Stimulation
should be trialled or not?
It would appear logical to
say ” Electrical
Stimulation should be
trialled if a qualified

Thank you. This section of the
guideline is not included as part
of this consultation however the
GDG have reconsidered the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning. The
reference to the guidance on FES
for the lower limb has been
removed.
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rehabilitation
professional deems it
appropriate for a specific
patient. Clear functional
goals should be set and
objective and patient
reported outcome
measures used to
determine progress.
Treatment should only
be continued if those
functional goals are
being met”
91 Agreed
92 Strength is rather a
limited functional
outcome. This should be
wider to cover people
who have limited ROM,
spasticity or if the aim is
to increase fatigue
resistance. Papers on all
of these are in the
literature.
93 Agreed
94 It is totally illogical to
have a reference to FES
in lower limb function in
the section on Electrical
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Stimulation in the upper
limb. There should not
be any reference to it
here, but there should be
a complete section on
the use of FES in walking
in these guidelines and
hence in the index/
contents page.
107. Again FES for walking is
referenced inappropriately in a
middle of another section. In this
case 13.10 Ankle-Foot Orthoses
and again it is not listed on the
contents page. It does need its
own section, even if all that
section consists of is a link to the
IPG278 Guidelines ‘FES for
Dropped Foot of Central Nervous
System Origin. This would enable
it to found by the contents table.
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Thank you for your comment
Ankle foot orthoses was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

However this in itself would be
barely adequate, these guidelines
are very detailed, more so than
IPG278 and are also more up to
date. FES for walking is widely
used and has significant evidence
to support it. By not having it
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appear as a separate detailed
section in the contents of these
guidelines might lead the reader
to assume that it is not clinically
effective and hence should not
be used.
This is in contrast to the large
section on ‘Electromechanical
gait training’ which, as it says on
Page 458 line 20 “ Due to the cost
and scarcity of equipment this
form of intervention is rarely
seen within NHS facilities.”
The guidelines refer the reader to
IPG 278 for information on
dropped foot correction using
FES. However IPG 278 is not as
comprehensive as these Stroke
Rehabilitation Guidelines, as
IPG278 does not include health
economic evidence. Since its
publication two cost
effectiveness studies have been
produced on FES walking:
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Thank you. This section of the
guideline is not included as part
of this consultation, however, the
GDG have reconsidered and
removed this recommendation.

Economic Report. Functional
Electrical Stimulation for dropped
foot of central neurological
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origin. CEP10012. Published by
the NHS Purchasing and Supply
Agency Feb 2010
www.dh.gov.uk/cep
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Taylor P, Humphreys L, and Swain
I, The long-term costeffectiveness of the use of
functional electrical stimulation
for the correction of dropped
foot due to upper motor neuron
lesion. J Rehabil Med 2013; 45:
154–160
By omitting this information
while providing it for other
interventions it is implied that the
information is not available.
Further, IPG278 notes the lack of
published information around
quality of life and activities of
daily living. Since its publications
several studies have produced
evidence in these areas. For
example:
Barrett CL, Taylor PN. The effects
of the Odstock Drop Foot
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Stimulator on Perceived Quality
of Life for People with Stroke and
Multiple Sclerosis.
Neuromodulation 2010 13, 1, pp:
58-64
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van Swigchem R, Vloothuis J, den
Boer J. Is transcutaneous
peroneal stimulation beneficial to
patients with chronic stroke using
an ankle-foot orthosis? A withinsubjects study of patients’
satisfaction, walking Speed and
physical activity level. J Rehabil
Med 2010; 42: 117–121
Bulley C, et al. User experiences,
preferences and choices relating
to functional electrical
stimulation
and ankle foot orthoses for footdrop after stroke. Physiotherapy
(2011),
doi:10.1016/j.physio.2010.11.001
Wilkie KM, Shiels JE, Bulley C, and
Salisbury LG. Functional electrical
stimulation (FES) impacted on
important aspects of my life”—A
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qualitative exploration of chronic
stroke patients’ and carers’
perceptions of FES in the
management of dropped foot.
Physiotherapy Theory and
Practice, 2011, Early Online, 1–9
ISSN: 0959-3985 print/15325040 online DOI:
10.3109/09593985.2011.563775
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There is an omission of a section
on Shoulder subluxation.
Electrical Stimulation is a
recognised treatment for
shoulder subluxation and has
recently been included in
SIGN118 section 4.10:

Shoulder subluxation was not in
the original scope, and was not
identified from the first
stakeholder consultation as a
priority area where further work
was required. The more general
problem of shoulder pain was
identified as an area where
further guidance would be
helpful and this was included as
part of the modified Delphi
survey. Although consensus was
not reached for specific
therapies, the GDG have
acknowledged a range of
treatments used in practice
including electrical stimulation in
the linking statements to
recommendations section of the

“Electrical stimulation to the
supraspinatus and deltoid
muscles should be considered as
soon as possible after stroke in
patients at risk of developing
shoulder subluxation”
and also in the RCP. National
Clinical Guideline for Stroke, 4th
edition Section 6.19.2.1:
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“Any patient who has developed,
or is developing shoulder
subluxation should be considered
for functional electrical
stimulation of the supraspinatus
and deltoid muscles”.
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guideline.

I did notice a significant number
of typos in the sections I read. I
have not read the complete
guidelines, and presume that
these will be addressed in the
final version.
Clear evidence of the benefit of
cognitive behavioural coaching to
help the stroke subject prioritise
future goals and achieve them
when realistically reviewed
Need to include in the
commissioning of community
services the need for primary
care to identify and support
those at risk on discharge. Also
the need to ensure that primary
care is promptly notified of
discharge and care plans.
Timely inclusion of the need to
transfer care planning to primary
care so that quality of discharge

Thank you for your comment this
will be addressed during final
proof reading.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree this is important
and consider the
recommendations made on
discharge and transfer of care
cover these issues.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree this is important
and consider the
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can be monitored - see Francis
report recommendations.

106

1

NICE

14

1.2.15

Surely all patients with functional
impairment need to receive a
planned home visit before
discharge with an occupational
therapist.
For the statement ‘Stroke
rehabilitation plans should be
reviewed regularly….’ we believe
it would helpful to provide some
specifics about how frequently
plans should be reviewed (e.g. at
least weekly) to guide the stroke
team in the appropriate review
cycle times.

NICE

18

1.6.3

We would recommend that
specific guidance around the
timing of referral is added to the
statement ‘Refer people with
persisting double vision after
stroke for formal orthopic
assessment’ to ensure quality
and consistency of care.

Developer’s Response
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comment
recommendations made on
discharge and transfer of care
cover these issues.
The GDG have recommended
that a home visit be undertaken
before transfer unless the
person’s needs could be
identified in other ways.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agreed that this would
be variable according to the
period of time after stroke, and
that reviews should be
undertaken based on the needs
of the individual and the stage of
the pathway. This view reflected
many comments received in the
Delphi survey.
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation is based on
a consensus statement from the
Delphi survey, which did not
include timing of the referral.
Comments received from survey
participants did not indicate that
this was a particular problem,
therefore the GDG did not feel
able to specify a particular
timeframe, but agreed if all
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3

NICE

20

1.8.6
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4

NICE

29

1.11.6

We would recommend the
following change: ‘Provide
opportunities to people with
stroke for conversation and social
enrichment with socially skilled
and articulate people who have
been appropriately trained in
providing patient support, in
addition to the opportunities
provided by families, carers and
friends. This addition will add
greater clarity on the definition of
‘appropriate’.
We have identified two
additional guidance documents
which may be appropriate to
refer to for the secondary
prevention of stroke. These
include CG48 ‘MI Secondary
Prevention’ and PH25 ‘Prevention
of Cardiovascular Disease’. While
CG48 focuses on the prevention
of myocardial infarction much of
the evidence which was reviewed
to develop this guidance also
focused on stroke prevention.
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people are screened this would
assist with making a prompt
referral when needed.
Thank you for your suggestion.
The GDG have revised the
recommendation based on
comments received.

Thank you for your suggestion.
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The public health guidance PH25
also encompasses steps to
prevent stroke. Both of these
documents could prove to be
useful additional resources for
health care providers.
We were unable to find clinical
guidance specifically on stroke
prevention. CG68 focuses on the
management of stroke, but not
necessarily on prevention.
Furthermore, CG48 focuses more
specifically on MI secondary
prevention. In the absence of
stroke prevention being covered
in this guidance, we would
welcome the addition of further
guidance on the prevention of
stroke. We would also welcome
the reference of CG48 under this
section.
This is just to let you know that
the feedback I have received
from nurses working in this area
of health suggest that there is no
additional comments to submit
to inform on the consultation of
the above draft guidelines.
We welcome the clarity and
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Thank you for your suggestion.
The remit of this guideline was
stroke rehabilitation. For
guidance on secondary
prevention we have cross
referred to other NICE guidelines
such as, Lipid modification,
Hypertension. Type 2 diabetes
and Atrial fibrillation.

Thank you for your contribution
to the consultation process.

Thank you for your comment.
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detail regarding specialist stroke
team support within the
community (stroke units 1.1.1)
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Under the definition of dysarthria
we recommend changing the
definition to avoid using the word
disease and replacing this with
“damage”.
In the definition of word aphasia
the RCSLT recommends that the
definition is tweaked from “use
and comprehend words” and is
replaced by “use and
comprehend language “as this
encompasses the whole of verbal
and non verbal language”.
Section 1.1.12: add
communication needs.

Thank you this has been
amended.

2

NICE

8

3

NICE

8

4

NICE

11

1.1.1
2

5

NICE

14

1.2.10

The RCSLT recommends that all
goal setting information tools are
aphasia friendly.

Thank you for your comment this
is addressed in our information
provision recommendations.

6

NICE

16

1.3.3

The guideline needs to specify
who should assess at 6 and 12

Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part

Thank you for your comment.
This has been changed.

Thank you for your comment;
this has been amended in the
recommendation.
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month reviews.

7

NICE

16

1.3.3

The RCSLT recommends
clarification about the 6 and 12
month timeframes. Is this post
CVA or post discharge from
rehabilitation from hospital /
community?
This section could be shortened
to “appropriately trained
individuals”, the RCSLT believes
that it is unnecessary to state
whether they are articulate or
socially skilled.
There is some overlap between
1.8.7 and 1.8.8.

and
Language
Therapists
362.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

363.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

8

NICE

20

1.8.6

364.

SH

9

NICE

20

1.8.7
1.8.8

365.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists
Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

10

NICE

20

1.8.1
0

This recommendation fails to
provide clarity on who should
take responsibility for providing
stroke patients with
opportunities for conversation
and social enrichment and over
what time scale

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.
Thank you for your suggestion.
The GDG have revised the
recommendation based on
comments received.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have reviewed these
recommendations and do not
agree .
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendations specify
that speech and language
therapy should be led and guided
by the speech therapist who
would work collaboratively with
other trained people in the
delivery of therapy. Therapies
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366.

SH

11

NICE

21

1.8.12

The guidance should clearly
specify who should re-assess
communication ability at 6
months

367.

SH

12

NICE

21

1.8.14

368.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists
Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists
Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

13

NICE

21

1.8.15

369.

SH

14

NICE

28

1.11.1

370.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists
Royal College

We recommend that examples to
environment should be given in
broader terms, e.g. “physical
environment” rather than
“background noise”.
We recommend including goal
setting material in aphasia
friendly information. Aphasia
friendly information should
specify “all information, including
that relating to medical condition
and treatment” – accessibility
should not be limited to just
letters and menus.
The RCSLT believes it is important
to stress that the referral should
be made in a “in a timely
manner”.

15

NICE

29

1.11.5

The RCSLT recommend

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
would be delivered according to
the individual needs of the
person and therefore it is not
possible to give timescales.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have clarified that the
speech and language therapist
should reassess if communication
difficulties persist.
Thank you for your suggestion.

Thank you for your comment this
has been amended.

Thank you for your suggestion.
This recommendation has been
deleted by the GDG as the
section Interface with social care
covers these issues adequately.
Thank you for your comment.
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16

NICE

29

1.11.5
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Full

GENE
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Royal College
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Full
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SH
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SH
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Comments
Please insert each new comment
in a new row.
clarification on the 6 and 12
month reviews timeframes. Is
this post CVA or post discharge
from rehabilitation from hospital
/ community?
The guideline needs to specify
who should assess at 6 and 12
month reviews.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
This would be post discharge
from rehabilitation.

Substantial work has been
conducted on this guideline since
the last consultation. The RCSLT is
pleased that the issues raised in
the last consultation have been
addressed through a further
literature search and a Delphi
study.
The RCSLT notes that the remit of
the guideline development group
incorporates the objective of
reducing variation in service
delivery. This is very important
since there is increasing variation
as a result of reductions in
resource and changes in delivery
of service. We hope that these
guidelines will underpin a
national audit to expose and

Thank you for your comment.

Thank you for your comment.
This would be a health
professional involved in the
person’s care.

Thank you for your comment, this
recommendation has been
amended.
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Full
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Full

71
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Full

114
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Comments
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reduce variation.
The importance of collecting
psychometrically robust
information is mentioned but
perhaps could be more strongly
expressed as a recommendation
within the guidelines.
Dysarthria - there is a typo ‘In’

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

The RCSLT welcomes the clarity
and detail regarding specialist
stroke team support within the
community (stroke units).

Thank you for your comment.

Recommendation 17: Could an
assessment of Mood be included
here

The GDG recognised the need to
comprehensively assess any
impairments in psychological
functioning (including mood).
However, at the time of
screening (i.e. on admission) the
impact on longer term emotional
function would not be necessarily
immediately apparent. The GDG
therefore recommended a
comprehensive assessment
which would take place at a later

Thank you for your comment.
This has been amended.
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377.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

22

Full

224

Line 7

We recommend adding to the list
of signs of dysphagia prolonged
oral phase, decreased oral
articulatory speed range and
strength.

378.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

23

Full

224

It is important to screen and
assess the swallow function
which will help to identify silent
aspiration as well as to inform
therapy.

379.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

24

Full

232

Recommendation 57
It is important that this
intervention is only after an
objective assessment.

380.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

25

Full

232

Recommendation 57
Strategies must be undertaken by
the staff /carers managing and
helping the patient at mealtimes.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
stage. A statement to this effect
was added to the LETR.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
This chapter was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
This chapter was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
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381.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
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Language
Therapists

26

Full

232

11.1.4

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

27

Full

Evidence statements. 11.1.4
We recommend that there
should be guidance covering
management of PEG feeding and
liaison with community services
including moving from non-oral
to oral nutrition.
Key research
We suggest including NMES in
swallowing given the amount of
trials currently occurring in the
field.

382.

SH

383.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

28

Full

232

384.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

Full

234

29

7
22

Further research
recommendations could include:
further research related to the
management of dysphagia with
comparisons of approaches and
techniques for improving
swallowing and reducing
associated consequences of
dysphagia.
The guideline acknowledge that
1/3 of stroke survivors have
aphasia - there will be an impact
for 1/3 of people following stroke
in the delivery of patient centred
care and for their access to verbal

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation, however
the GDG have reviewed the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.

Thank you for your comment.
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Full
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17
18

386.
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31

Full

234

25

387.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
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Language
Therapists

32

Full

234

9

388.

SH

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language

33

Full

234

6

Comments
Please insert each new comment
in a new row.
information
We recommend that this is
changed to:
- Restore language abilities as
much as possible.
- Compensate for language
problems by developing a
range of strategies
Throughout section 12.1 the
terms ‘dysphasia,
dysarthrophonia and articulatory
dyspraxia’ are used.
However these are not
commonly used terms and we
recommend changing these to
‘aphasia, dysarthria and apraxia
of speech.
We are unsure why dysarthria is
included with aphasia in section
12.1 as is covered separately in
12.2 also.
If dyspraxia stays in this section
then we recommend a short
definition is added to the general
introduction.
Add relationships onto end of this
statement.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your suggestion
this change has been made.

Thank you. We have edited to
use familiar terms.

Thank you for your comment. We
moved this paragraph to the
dysarthria section (12.2).

Thank you, we have added this to
the introduction.
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Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

34

Full

247

table
65

Thank you for your comment. A
Cochrane review was found that
addressed the question and
therefore this was used,
following NICE guideline
methodology. The Cochrane
review included only RCT’s.

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists
Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

35

Full

259

12.2

The RCSLT is disappointing that
only RCTs are used to inform the
guidelines. We believe that SLT is
poorly served by the lack of
attention to non-RCT trials. This
is a poor reflection on the
profession which has debated
productively on the
appropriateness of smaller case
methodologies.
We are uncertain why both
aphasia and dysarthria are
included in dysarthria section.

36

Full

262

Line
21

12.2.2
The RCSLT was disappointing that
there was no recommendations
for SLT to provide direct
impairment-based, goal directed
therapy for aphasia or dysarthria.

Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

37

Full

262

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have recommended
that impairment based therapy
be offered. All the therapies
offered to people would be based
on goals identified as
recommended in the guideline.
Screening would be undertaken
first, and those suspected to have
communication difficulties would
be referred to a speech and
language therapist. A
recommendation for referral has

Therapists
Royal College
of Speech
and
Language
Therapists

Recommendation 62 and 63
The RCSLT recommends that all
people with aphasia are fully
assessed by SLTs with specialist
skills. Screening alone is
insufficient for this purpose.

Both aphasia and dysarthria are
included in the communication
chapter.
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Full
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Full

263
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40

Full

263
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Full
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Comments
Please insert each new comment
in a new row.
It is important to provide
information to the MDT on best
ways of facilitation of
communication with people with
aphasia. This is stated in 12.4.2
point 73, but assessment still
needs to relate to MDT advice.
Recommendation 66
This statement implies that hitech communication aids will be
provided regardless of funding
implications. This could be
changed to “SLTs will assess the
suitability for people after stroke
to benefit from communication
aids”.
Recommendation 68
This recommendation needs to
clearly specify that specialist SLT
needs to manage input to people
with communication impairments
in acute, rehabilitation and longer
term stages after a stroke (as in
National Stroke Strategy 2007).

Recommendation 69.
We welcome SLT involvement in

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
been made by the GDG.
A recommendation has been
made for the speech and
language therapist to coach
others, including staff in
communication skills.

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendation states that
communication aids should be
provided to those people who
have the potential to benefit
from them,

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have recommended
that therapy is led by a SLT and
this would apply to all stages of
the pathway. The GDG have
recommended that referral be
made to a SLT for those with
persisting communication
difficulties when identified at the
6 month and annual review.
Thank you for your comment.
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Full
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the 6 and 12 month reviews.
Many people after stroke benefit
from further treatment however
any commitments must be part
of wider strategy of longer-term
intervention.
Recommendation 70.
All written information needs to
be aphasia friendly.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Relative values of different
outcomes

Thank you for your comment.
The search in this section was for
systematic reviews and one
review matching the protocol
was included. The included
Cochrane review did not report
qualitative outcomes. It is the
current process that when a
whole review is included we do
not order the studies used in the
analysis.

This only mentions outcomes in
the ACTNoW study, but other
outcome measures are in use
which have been shown to be
reliable and valid. PROMS are
also a special issue in people with
aphasia (Mumby, K., and
Whitworth, A. (2012) ‘Evaluating
the effectiveness of intervention
in long term aphasia post stroke:
the experience from CHANT
(Communication Hub for Aphasia
in North Tyneside)’ International
Journal of Language and
Communication Disorders 47(4)

Thank you for your comment.
We agree, please see the
recommendations on information
provision.
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398-412)
Economic considerations: “A
higher level of intensity could
make the intervention more costeffective”.
We agree with this statement,
case series studies reveal that
intensity of therapy is critical for
effectiveness. However
intervention intensity is
sometimes limited by
underfunding.
It is not clear why guidelines
which have previously covered
“aphasia” in 12.1 now cover
“dysphasia”. This makes it look
as though this is a different
impairment, which is misleading.
We are concerned at the use of
outdated terminology. It would
be clearer if dysarthrophonia was
linked with dysarthria, and
apraxia of speech (not
articulatory dyspraxia) was linked
to aphasia.
The RCSLT recommends that the
following recommendation is

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment. All
our recommendations will be
implemented locally.
NICE will be producing
implementation tools shortly
after the guideline is published
and these will include an
interactive cost impact spread
sheet to assist trusts in
implementing the guideline.

Thank you, this has been
amended and references to
dysphasia were taken out of this
section

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that this is
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added:
Wellbeing based
recommendations, as SLTs have a
major role in working with people
after stroke to come to terms
with their communication
disabilities.
This role may not have emerged
in the reviews covered, but
appears to be missing here.
Recommendation 71
The RCSLT is concerned that this
recommendation is limited in
scope. People with aphasia need
facilitation to communicate more
than just “everyday needs and
wishes” and “major life decisions.
These only form part of every
person’s daily right to
communication. We recommend
that this section is strengthened.
Recommendation 72
Clarity is required on who takes
on this role.

Recommendation 71 and 72
We recommend mentioning
working with people with aphasia

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
reflected in the
recommendations.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG do not consider this to
be limited in scope.

Thank you for your comment.
This applies to any health
professional working with the
person after stroke. The GDG
consider this to be clear.
Thank you, this has been
addressed in other SLT
recommendations made within
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Full
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Full
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and families in dealing with the
impact of aphasia.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
the guideline.

Clarity is required between
recommendation 74 and 68. One
section refers to treatment “led
and supervised” by a SLT the
other therapy is “guided” by a
SLT. We believe that
recommendation 74 is clearer
‘led and supervised’ and this
wording should be adopted.
Recommendation 74
We are concerned that as this
recommendation stands it could
imply that SLTs do not deliver
treatment themselves.
We recommend clarifying this
recommendation by adding
“...and as appropriate delivered
by SLT’.
One economic evaluation based
on an RCT included showed that
enhanced speech therapy is more
costly but also more effective
than standard speech therapy
and the ICER is below the
£20,000 per QALY threshold,
therefore this would be

Thank you we have made this
change.

Thank you for your comment.
We disagree. The treatment is
being led and guided by the SLT
therefore it may be delivered by
them if it was appropriate to do
so.

Thank you for your comment.
This section was not part of the
2013 consultation; however, we
have amended the section to
clarify what the difference was in
the study between enhanced and
intensive SLT.
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considered cost-effective.
However, intensive speech
therapy was not included in the
formal analysis since in the RCT
this was more costly and not
more effective than enhanced
speech therapy.
We are unclear what the
difference is between enhanced
SLT and intensive SLT. There are
many forms of therapy which are
tailored by the SLT to the
client/family/team needs.
(see also Further research is
required that considers over 8
hours of language therapy a week
reflecting the amount of therapy
delivered by the Wertz study280
P285 FULL)
Section 12.4.2
We are concerned at the lack of
reference to impairment based
therapy to restore language or
speech for people with aphasia.
Re Listener advice:
We are concerned that no cost
effective evidence was found.
The cost of providing training in
communication skills to the

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you this has been
considered and the GDG have
revised the recommendation.

Thank you for your comment.
According to the
recommendation, training in
communication skills is offered
and therefore the costs were
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conversation partners of people
with aphasia was estimated at
around £508 per patient. The
lack of evidence about cost
effectiveness does not mean that
this is not cost effective – the
cost of treating secondary
conditions such as depression,
which is known to be higher in
relation to aphasia, may be
calculated and offset. Prevention
is by its nature difficult to
measure
We recommend adding to
listener advice:
Employ a range of cueing and
facilitation strategies.

Section 12.5.2
We are unclear why listener
advice requires its own section.
Furthermore we do not believe it
is useful to give examples of
“slowing down” within the
recommendation.
‘Long-term health and social
support’ Suggest amendment to
‘While the person with stroke is

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
considered to be offset by the
benefits. We have amended the
economic considerations to make
this clearer.

Thank you for your comment.
Listener advice was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
Listener advice was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website
Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
deleted from this section and the
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in hospital, ensure that a referral
is made to social care where
needed, for an assessment to
consider assessment of need and
assessment of carer need’ . This
places decision to assess with
social care professional and
better reflects 1.1.6/7/8
1.1.12 - Suggest amend to ‘social
circumstances including carers
needs’
1.3.2 - This is an original
recommendation and so not for
comment. However, it does not
now fit well with the 2013
recommendations about
involving social care
professionals. Information needs
to be robust and , accompanied
by advice as required. Access to
local resources may need support
and referral and is best provided
by a social worker, as recognised
at p5 ‘The core multi-disciplinary
stroke team’.
We appreciate the work the GDG
has undertaken to complete this
enormous body of work and the
revised Guidelines are much

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
recommendations within the
Social care section have been
edited.

Thank you for your suggestion.
This has been amended in the
recommendation.
Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Other formats of the guideline
are available, including the NICE
version which lists all the
recommendations for ease of
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improved on the first. However
we don’t believe that in the
present format the Guidelines
will be easy to use and they still
presents some serious concerns
in the way stroke rehabilitation is
represented.
The areas of rehabilitation
considered are incomplete and
cover a strange range of topics.
The way the evidence has been
interpreted appears not to be
based on detailed, objective
appraisal.
There are many
recommendations for which
there is neither supporting nor
contravening evidence and other
areas where good supporting
evidence appears to have been
ignored.
Some recommendations are
thought to be unhelpful and
unlikely to impact on service
improvement

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
use.
The GDG do not agree with your
view on the interpretation of
evidence for the guideline, as the
methods used were in
compliance with the Guideline
Manual used for all NICE
guidance. An assessment of the
available evidence was
conducted for those areas, which
stakeholders at the first
consultation, requested be
included in the guideline. Further
searches were carried out, and a
thorough review of the evidence
contained in both national and
international guidelines was
conducted. For many of these
areas there was little or no
evidence, and the decision was
taken to conduct a Delphi survey.
This is one of the largest surveys
conducted amongst a multiprofessional stroke community
using validated survey
methodology to develop
consensus based
recommendations. The
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Some aspects are given more
standing that the evidence would
suggest e.g. work areas- no
rationale for this given. It is felt
that the initial scope was
inappropriate and this is now
hard to redeem.
The methodology poses real
concern; on one hand RCTs are
held up as the gold standard
while on the other a Delphi
survey is used. The science is
unfathomable. Good RCTS were
lost and the void filled with
Delphi statements which were
poorly phrased, difficult to
answer and which had a top
heavy bias on physical problems.
The splinting section was written
by one person. How is this
justified?
Perhaps the GDG should consider
taking the evidence tables, lists of
studies (e.g. p. 179) and findings
from the Delphi processes out of
the main document and including

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
methodology used was in
agreement with NICE and full
details given within the guideline.
Whilst we acknowledge the
guideline does not cover all
aspects of stroke care and
rehabilitation therapy, the GDG
believe the guideline now
provides a more complete
pathway and the main areas
highlighted by stakeholders in the
first consultation have been
addressed. It is not possible to
cover every aspect of stroke
rehabilitation with the time and
resources available, but other
areas will be considered for
inclusion when updating the
guideline.
The research recommendations
have been reviewed by the GDG
and they consider them to be
valid questions. We agree there
are other areas of research
needed, but the group are
requested to focus on a limited
number of priority areas.
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these in an appendix instead?
This would put the spotlight on
the actual recommendations –
with clear signposts to the
various sources of evidence and
support, readers in finding the
relevant source of justifying
evidence when needed.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
The guideline will be edited and
proof read before publication.

It feels like there has been an
opportunity wasted in stroke
rehabilitation. Whilst the new
Guidelines are safe they could
have gone much further and a
real chance to do so has been
lost.
The key research ideas are weak
and will not be lifted by HTA
without considerable work.
One questions whether these are
really the key areas for research
in the field?
The intensity aspects are weak
and the research cited does not
seem to support this
recommendation.
Special mention goes to shoulder
pain and OT home visits.
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Dreadful.
The quality of writing is poor and
repetitive. It appears to have
been written by people with little
knowledge of stroke
rehabilitation. This doesn’t bode
well for bringing the
rehabilitation research
community on board to engage
with the Guideline, particularly
given the problematic first
attempt.
There is a need to clarify if papers
were limited on outcome
measures - my understanding
was that many papers were
rejected as they did not use
certain measures - this was not
explicit.
surely this should be expertise in
stroke rehabilitation & p22

How does one define "relevant
stroke rehabilitation"?
How can one predict whether
"functional goals can be
achieved" - there is no model

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

Thank you for your comment, we
have amended this
recommendation to state
expertise.
Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
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that can get this right in severely
disabled stroke patients.
What should the constituent
parts of this rehabilitation be?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
responses are available on the
NICE website.

22

18

Dieticians should be included in
the list of MDT members.

The recommendation states the
composition of the core MDT as
agreed through the Delphi
consensus survey. We agree that
other health professionals may
be required to join this team
depending on the needs of the
patient. Other services have been
indicated within the guideline
recommendations.

The need to monitor nutritional
state and offer nutritional
support, where appropriate has
been omitted.
There is a lack of consideration
for rehabilitation for those who
cannot walk. This is a serious
omission.

Diet and nutritional support have
been addressed in the NICE
guideline; Nutrition support in
adults: oral nutrition support,
enteral tube feeding and
parenteral nutrition,
http://guidance.nice.org.uk/CG32
. We have sign posted directly to
this guidance.
Regarding the comment related
to ‘lack of consideration for
rehabilitation for those who
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22

31

It is meaningless to say that
MDTs should screen impairments
and disabilities. Do you really
think any team will not attempt
to do this?

23

23

The impairments and disabilities
(should be body functions and
activity limitations) should be
listed and reference should be
made to the need to use
standardised measurement tools.
Without this level of specificity,
services could easily claim to
have met the recommendation.
It is insufficient to say systems
should be in place –every Trust
already has some sort of system
in place, the problem is that they
don’t work. If the
recommendation is to have
impact and improve care
standards then the Guidelines
needs to state that the
equipment and adaptations need

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
cannot walk’ this is covered in the
areas we are not consulting on,
please see our movement
chapter for further details.
Thank you for your comment. We
have now stated more clearly
that tools with ‘robust
psychometric properties’ should
be used.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have made
recommendations to ensure the
patient is being discharged into a
safe environment, that training is
provided to family and carers,
and follow-up plans are in place
to monitor on-going needs.
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to be in place prior to discharge
and that patients and carers
should be trained to use them
and demonstrate confidence in
doing so and that their suitability
should be monitored and
reviewed in the long term and
changes or adjustments made as
necessary.
Providing information about
medications is inadequate.
Stroke survivors need a full
assessment of their ability to
manage their medication and an
action plan to ensure that they
are able to do so, involving other
people/carers/ family/
education/ aids and adaptations/
careful monitoring as necessary.
Shoulder pain and risk of
developing contractures which
are important preventable
complications of stroke appear to
have been missed.

This section needs to be reworded, spelling out the aspects

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have amended this
recommendation to specify an
assessment of the person’s ability
to manage their medication and
any support required. Reference
has also been made to the
Medicines Adherence guideline
CG76 which covers these areas.
Thank you for your comment.
There was no consensus on
shoulder pain. The use of
orthoses to maintain joint range,
soft tissue length and alignment
has been mentioned in the
section on orthoses for the upper
limb.
Thank you for your comment.
We have reviewed and made this
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of function that need to be
screened and assessed using
standardised measures tools,
followed by the development of a
management plan that is shared
with the patient and family.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
section on screening and
assessment clearer.

The word functional impairments
is not right - one can have
impairments, activity limitations
and participation restrictions which are they alluding to?

425.
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Society for
Research in
Rehabilitatio
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11

24

18

The section on assessment
confuses a number of different
elements- diagnosis of
impairments and activity
limitations; risk of complications;
past medical history.

Thank you for your comment.
We agree and have removed this
recommendation.

The recommendation here is
unclear. It should specify what
should be assessed and how.
426.

SH

Society for
Research in
Rehabilitatio
n

12

24

21

too much ambiguity - there are
many measures - it would make
sense for some guidance on a
minimum data set.

Thank you for your comment.
We did not get any consensus on
the minimum data set and there
is information in the
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13

24

28

What is the point of measuring
the NIHSS at discharge? It is
designed to diagnose the severity
of stroke during acute care.
What should the MDT do with
the results?

14

24

33

What is a psychometric measure?
Do you mean ‘standardised
objective measurement tools
with robust psychometrics’.
A recommendation is needed to
say that HCPs need to use them,
before one to recommend that
they are feedback to the family/

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
recommendations and links to
evidence section that addresses
this issue.
Thank you for your comment.
We agree that NIHSS should be
used on admission as stated in
the recommendation. The GDG
agreed that measures such as the
Barthel and NIHSS should be used
to compare cohorts of data, and
this has been commented on
within the recommendations and
linking Delphi consensus section
of the guideline. The GDG
considered it important that any
information gathered on patients
should be using standardised
tools and staff should be trained
in their use and they should be
fed back to the MDT.
Thank you for your comment this
recommendation has been
amended. The recommendation
states that the information
collected should be fed back
regularly to the MDT.
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patient.
How often should goals be
reviewed? – I would suggest
weekly. As stated, this
recommendation would be met if
it was done once on admission
and discharge; which is pointless.

15
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Society for
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11

When and how should
information be provided?
Information about what?
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28

This repeats no 17. Why specify
cognition for this process. This
process should be followed for all
impairments and activity
limitations
There is a lot of repetition in the
section on cognitive problems.
Visual neglect is a form of
inattention why have
recommendations for both?
Why not list the cognitive
problems that need to be
assessed (with the best practice
tools to assess them!) and then
the interventions that work and

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
There was no consensus for
setting a timeframe for reviewing
goals. The view was that
flexibility was required and
timings of a review would depend
on individual circumstances.
Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider it is helpful to
have both recommendations in
the different sections of the
guideline
Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
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should be used?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

19

27

35

What does ‘effective mouth care’
consist of?

Society for
Research in
Rehabilitatio
n

20

27

37

How often should swallowing be
assessed / monitored?

SH

Society for
Research in
Rehabilitatio
n

21

27

42

How can one provide nutritional
support without referral to a
dietician or objective
assessment?

SH

Society for
Research in
Rehabilitatio
n

22

28

Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
Recommendation 76 refers to
training for the person who has
had a stroke and
recommendation 75 refers to
training for the conversation

No 76 repeats no 75
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23

28

12

No 76-79 focus on movement
difficulties. Movement (or the
lack of it) is an impairment. This
contradicts the previous
recommendations around
assessment; goal setting and
delivery of therapy which
recommends a focus on function
(by which I presume you mean
activity limitations).
So this section should focus on
limitations of mobility and upper
limb activities (or function).
At the very least ‘movement
difficulties’ should be defined

24

28
12
[Corre
ction
TD:
Pleas
e see
Page
29]

Why is physiotherapy
recommended for people with
such a narrow range of motorrelated impairments? Why isn’t it
recommended for spasticity,
contractures, pain; cardiovascular
reconditioning/ lack of
endurance; lack of confidence;
falls?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
partner.
Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

Thank you for your comment.
Strength training was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Having recommended that
physiotherapists should assess
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these impairments, why is there
no mention of how most of them
should be treated? There is very
strong evidence for balance
training. And some evidence for
sensory retraining (which is at
least as strong as that for many
other recommendations made)

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

28

18

no. 79 mean is badly written,
unclear.

Thank you for your comment.
Strength training was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

The National Stroke Strategy
recommends that rehabilitation
should continue for as long as the
stroke survivor is able to benefit
from it. Stroke survivors have
ambitions for activity and
participation that go beyond
being independent or doing
something with assistance.
Rehabilitation should continue
until patients achieve their goals
and reach their potential.
If this recommendation was
followed rehab/ PT would stop as
soon as someone can do anything
with assistance.
It could potentially prevent
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stroke survivors accessing
rehabilitation.
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26

29

22

resistance training is a form of
strength training. No. 82 repeats
no. 80.
cardio-respiratory training is a
different form of exercise to
resistance training (which is a
form of strength training).
Perhaps they are confusing
resistance training with C/V
endurance training?

We agree cardio-respiratory
training is different exercise to
resistance training. We do not
consider the recommendations
are repeated. One recommends a
combination to promote general
fitness and increased activity, the
other gives specific examples of
what training could be
considered to increase strength.

Society for
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Rehabilitatio
n

27

29

42

There is a very thorough
systematic review which shows
that upper limb orthotics (wrist
splints) are not effective. So no.
86 is reasonable.
Why then, are there another 3
recommendations regarding their
use? Which contradict the
previous recommendation and
which is contrary to the research
evidence?.

Thank you. This section of the
guideline was part of the last
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Society for
Research in

28

30

11-21

The section on FES for the Upper
limb bears little relation to the

Thank you. This section of the
guideline is not included as part
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evidence.
Why is there no reference to the
use of FES for a subluxed
shoulder (which has good
evidence)
Having said (rightly) in no. 90 that
UL FES should not be used. Why
then give 3 recommendations
about using it?
The phrase ‘unless it is being
trialled’ is meaningless. Why
include recommendations about
how a trial should be run?
If ‘being trailed’ means ‘having a
go at it’, then why include it
here? These are meant to be
evidence based guidelines.
How can you justify including
recommendations about how to
do interventions if you are
‘having a go’. Either there is
evidence to support its use (in
which case, use it), or there isn’t
(in which case, don’t use it.
There isn’t evidence to support
its use, so don’t.
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comment
of this consultation, however the
GDG have reconsidered the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.

30

37

No 97 is just banal. What
treatments? When? What

In the Delphi survey, consensus
was only reached for providing

Rehabilitatio
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assessment? What onward
referrals?

38

The authors appear unaware that
constraint-induced movement
therapy is the main way in which
repetitive task specific training is
delivered for the upper limb. If by
repetitive task specific training
you mean circuit training, then
call it circuit training

Rehabilitatio
n
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SH

Society for
Research in
Rehabilitatio
n

30

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
information on shoulder pain and
using positioning for managing
shoulder pain. It was therefore
not possible for the GDG to make
any specific recommendations.
The GDG recognise that this is a
common problem and have made
a research recommendation for
an evaluation of different
management strategies to be
undertaken.
Thank you. Constraint induced
movement therapy, walking
therapies and repetitive task
training were part of the last
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Treadmill training and electromechanically assisted gait
training are the main ways in
which task specific training for
the lower limb is offered.
Why has walking/ gait been
excluded from the task specific
training?
Intensive tasks specific training is
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effective for all motor related
tasks/ functions activities
(mobility, walking, balance, upper
limb) and should be
recommended for them all.
The effect of TSS is on
function/activity, not weakness
(which is animpairment). It
should be offered to anyone who
has limitations in the activities,
not merely those with weakness.
‘Walk training’ (I think you mean
mobility training, not just
walking, what about those who
can’t walk?) should be offered to
anyone who is not able to get
about how they want to. It
should not be limited to
becoming independent or focus
merely on speed; given that
endurance; confidence; cognition
and falls are what limits
community ambulation as much
as weakness and speed.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

How can anyone look at the
evidence for treadmill training
and come to this conclusions/
recommendation?

Thank you. Walking therapies
was part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These

Thank you. Walking therapies
was part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.
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Why only consider treadmill
training, when there is very
strong evidence from Cochrane
reviews that it improves mobility
in those who can already walk
and want to get better (stronger
than any other evidence)
Why not, state that is should be
provided?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
responses are available on the
NICE website.

31

1

How can you possibly justify
no.102 when there is a Cochrane
Review demonstrating NNT of 4
for electromechanically assisted
gait for people to regain the
ability to walk? It should be
recommended (very strongly) for
anyone who cannot walk.
This recommendation is
condemning thousands of people
per year to wheelchair
dependence, a miserable life and
early death.

Thank you. Walking therapies
was part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

3

Why only consider an AFO, when
there is good evidence that they
improve speed, balance, stance
phase and toe clearance. Anyone
with these problems should be

Thank you for your comment.
Orthoses for the upper limb was
part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
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prescribed one, unless there is an
overwhelming contra-indication.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
responses are available on the
NICE website.

Why only consider AFOs in these
guidelines? What about other
walking aids?
449.

SH

Society for
Research in
Rehabilitatio
n

35

31

17

It is an insult to see OT reduced
to this! No wonder Prof
Drummond left!
You have talked about
management of neglect
elsewhere
There is more to managing UL
weakness than getting folk to try
to use the weak one!
There is more to OT than dressing
and washing practice

Thank you. Self-care was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

No 109 just repeats no 108 (but is
better worded). However the
notion that rehabilitation is
complete once the patient is
independent is an insult.
Rehabilitation is complete once
the patient can do what he/she
wants or needs to do or as much
as they are able to do.
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It is unhelpfully vague to merely
say that “return to work issue”
should be addressed as soon as
possible. What issues? When?
For whom?

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you.
Return to work was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

It is insufficient to merely help
patients recognise the
complications that they are
developing. They need
assessment, monitoring and
active intervention to prevent
them, and to treat them if/when
they occur.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider it is important
to provide the person with
information to recognise signs
when they may need to seek
advice from a health professional.
We would agree that this would
need to be followed up as
suggested.
The research recommendations
are decided by the consensus of
the GDG, and are for those areas
reviewed by the guideline where
the GDG agreed there was a lack
of robust evidence, and where
further research would benefit
stroke rehabilitation practice. To
ensure transparency, the GDG
declare any interests throughout
the development of the
guideline, and these are made
available via the NICE website

The research recommendations
clearly represent the selfinterests and priorities of the
members of the NICE group. Isn’t
that a conflict of interest?
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Force production as a turning
moment.

1

How can spasticity be measured?
I would like to congratulate the
GDG on their work on goal
setting in stroke rehabilitation;
this is a heterogeneous body of
evidence (generally not of a high
quality) that is difficult to
synthesise.
It is good to see that the need to
educate staff and people with
stroke on the goal setting process
has been highlighted.
However there remains a
proverbial elephant in the room;
as far as we know from our own
systematic review (I appreciate
this would have been published
after your closing date – but
closer inspection of papers
included in Rosewilliam’s review
would indicate the same) showed

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
and are published in the
guideline. Where any conflicts of
interest are identified the NICE
Declarations of Interest policy is
followed.
Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
Thank you for your comment. As
you highlighted, the evidence is
scarce in this area, and that is
why it was covered both as a
review as well as in the Delphi
consensus method. The GDG did
not prioritise it as a research
recommendation since, as you
point out, it would be difficult to
get ethical approval for such a
study.
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that there was not a single RCT
involving only people with stroke
that evaluated the effectiveness
of goal setting as such.
I think the lack of rigorous trials
on the effectiveness of goal
setting in stroke rehabilitation is
an important gap in the evidence
that warrants highlighting. Not
an easy gap to address through
clinical trials because of the
ethical implications, but
nevertheless important to be
aware of, as at present all we
seem to have is perceptions of
effectiveness.
Ref: Sugavanam T, Mead G,
Bulley C, Donaghy M, van Wijck F.
Goal setting after stroke: a
systematic review of effects and
experiences. Disability and
Rehabilitation.
doi:10.3109/09638288.2012.690
501
I welcome the new section on
fitness training after stroke.
However I don’t quite understand
the rationale for including one

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your suggestion.
The review on fitness was
undertaken as a result of
stakeholder comments who
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section on Strength training and
another one on Fitness training?
Strength is one component of
fitness and it would make more
sense to incorporate the Strength
section in the Fitness section –
the literature overlaps too. It is
confusing, for example, to find a
comparison on resistance vs.
usual care in the Fitness but not
in the Strength section.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
considered this was an important
topic area to include. Whilst we
agree there is some overlap
between strength and fitness,
they were reviewed separately
and therefore are presented in
this way.
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Thank you for your comment. A
mixed comparison was not
included in the protocol. The
GDG felt that it would be difficult
to base a recommendation on
this comparison since it would be
difficult to interpret which
component of a mixed
intervention might drive a
possible effect.
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43

Full

364

8

What was the rationale for
removing the comparison of
mixed cardiorespiratory vs. usual
care? This seems to be a
clinically important comparison. I
don’t quite understand why the
Cochrane systematic review by
Brazzelli et al. (2011) has
apparently been taken apart?
This provides a comprehensive
set of analyses including all
comparisons at all time points
(including baseline to end of
intervention and follow-up)?
“Encourage people to participate
in physical activity after stroke “.
As a considerable proportion of

Thank you for your comment.
The level of intensity of the
activity would need to be guided
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stroke survivors has (silent)
cardiac problems, would it be
wise to add something to the
effect of “where there are no
contra-indications”.
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Full
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Full

364
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Under
Relative values of different
outcomes
“Peed”: should this be “speed”?
It would be worth highlighting
(sorry if I have overlooked) that
most of the evidence pertaining
to physical fitness training after
stroke is based on people who
are ambulatory after stroke; in
contrast there is a dearth of
evidence pertaining to people
who are non-ambulatory.
In the section on goal setting, the
GDG included both qualitative
and quantitative studies, which
provides a comprehensive
account of both the effectiveness
and experiences of an
intervention. It appears that this
approach was not followed with
respect to the topic of fitness
training after stroke? There is a

n
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SH

459.
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460.

SH

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
by the health care professional
and the GDG consider this to be
standard practice. The GDG have
made an additional
recommendation stating advice
should be sought.
Thank you for your comment.
This has been changed to ‘speed’.

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendations and links
to evidence section of the
guideline states that people
within the studies all had some
walking capacity.

Thank you for your comment. In
the protocol for this review we
looked for systematic reviews
only.
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small but relevant body of
qualitative studies on exercise
after stroke that would be worth
including, e.g.
Carin-Levy G, Kendall M, Young A
et al. The psychosocial effects of
exercise and relaxation classes
for persons surviving a stroke.
Canadian Journal of Occupational
Therapy 2009; 76, 73-76.
Reed M, Harrington R, Duggan A
et al. Meeting stroke survivors'
perceived needs: a qualitative
study of a community-based
exercise and education scheme.
Clin Rehabil 2010;24:16-25.
Who has responsibility for the
goals to be addressed /achieved.
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comment

461.

SH

South west
Yorkshire
NHS
Foundation
trust

1

nice

7

6

462.

SH

2

nice

11

463.

SH

South west
Yorkshire
NHS
Foundation
trust
South west
Yorkshire

2

?Should this state “summary of
the patients stay “ not the “
summary of the patients
admission “

Thank you this has been
amended.

3

nice

11

5

“on transfer of care “ this should
be “ on discharge “ transfer of

Thank you for your comment.
We have now made this clearer

Thank you for your comment.
This would be the health
professional delivering care in
partnership with the person who
has had a stroke.
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care is a different meaning for
inpatients discharge from
hospital , this can be very
confusing.
Now we go back to talking about
discharge !! is it discharge or
transfer of care this is different
???

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
in the wording of the
recommendation.

4

nice

12

9

5

nice

13

1&5

Are we screening the patient or
assessing ????

This recommendation has been
removed and we have introduced
a recommendation for screening.

6

nice

29

22

If ES has no evidence why are we
including this and referring to its
clinical effectiveness ???

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

1

full

151

33

Recommendation for 45 mins of
each relevant therapy for as long
as people are able to participate
and as long as client benefits – in
terms of delivering a service in
Community setting can it be
more descriptive in terms of
delivery of therapy, may not
always have to be professional,
and whether community services

Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

NHS
Foundation
trust
464.

SH
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SH
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South west
Yorkshire
NHS
Foundation
trust
South west
Yorkshire
NHS
Foundation
trust
South west
Yorkshire
NHS
Foundation
trust
Southern
Health and
Social Care
Trust

Thank you for your comment.
The document has been reviewed
to ensure clarity of meaning.
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should be time limited eg
12weeks or open ended. How do
we ensure new clients coming on
to community scheme will not
receive ‘watered down’ service
due to inability to discharge
those clients who are continuing
to access service long time post
discharge
Community stroke services can
review information needs at start
and completion of intervention
period, usually up to 12 weeks
post discharge, who do you feel is
best placed to carry out 6 and 12
month reviews?
Would the group be in favour of
individualised information for
clients based on assessed needs
or is there also benefit to group
based exercise programs in terms
of secondary prevention, life
after stroke, return to work
Return to work, Community
teams work closely with clients to
ensure every effort is made to
enable them to return to work.
We have close links with
community and voluntary sectors

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.
Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
rresponded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.
Thank you. Return to work was
part of the last consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.
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following discharge to help bring
this work forward. Do the group
recommend a specific statutory
role looking at return to work
issues that is able to assist the
client longer term post
discharge?
This description should also
mention Early Supported
Discharge as a setting for
delivering stroke specialist
rehabilitation.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Recommendation 1.11.1 should
make it clear that assessment for
long term support should be a
joint assessment of both health
and social care needs. This
suggests social care assessment
only. The CCG Outcomes
Indicator Set 2013/14 includes a
measure of the number of people
who have had a stroke who are
discharged from hospital with a
joint health and social care plan.

Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
deleted as the GDG consider this
to now be adequately addressed
in the organisation and delivery
of stroke services section.

Thank you for your comment.
The wording in the
recommendation specifies a
specialist stroke team within the
community which would include
an early supported discharge
team.
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It is also important that
assessment considers
psychological and emotional
needs and that these are
addressed in the care plan.
Recommendation regarding
provision of a documented
summary of a person’s admission
and health and social care plan
needs to be inserted in the key
priorities section in between
those on assessment and review.
Especially important considering
inclusion of measure in the CCG
Outcomes Indicator Set 2013/14
of people who have had a stroke
who are discharged with a joint
health and social care plan.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have revised the list of
key priorities for implementation
and believe that the
recommendations highlighted
therein are key for the guideline’s
implementation.

Ensuring this recommendation is
a key priority is vital as the Stroke
Association’s Struggling to
Recover report (2012) showed
that in England 60% of people
who had received an assessment
had not received a care plan.
http://www.stroke.org.uk/sites/d
efault/files/Struggling_to_recove
r_report.pdf
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Same comment as Number 1

Definition of stroke rehabilitation
service in 2010 NICE Stroke
Quality Standard also suggests a
service should have a
coordinated multidisciplinary
team “that meets at least once a
week to exchange information
about patients” and specifies that
“staff should have specialist
expertise in stroke and
rehabilitation”
Expansion of definition in this
way should be considered.
Description of core
multidisciplinary team should
also follow recommendations
made in the RCP National Clinical
Guideline for Stroke (2012) and
include:
“Dietitians
easy access to services

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The wording in the
recommendation specifies a
specialist stroke team within the
community which would include
an early supported discharge
team.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have reviewed and
amended these
recommendations. In the
‘rehabilitation planning’ section a
recommendation for the MDT to
review these plans regularly has
been made. The GDG agreed
with the comments made in the
Delphi survey that specifying a
time was not useful as this would
vary according to the needs of
the individual patient and the
stage of the pathway.
The recommendation states the
composition of the core MDT as
agreed through the Delphi
consensus survey. We agree that
other health professionals may
be required to join this team,
depending on the needs of the
individual patient. Other services
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providing: pharmacy;
orthotics; orthoptists;
specialist seating; patient
information, advice and
support; and assistive
devices.”
Assessment should also include
support needs for return to work
and access to voluntary sector
services.
Should also include further
guidelines relating to carers
needs around discharge. These
could be based on the RCP
Clinical Guideline for Stroke
(2012) which says:
“Carers of patients with stroke
should be provided with:
a named point of contact
for stroke information
written information
about the patient’s
diagnosis and
management plan
sufficient practical
training to enable them
to provide care.”

Developer’s Response
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comment
have been indicated within the
guideline recommendations.

Thank you for your comment, this
has been added to the
recommendation.
Thank you for your comment.
The recommendations have been
reviewed and revised by the GDG
and the GDG consider family
members and carers support and
needs have been addressed
around discharge and transfer of
care.
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It would also be helpful to
provide information on where
carers can turn in times of a
crisis.
Prior to specific guidance on ESD
this should include more general
principles of discharge from
hospital including the
recommendation included in
2010 Stroke Quality Standard and
RCP National Clinical Guidelines
for Stroke (2012) that “All
patients discharged from
hospital, including those to care
homes, who have
residual stroke-related problems
should be followed up within 72
hours by specialist stroke
rehabilitation services for
assessment and ongoing
management.”
Should also include additional
recommendations included in the
RCP National Clinical Guidelines
for Stroke (2012) regarding
systems that hospitals should
have in place around discharge.
These are:
any continuing specialist

Developer’s Response
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comment

Thank you for your comment, the
recommendation has been
amended.

Thank you for your comment, this
recommendation has been
amended.
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comment
treatment required will
be provided without
delay by an appropriate
coordinated, specialist
multidisciplinary service
patients and carers are
given information about
and offered contact with
appropriate statutory and
voluntary agencies.
Improving the provision of
information about voluntary
agencies is important. The Stroke
Association Struggling to Recover
report (2012) showed that In
England, nearly 30% of
respondents to a Daily Life Survey
were not aware of free
information and support
provided by the voluntary sector.
There is little recognition of the
need to provide documentation
and information such as care
plans etc in accessible forms. This
could be in response to people
with communication problems
after stroke or in terms of people
for whom English may not be the

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have recommended
that information should be
delivered in a format that takes
into consideration particular
needs, such as aphasia or
cognitive impairments. The
guideline has also cross referred
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primary language. The CQC
review of Life after Stroke
Services (2011) found that Only
34% of PCT areas provided
information on stroke in relevant
community languages other than
English.
Section on assessment could give
time frame for assessment such
as within a maximum four hours
of admission recommended by
the RCP Clinical Guidelines for
Stroke (2012).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
to the Patient Experience
guideline which covers
information and documentation
for patients and carers.

Thank you for your comment, this
recommendation has been
edited.

List of assessment should also
include others recommended by
the RCP including:
capacity to understand
and follow instructions
capacity to communicate
their needs and wishes
nutritional status and
hydration
ability to hear, and need
for hearing aids
ability to see, and need
for glasses.
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In line with RCP Guideline and
NICE Quality Standard should also
add:
“All patients with any impairment
at 24 hours should receive a full
multidisciplinary assessment
using an agreed procedure or
protocol within 5 working days,
and this should be documented
in the notes.”
Comprehensive assessment
should also include
communication impairment.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Raising awareness of carers
assessment is vital as the Stroke
Association’s Struggling to
Recover report found that 40% of
carers replying to the Daily Life
Survey said they had not had an
assessment of their needs,
because they were unaware they
had a right to one.

Thank you for your comment.
We agree and assessment for
communication impairments has
been added.
Thank you for your comment.
The Delphi survey did not go into
detail of what the assessment
should comprise of, and the GDG
were of the opinion that it would
be usual for the family member
or carer to be referred to their GP
if further support was felt to be
needed.

Assessment should include the
need for psychological and
emotional support.
Could add “….identify sources of

Thank you for your suggestion.
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support, such as that provided by
the stroke voluntary sector”
Section on goal setting could be
strengthened by consideration of
Goal Setting section in RCP
Clinical Guideline for Stroke
(2012) especially in ensuring that
patients are fully involved in the
process. Guideline could include
the following recommendations:

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider these areas to
have been covered by the
recommendations made.

Every patient involved in the
rehabilitation process should:
have their feelings,
wishes and expectations
established and
acknowledged
participate in the process
of setting goals unless
they choose not to or are
unable to participate
because of the severity of
their cognitive or
linguistic impairments
be given help to
understand the nature
and process of goal
setting, and be given
help(eg using established
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tools) to define and
articulate their personal
goals

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Also could include further
elements to list on goals included
in RCP Guidelines:
are meaningful and
relevant to the patient
include both single
clinicians and also the
whole team
are documented, with
specified, time-bound
measurable outcomes
have achievement
evaluated using goal
attainment
include carers where
appropriate
are used to guide and
inform therapy and
treatment.

487.

SH

Stroke
Association

NICE
17

15

27

Section on information should
also recognise the need to
provide information in an

Thank you for your comment.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
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accessible form not only for
people with aphasia but also for
people for whom English is not
their primary language.
National information resources
such as the Stroke Association
website and national helpline and
information service are also
excellent sources of information
Section on memory function
could include reference to stroke
related vascular dementia
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Stroke
Association

18

NICE

17

9

489.
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Stroke
Association

19

NICE

20

19

Add “….communication and
support groups such as those
provided by the voluntary sector”

490.
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Stroke
Association

20

NICE

28

8

Recommendation 1.11.1 should
make it clear that assessment for
long term support should be a
joint assessment of both health
and social care needs. This
suggests social care assessment

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
Thank you for your comment.
This has been amended.

Thank you for your comment.
This recommendation has been
deleted by the GDG as the
section Interface with social care
covers these issues adequately.
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only.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

491.

SH

Stroke
Association

21

NICE

28

10

Should this section also include
the recommendations around the
need for joint health and social
care plans and support for carers
covered earlier in the guidelines?

492.

SH

Stroke
Association

22

NICE

28

13

Very important that 1.11.3 is
included and we welcome the
use of “life after stroke” as a
concept. The CQC review of Life
after Stroke Services (2011)
reinforced the need for progress
on longer term support, finding
that only 17% of PCT areas look
at long-term outcomes, such as
people’s ability to return to work
or ability to participate in
community life.

Thank you for your comment. We
have provided a links to the social
care interface section of the
guideline. The GDG have also
recommended a review of the
health and social care needs of
both the person after stroke and
carers within this section.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have amended this
recommendation to include
reference to education and
volunteering. The GDG consider
access to support and
information for people after a
stroke to have been covered
throughout the guideline.

However, this section should still
be expanded further.
First bullet point (Line 14) should
also include facilitation of
participation in local education,
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training or volunteering
opportunities.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

It should include specific
reference to the role of the
stroke specialist and generic
voluntary sector. Possible
inclusion of recommendations
along the lines of those in the
RCP 2012 Clinical Guideline for
Stroke:
“making sure they have
information and signposting to
appropriate stroke specialist and
generic voluntary sector services
and peer support (eg
communication support groups,
stroke clubs, self-help groups and
communication partner
schemes)”
Section should include
recommendation on provision of
information on benefits and
financial support.
Financial worries are one of the
main issues experienced by
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people (especially those of
working age) following a stroke
as evidenced in the Stroke
Association’s Short Changed by
Stroke report (2012)
http://www.stroke.org.uk/sites/d
efault/files/files/short_changed_
v4%20(2).pdf

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Final bullet point (Starting line
21) should also include
communication difficulties,
cognitive problems, emotional
and psychological problems,
fatigue and memory function.

493.

SH

Stroke
Association

23

NICE

29
and
gener
al

4

There seems to be a lack of
general emphasis on the
importance of secondary
prevention. Due to the risk of
recurrent stroke the guidelines
should emphasise the importance
of secondary prevention to the
recovery of a stroke survivor. This
should include recognition of the
need to not only commence
secondary prevention as soon as
is safe in the acute setting but

Thank you for your comment.
The guidance cross refers to
other NICE guidelines to provide
information on secondary
prevention. A reference has also
been made to the Atrial
fibrillation guidance.
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that secondary prevention should
be continued throughout the
recovery and rehabilitation phase
and for the rest of a persons life.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

There should be
recommendations either in this
section or within 1.11.3 that
people should be given an
individualised and
comprehensive strategy for
stroke prevention and
information about stroke and risk
factors.
Recommendations on Atrial
Fibrillation should be included as
AF increases the risk of stroke by
up to five times. Should refer to
the Management of atrial
fibrillation (NICE clinical guideline
36).
Also should reference secondary
prevention recommendations
including those around
carotid endarterectomy and
carotid stenting in Stroke:
diagnosis and initial management
PLEASE NOTE: Comments received in the course of consultations carried out by the Institute are published in the interests of openness and
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of acute stroke and transient
ischaemic attack (TIA) (NICE
clinical guideline 68).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

SH

Stroke
Association

24

NICE

29

11

There could also be a greater
emphasis on carers in the section
on long-term health and social
support.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that the
information and support needs of
carers have been addressed
throughout the guideline. The
GDG have made a
recommendation that both the
person after stroke and their
carer have a review annually as
part of long term health and
social care.

This could include
recommendations for carers
based on the RCP Clinical
Guideline for Stroke (2012):
“At the time of transfer of care to
the home (or care home) setting,
the carer should:
be offered an
assessment of their own
support needs (separate
to those of the patient)
by social services
be offered the support
identified as necessary
be given clear guidance
on how to seek help if
problems develop.”
“After the patient has returned to
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the home (or care home) setting,
the carer should:
have their need for
information and support
reassessed whenever
there is a significant
change in circumstances
(eg if the health of either
the patient or the carer
deteriorates)
be reminded and
assisted to seek further
help and support.”
Between 5% and 15% of patients
are discharged into care homes
and, conversely, about 25% of
care home residents have had a
stroke. There could be a stronger
reference to the rehabilitation
needs of stroke survivors in care
homes. This could be based on
the RCP 2012 Guideline:

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
Provision within care homes have
been reviewed by the GDG and
additional recommendations
made.

“All people with stroke in care
homes should receive assessment
and treatment from stroke
rehabilitation services in the
same way as patients living in
their own
PLEASE NOTE: Comments received in the course of consultations carried out by the Institute are published in the interests of openness and
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homes.
All staff in care homes should
have training on the physical,
psychological and social effects of
stroke and the optimal
management of common
impairments and activity
limitations.”
Other possible areas to
recommend for research would
be memory and concentration
and fatigue as they were
identified as areas of need in UK
stroke survivor needs survey
2011.
Should include reference to the
need for reassessment of mood
(psychological and emotional
needs).
Psychological and emotional
needs can often develop
sometime after stroke and
discharge. Best practice of
current stroke reviews include
assessment of psychological and
emotional needs.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

Thank you for your comment.
Mood is not included as part of
this consultation. However, the
GDG have reconsidered the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.
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Wording similar to 1.8.12 on
communication difficulty could
be used. For example:
“Reassess people for mood
disturbance and psychological
and emotional problems at their
6-month and 12-month stroke
reviews and offer them
appropriate treatment if
required.”
The SRN Rehabilitation Clinical
Study Group was pleased to
accept the opportunity to
comment on the second version
of the NICE stroke rehabilitation
guidelines. We feel these are
much improved. However there
are several key areas still of
concern which we would to raise.
The title of the guidelines clearly
state ‘long term rehabilitation’
but much of the content of the
document reflects early
rehabilitation. 2.4. of the main
document states that it relates to
people 2 weeks or more. Much of
the content relates to the first

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

The guideline covers the
rehabilitation phase of the
pathway which includes early
supported discharge as well as
long term health care and
support. Most of the questions
addressed in the guideline
included a stroke population 2
weeks post stroke, with the
exception of the two areas you
mention.
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few days as well as longer term.
E.g. many ESD patients are
discharged before 2 weeks,
similarly swallowing guidance.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

The introduction is helpful as it
makes explicit that:
“Overall there is little doubt that
the rehabilitation approach
described by the standards
[ICSWP guideline] is effective;
what individual interventions
should take place within this
structure is less clear.”
The aim therefore follows
logically “to consider the
structure, process and
interventions that are topical
within stroke rehabilitation…”
However the use of the word
‘topical’ seems inappropriate. It is
unclear what is meant by this and
indeed ‘topical’ in which
environment – clinical or
research or both??
We note that the remit of the
guideline development group

We think the interventions
reviewed reflect both those that
would be offered in current
practice, as well as those not
widely available (hence the
necessity to review the evidence
to evaluate if they should be), we
therefore think the use of the
term ‘topical’ is appropriate.

The wording of the
recommendation has been
amended and now states that the
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incorporates the objective of
reducing variation in service
delivery. This is very important
since there is increasing variation
as a result of reductions in
resource and changes in delivery
of service. We hope that these
guidelines will underpin a
national audit (not just in hospital
but also in the community) to
expose and reduce variation. The
importance of collecting
psychometrically robust
information is mentioned but
perhaps should be more strongly
expressed as a recommendation
within the guidelines.
The methodology used within the
revised guidelines seems
consistently inconsistent! In
some places RCT’s and Cochrane
Reviews are rejected whilst in
others areas a modified Delphi is
used to add guidance. This does
not appear to be a logical or
rigorous method. It also seems
inappropriate that evidence from
other related areas (such as TBI

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
assessment should be carried out
using ‘tools with robust
psychometric properties’ (1.4.1)

The modified Delphi was used in
areas where there was a lack of
available evidence. Delphi
statements were derived from
recommendations in published
national and international
guidance most of these
recommendations were based on
consensus rather than the type of
evidence your comment is
referring to.
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and dementia) have not been
used to provide guidance.
The Delphi process was not
conducted in a user friendly
manner with many questions
badly written which were likely to
have had a significant effect on
quality of responses received.
The responses were also
significantly skewed and do not
reflect a fair MDT opinion. There
was a larger proportion of physio
respondents hence skewing the
data in favour of physical
rehabilitation. Some points had
very low levels of agreement
which is rather worrying. We
have little confidence in the
Delphi methods used to inform
the guidelines.
The Research Priorities presented
are also greatly concerning. With
the exception of intensity and
psychological interventions it is
strange that these have been
highlighted. There is already
good methodological support for

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

As stated in the modified Delphi
methods, active efforts were
made to recruit people from
under-represented professions to
the Delphi panel. Since this still
lead to an imbalance we used the
Delphi survey software to filter
responses by profession. We did
not see systematic differences in
the patterns of responses based
on profession. We have added a
sentence to this effect to the
description of the Delphi.

Research recommendations are
areas that were reviewed but for
which insufficient evidence was
identified. The GDG can then
decide to recommend that
further research is carried out in
this topic.
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the setting of research priorities
e.g. James Lind Alliance, Stroke
Association, RCP and SRN.
Although we recognise that the
other areas require attention we
have little confidence that these
are actual research priorities
needed to progress the delivery
of high quality clinical practice.
We urge NICE to recommend a
set of priorities that have been
developed in more systematic
and rigorous way.
There should perhaps be an
honest recognition included in
the document that stroke
rehabilitation is under resourced.

499.

SH

Stroke
Research
Network

2

NICE

2

The section on the strength of
recommendations is explained. It
explains rationale for and
distinguishes between terms such
as offer and consider. However
we feel this will be lost when
readers refer to the actual
recommendations and revert
back to their lay understanding of
these everyday terms.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Health economic reviews are part
of NICE guidance and as such
cost-effectiveness is considered
throughout the full document.

Thank you for your comment.
This will be passed onto NICE for
their attention.
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Page 5 says “A core
multidisciplinary stroke
rehabilitation team should
comprise the following
professionals” and then lists all.
Only one professional group
(consultant physician) is
recommended as having “an
interest in stroke rehabilitation”.
We considered adding this for
psychology (e.g. clinical
psychologist with relevant
neuropsychological expertise) but
decided it applies to all so
alternatively suggest you delete it
from the physician and alter the
heading as follows
“A core multidisciplinary stroke
rehabilitation team should
comprise the following
professionals with experience of
stroke rehabilitation” In our view
this should include the
unqualified staff (rehab
assistants).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG agree and this
recommendation has been
amended. Consensus was not
reached for inclusion of a
dietician in the MDT in the Delphi
survey. The GDG have made a
further recommendation for
access to other services including
dietetics.

Dieticians are missing from the
list as is easy access to services
providing: pharmacy; orthotics;
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orthoptists; specialist seating;
patient information, advice and
support; and assistive devices.
The wording in 3.3.1 of the
ICSWP guideline is
recommended.
Apraxia is the term used more
often nowadays rather than
dysapraxia in the way that
aphasia is used instead of
dysphasia.
1.2 Assessment. It would be
helpful to clearly specify when
screening and assessment should
be offered and by whom (see
ICSWP guideline).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

12

1.2.1 It is probably not necessary
to include orientation within this
list. 1.4 has quite a lot on
cognition and that is included in
1.2.3.

13

1.2.3 should include mood.

Thank you for your consideration.
This item achieved consensus
during the Delphi survey. The
GDG consider it to be helpful to
have both recommendations in
these sections of the guideline.
Thank you for your comment.
We have removed the word
‘neurological’ and replace it with
‘medical’.

I doubt the word ‘neurological’ is
needed and it may cause
confusion if it is interpreted as
meaning a neurologist should

Thank you for your comment.
This has been changed to apraxia.

Thank you for your comment this
has been made clearer in our
recommendations.
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assess these areas.
1.2.4 To prevent confusion the
terminology around psychological
support should be made
consistent throughout the
guideline. In 1.2.4 it refers to
“psychological and emotional”
whereas the latter is unnecessary
and may confuse. Elsewhere
(e.g. 1.1.12) it says “psychological
(cognitive and emotional)” which
seems clearer. “Mood” is used in
other places.
1.2 A general observation on this
section “Delivery of Stroke
Rehabilitation” is that it is unclear
when and by whom the
recommendations should be
implemented. Some sections
appear to relate to in-patient
care where multidisciplinary
teams that specialise in stroke
rehabilitation are widely available
however this is not the typical
model in the community. We
recently scoped regionally and
found that only about a quarter
of community teams (beyond
ESD) were stroke specific, others

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
We agree, and have made the
relevant changes in the
recommendations.

Thank you for your comment.
The recommendations are
appropriate for either an
inpatient or a community
specialist stroke team, and
whoever is delivering the
rehabilitation should be
implementing the
recommendations made in the
guideline. The GDG considered it
important that those patients
transferred from hospital to the
community should receive the
same amount of rehabilitation
from a team of professionals
with the same range of skills as
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were neuro or general
rehabilitation. For example 1.2.15
may be difficult to implement
“Stroke rehabilitation plans
should be reviewed regularly by
the core multidisciplinary stroke
team. Time these reviews
according to the stage of
rehabilitation and the person’s
needs.”
Although it is a greyed out
section I felt compelled to
suggest in 1.2.17 that you specify
when in the pathway and for how
long the ’45 minutes/5 days a
week’ should be offered e.g. is
this for people in the community
12 months post stroke. This is a
very topical question from stroke
teams since the sentinel stroke
audit first reported the
controversial ’45 minute results’.
1.7.1 The recommendation:
‘Swallowing
Offer swallowing therapy at
least 3 times a week to people
with dysphagia after stroke who
are able to participate.
Swallowing therapy could include

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
would be provided in an inpatient
stroke unit. Your comments will
be passed on the NICE
implementation team. The
recommendation has now been
changed to the MDT.

Thank you for your comment.
Intensity of rehabilitation was
part of the first consultation
where we responded to
stakeholder comments. These
responses are available on the
NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation,
however, the GDG have reviewed
the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
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compensatory strategies,
exercises and postural advice.
[1.7.2]
could be improved by ensuring
that these strategies are
undertaken by the staff /carers
managing the patient at
mealtimes.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

1.10.1 restorative strategies and
compensatory strategies are
difficult to disentangle. Why
include this in this section only –
also relevant to other areas.
Recommend instead use of
neuropsychological and physical
literature to inform strategies
used in self care rehabilitation.
E.g. lighthouse test and fluff test
for inattention for dressing. See
DRESS study Clin Rehab
2012.Walker et al.
2.2 research recommendations –
intensity
It would be helpful to specify
when in the pathway this should
be evaluated as it is likely to have
different effects (not to mention
acceptability to users) in the first

Thank you. Self-care was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.
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days and weeks after stroke
compared to say six months later.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Conclusions of effectiveness from
one time-point should not be
generalised to other time-points.
This has been quite a topical
discussion point in aphasia
research with several recent trials
failing to find for the
effectiveness of ‘early’
intervention and warning signs
from qualitative research eliciting
service users’ views about the
low acceptability/high drop out
from early intensive therapy.
It is unknown but clinically
plausible that intensive therapy
may be more appropriate for
people with chronic aphasia.
Other therapies (cognitive,
motor, sensory, mood) need to
carefully examine when to
intervene as well as how much to
offer and at what intensity.
Intensity should be carefully
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defined and distinguished from
dose. Flexibility and a patientcentred approach must also be
considered when aiming to offer
intensive therapy. In the rush to
increase current low levels of
provision I think the two are
currently confused in clinical
research and practice. It is
important to know whether one
is suggesting providing a lot in a
short period or a lot provided
over a longer period. E.g. early
aphasia therapy trials have
shown high attrition from the
former but acceptability of
increased amounts if provided
flexibly over a prolonged period
(see Brady Cochrane review).
Points 1-13 from the short NICE
version also apply to the FULL
version.
The guideline team are to be
congratulated on listening to the
first consultation and undertaking
a huge amount of work to
produce this much more clinically
useful 2nd version.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for contributing to the
consultation process.
Thank you for your comment. We
have considered your suggestion
regarding the cognitive chapter
and clarified the areas covered
within the chapter introduction.
We are only able to cross refer to
other NICE guidance.
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comment
The omissions are likely to be the
main remaining concerns. Whilst
I understand the following
sentence (pg 15) “This guideline
reviews some of the available 8
interventions that can be used in
stroke rehabilitation, and
highlights where there are gaps in
the 9 evidence. It is not intended
to be comprehensive.” there are
topics excluded without
explanation or reference
elsewhere. For example within
cognition (recommendations 4048) there is quite comprehensive
coverage (neglect, attention,
memory, executive) which
actually makes me worry that the
two omitted (apraxia and
perception) will be forgotten or
deemed less important. Could
you mention them and link to the
sections within the ICSWP
guideline?
In fact when I reached page 167 I
read “In practical terms,
attention, memory and spatial
awareness are critical to
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successful rehabilitation in many
other domains and these are the
areas focussed on in this
guideline.” If this is the
justification for focusing on these
3 it is not very convincing as
other cognitive problems are also
critical.
Recommendation 51 links to
other guidelines for managing
anxiety and depression and is
correctly signed as relevant for
people with stroke but without
cognitive problems. What
interventions (beyond
assessment) are recommended
for the many people with
cognitive problems?
Recommendation 49 requires
greater guidance.
Recommendation 84. A handover
‘will be’ rather than ‘may be’
needed.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Mood is not included as part of
this consultation. However, the
GDG have reconsidered the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG considered that it would
not always be necessary for a
physiotherapist to handover to
another provider of exercise
therapy. This would be
determined by the individual
needs of the person after stroke,
and therefore the group agrees
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Because of confusion between
spatial neglect and perceptual
impairments the term ‘visuospatial perceptions’ should be
changed in row 3, column 1 of
the table to ‘spatial neglect’.

15

In row 3 these are very poor
outcome measures and are not
all suitable to answering the
question e.g. MMSE. The
Cochrane review distinguished
the impairment level measures
(e.g. cancellation tests) from
more functional measures such
as the Catherine Bergego
Scale/FIM/Barthel.
The sentence “For the review of
psychological therapies for
people after stroke please see
chapter 9” should be reworded.
Both chaps include interventions
that could be called psychological
therapies as they address
psychological problems, chap 8
for cognition and chap 9 for
mood.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
that the current wording of the
recommendation is appropriate.
Thank you for your comment.
This section is not included as
part of this consultation.

Thank you for your comment.
Cognitive function is not included
as part of this consultation.
However, the GDG have
reconsidered the wording of the
recommendations to ensure
clarity of meaning.
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Users’ views were included in
several studies (integral to or
linked to several trials) e.g.
Bakheit on acceptability of
intensity, Bowen on the trial’s
inclusion of PROMS/patient
centred measures and a
qualitative study of acceptability
and views on enhanced
intervention. See also the open
access qualitative paper: Young
et al. Trial participants’
experiences of early, enhanced
speech and language therapy
after stroke compared with
employed visitor support: a
qualitative study nested within a
RCT. Clinical Rehabilitation
(Online First 26/7/12).

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The search in this section was for
systematic reviews and one
review matching the protocol
was included. The included
Cochrane review did not report
qualitative outcomes. It is the
current process that when a
whole review is included we do
not order the studies used in the
analysis.

Bowen 2012 was not intended as
nor delivered as an intensity trial.
It is described as enhanced or
well-resourced but not as
intensive (in the title and
throughout the final version of
the publications).

Thank you for your comment. We
have deleted ‘intensive’ from the
title of the economic profile table
which now reads “Early speech
therapy (speech therapy
delivered in the hospital and
continued after discharge in the
community) versus no speech
therapy (attention control)”

This is not a pedantic point. There
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is a body of evidence on the
topical subject of intensive
aphasia therapy but this study is
not part of that. Laska is a recent
good example of an intensity
trial. They found no difference
between intensive and no early
therapy.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Bowen et al. Effectiveness of
enhanced communication
therapy in the first four months
after stroke for aphasia and
dysarthria: a randomised
controlled trial. BMJ
2012;345:e4407,
Bowen et al. Clinical
effectiveness, cost effectiveness
and service users’ perceptions of
early, well-resourced
communication therapy following
a stroke, a randomised controlled
trial (The ACT NoW Study). Health
Technology Assessment, 2012:
Vol.16: No. 26.
Laska AC, Kahan T, Hellblom A,
Murray V, von Arbin M. A
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randomized controlled trial on
very early speech and language
therapy in acute stroke patients
with aphasia. Cerebrovascular
Diseases Extra, 2011;1:66-74.
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23

FULL

259

4

There were 129 not 117
participants (carers) providing
data on this outcome measure
Carer COAST (see page 43 table
17 of Bowen et al Health
Technology Assessment, 2012:
Vol.16: No. 26.).

Thank you for your comment. We
amended the number of carers to
129. We changed the wording in
the summary of studies table, all
other numbers remain the same
since those were the numbers
provided in the tables in the HTA.

However for this and in general
remember that 170 people were
randomised with either aphasia
or dysarthria or both. The results
you have selected are not
exclusively for aphasia (ditto later
for dysarthria). See page 32 of
the HTA publication i.e. 153
(90%) had aphasia and 66 had
dysarthria (not mutually
exclusive). Subgroup analyses
showed no difference by
diagnostic group and so your
overall interpretation of this
trial’s findings are correct but
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your sample sizes are slightly out.
For information only, McKenzie
reported a dysarthria trial at the
2012 UK Stroke Forum.
It is difficult to read the data in
table 65 where within one study
(Bowen) there is a page break. It
would be better to ensure that
no table has a page break within
a study.
I am concerned at the methods
used to grade the studies’
imprecision and confidence in
effect and suggest you reconsider
this throughout the guideline
correcting where necessary.
Specifically the grading of Bowen
as having serious imprecision and
therefore moderate confidence is
an artefact of your choice of
imprecise (unadjusted) data
rather than the adjusted data (in
Table 15, row 2 ‘baseline
adjustment’ of Bowen 2012 HTA).
Although it is correct that the CI
from the primary analysis
included the MID it was clear
from secondary analyses that this

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for this information

Thank you for your comment. We
believe that it is possible to
interpret the tables regardless of
where the page breaks occur.

Thank you for your comment. In
the updated Cochrane, the
Bowen study was combined
differently with another study
using standardised mean
difference. There is no
downgrade on imprecision on
this outcome and it is now
classified as ‘high’ quality
according to GRADE criteria.
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was due to imbalance at baseline.
When appropriately adjusted for
this imbalance CIs excluded the
MID. You should therefore grade
this as no imprecision and add a
footnote to this effect on your
table 65. Consequently the
grading of confidence would be
high rather than moderate.
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If you require data specifically on
the 90% with aphasia these can
be provided by the trial
statistician
andy.vail@manchester.ac.uk if
not available (e.g. table 16 from
Bowen 21012 HTA).
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It is worth considering whether
this may need to be revisited for
other trials.
Table 68, for completeness it may
be worth adding to the second
column that 66 of the 170 had
dysarthria.
60 should be corrected to 66
(people with dysarthria).
It looks like you have used the

Thank you for your comment.
This was added to the table.

Thank you for your comment.
The number is correct for the
reported outcome, but overall
there were 66 participants with
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unadjusted subgroup data for
your precision and confidence
rating. You should improve this
by using the data adjusted for the
baseline imbalance as this rating
describes the quality of the
review rather than the quality of
the study conducted and
reported. Describing a study as
having very serious imprecision
and very low confidence will
affect the implementation of this
guideline. It is also probably
untrue and should be changed for
accuracy. Given the small sample
it might end up rated as
imprecise when correctly
calculated but at least that would
be based on the right data.
66/170 is 39% not 10%.
If you have selected the people
who only had dysarthria this
misrepresents the size of this
clinical condition as most people
have dysarthria and aphasia and
speech and language therapists
treat the person’s complete
communication problem and its

Developer’s Response
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comment
dysarthria. We have amended
the number accordingly.
In GRADE methodology the rating
of imprecision is not based on a
rating of how correct the study
was conducted or results
calculated. It reflects the
uncertainty around the effect
estimate. Due to the relatively
small subgroup sample size, the
values have relatively large
confidence intervals whether or
not the adjusted or non-adjusted
data were used. We therefore
cannot change the imprecision
rating of this outcome.

Thank you for your comment.
The percentage was referring to
those participants only
presenting with dysarthria. We
admit that this is confusing and
have amended this number to
the 39% who had dysarthria or
aphasia with dysarthria.
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impact rather than just the
dysarthria or the aphasia.
Under ‘economic considerations’
see above comments re not an
intensity trial. Nor is it true to say
it was delivered at an intensity
similar to that currently provided
in the NHS. The 12 NHS sites
participating required nearly half
a million pounds DH subvention
funding to increase their current
service to enhance the amount
(duration and frequency) of
therapy and to provide continuity
on transfer from in-patient to
community care. The latter often
has long waiting lists, wide
variation in national service
provision and fewer dedicated
stroke services commissioned
compared to in-patient organised
stroke unit care.
Some text has been lost from
‘Other considerations’ which
ends prematurely with ‘Although
the evidence has focused’.
This section requires considerable
revision of its methods.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
Even though the ACTNow study
was not conceived of as an
intensity trial, the GDG made
some considerations regarding
the intensity of SLT delivered in
the study.
We have amended the
considerations regarding the
current service provided in the
NHS.

Thank you for your comment we
have checked and amended this
LETR.
Thank you for your comment.
The intensity of SLT was part of
the last consultation where we
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Several of the studies included
did not offer intensive therapy
(.e.g Bowen) yet Laska 2011
which does offer intensive
therapy is not included. Laska
offered 21 days of 45 minutes per
day of Language Enrichment
Therapy to 123 participants
randomly allocated to intensive
versus no therapy very early after
stroke. There is also a useful
recent pilot RCT by Godecke that
you may want to check for
possible inclusion. It was also
early and daily. I think it offered
only half hour a day (but I might
be wrong).

Developer’s Response
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responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

You need a definition of intensive
therapy and I doubt many
therapists would agree it is the
once or twice a week delivered in
some of the studies you have
included. Timing is also likely to
be an important factor by which I
mean intensive therapy may not
be acceptable or effective early
after stroke but may well be after
a period of adjustment to a
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differently abled self, less fatigue
and awareness of the need for
therapy to help with persisting
difficulties.
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Total amount and intensity are
perhaps being confused here. The
updated Cochrane review (Brady
2012) has examined intensity of
aphasia therapy. This warns of
the higher drop out from high
intensity interventions across the
stroke pathway.
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Please reference the study
described under ‘economic
evidence statements’.
Re ‘quality of evidence’ are you
saying that every study was
underpowered? Is this just the
opinion of some GDG members
and if so are they all qualified to
comment on trial methodology? I
think that should be doublechecked with a statistican.

Thank you for your comment. We
have added the reference to the
study.
Thank you for your comment.
The intensity of SLT was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

The paragraph regarding ACT
NoW should be removed as (a) it
is not an intensity study and (b)
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this appears to be an opinion.
Finally under ‘other
considerations’
acknowledgement that the wrong
studies may have been included.
Yet it was the GDG who chose to
include them not the study
authors! This section should be
omitted or drastically revised to
maintain the credibility of the
guideline (and avoid alienating
researchers…).
The section on listener advice is
interesting and my own personal
beliefs are that it is a worthy
inexpensive intervention of likely
benefit and little harm. However I
am troubled by what I perceive as
serious inconsistency and bias
throughout this whole section on
communication (aphasia etc) and
beyond, and the negative impact
this may have on uptake of the
overall guideline. Tiny studies (of
listener advice) described as
methodologically flawed (unclear
randomisation, lack of
standardised outcomes etc)
appear to lead to positive GCG

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
The intensity of SLT was part of
the last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
Listener advice was part of the
last consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.
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statements whilst elsewhere well
conducted Cochrane reviews and
trials are excluded/omitted (e.g
of OT) and when included (e.g.
aphasia trials) are excessively
criticised if their findings
contradict clinical opinion. A wellintentioned desire to protect
services from over-extrapolation
of negative findings will itself
damage services if the guideline
is not true to the evidence.
Dietitians to be included in core
MDT
Reason: Quality statement 5 of
the NICE stroke standards advises
support and input from dietetics
should be available. In view of
the various nutritional needs,
risks of developing problems on
refeeding, difficulties of achieving
nutritional requirements when
patients require texture
modification and the need to
consider the ability to meet
nutritional requirements

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was not reached for
inclusion of a dietician in the core
MDT in the Delphi survey. Even
though not in the core MDT
team, the GDG agreed that
access to other services such as
dietetics is important and a
further recommendation
specifying these services has now
been included. Please also see
the LETR for this set of
recommendations which
describes this discussion.
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post discharge, dietetic input at
the MDT is essential and the
information gathered by
attending the MDT is equally
essential for the dietitian to fulfil
this role adequately. RCP and
NICE guidelines advise that every
patient who requires texture
modification should be referred
to a dietitian.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Recent guidelines on diabetes
management of enteral fed
stroke patients with diabetes and
Nice
guidelines
on
lipid
modification recommend referral
to dietitian therefore it is
important that they are included
in MDT discussions.
References:
Nutrition support in
adults: oral nutrition
support, enteral tube
feeding and parenteral
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nutrition. NICE clinical
guideline 32 (2006)

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Nutrition support in
adults (QS24)
Nice Quality standards
for stroke
“Comparison of energy
and protein intakes of
older people consuming a
texture modified diet
with a normal hospital
diet” L. Wright et al
Journal of Human
Nutrition and Dietetics
2005, 18, pp 213-219
National Clinical
Guideline for Stroke RCP
2008
Stroke NICE clinical
guideline 68 July 2008
Lipid modification NICE
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guideline 67 May 20008

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Glycaemic management
during the inpatient
enteral feeding of stroke
patients with diabetes
Joint British Diabetes
Societies (JBDS) for
inpatient care June 2012

534.

SH

The British
Dietetic
Association

2

NICE

9

Dietitians to be included in core
MDT
(See above)

535.

SH

The British
Dietetic
Association

3

NICE

13

Add previous nutritional status
and risk of developing refeeding
problems as part of the
comprehensive assessment
References:
Nutrition support in adults: oral
nutrition support, enteral tube
feeding and parenteral nutrition.
NICE clinical guideline 32 (2006)

Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was not reached for
inclusion of a dietician in the
MDT in the Delphi survey. The
GDG have made a further
recommendation for access to
other services including dietetics.
Thank you for your comment.
The GDG consider that nutritional
status would fall within the
current recommendation.
Reference has been made to the
recommendations on screening
and assessment of nutrition and
malnutrition in the stroke
guideline (CG 68) and nutrition
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Nutrition support in adults (QS24)
Add nutritional status and dietary
requirements
to section on planning
rehabilitation
References:
Nutrition support in adults: oral
nutrition support, enteral tube
feeding and parenteral nutrition.
NICE clinical guideline 32 (2006)
Nutrition support in adults (QS24)
Add meal delivery services as
additional but important example
of information under section on
providing support and
information
Reason: often circumstances
have changed and may
require/benefit from these for
the first time.
Add all patients requiring texture
modification should be referred
to a dietitian to section on
Swallowing
Reason: RCP and NICE guidelines
advise that every patient who
requires
texture
modification should be referred

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
support in adults (CG32).
Thank you for your comment.
This list was directly lifted from
the Delphi consensus statement.
Hence, we cannot amend it
retrospectively.

Thank you for your suggestion.
Information and support was part
of the first consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These are available
on the NICE website.

Thank you for your comment.
Swallowing was not included as
part of this consultation, however
the GDG have reviewed the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.
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to a dietitian
References:
National Clinical Guideline for
Stroke RCP 2008
Stroke NICE clinical guideline 68
Add set dietary goals for
secondary prevention and give
support to implement necessary
steps to achieve these to section
on long-term health and social
support

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG do not consider
reference to the Stroke guideline
appropriate within this section as
the guideline addresses the acute
phase of stroke rather than the
rehabilitation phase.

Reason: A personalised,
comprehensive approach
including dietary issues is
advocated by RCP and
NICE guidelines
References:
National Clinical Guideline for
Stroke RCP 2008
Stroke NICE clinical guideline 68
540.

SH

This is a joint
response
from the

1

Full

211

10

As the main providers of primary
eyecare in a community setting
they are appropriately skilled and

Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was not reached for
inclusion of optometrists in the
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trained to assess and monitor the
visual performance (and mobility)
status of patients who have
suffered from stroke. As a
profession optometry is well
qualified to provide management
and advice on all aspects of vision
including visual impairment (with
or without field loss) and
diplopia.
Optometrists are familiar with
working as part of a
multidisciplinary team and it
would seem unreasonable not to
include their input in stroke
rehabilitation once the patient
has been discharged back to the
community setting.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
core MDT in the Delphi survey.
Even though not in the core MDT
team, the GDG agreed that
access to other services is
important. An additional
recommendation was drawn up
which makes specific reference to
orthoptic services. This could be
an avenue of referral to their
colleagues in optometry. A
recommendation has also been
made for an annual review of
people who have had a stroke to
be carried out and this would aid
referral for assessment and
management of visual problems
where identified.

A recent survey within the
profession has shown that more
than 85% of practitioners
routinely examine stroke patients
within their practice and more
than 70% would want to
participate in any future
enhanced eye care service
pathway (please see attached
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survey results from the Local
Optical Committee Support Unit).
We would suggest that the
inclusion of optometrists in the
rehabilitation pathway should be
reviewed and included in the
updated NICE Guidance.
90. This statement is ambiguous.
It is not clear what is meant by
“trialled”. Is it to be taken to
mean that FES should only been
continued if it has been
demonstrated that
improvements occur after using
FES for a period? This would be a
sensible clinical procedure.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you. This section of the
guideline is not included as part
of this consultation, however, the
GDG have reconsidered the
wording of the recommendations
to ensure clarity of meaning.

What is intended by the term
“functional goals”. Would
reduced tone enabling improved
ADL goals such as dressing and
hygiene be considered functional
goals?
FES should be used with clinical
goals defined using appropriate
outcome measures. Use of FES
should be time limited so that
treatment is discontinued if
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progression towards those
clinical goals is not demonstrated
within a reasonable time period.
92. The guidelines quote many
studies that have demonstrated
improved outcomes in addition
to strength. This
recommendation implies that
increasing strength is the only
aim of treatment. This is rarely
clinically the case. The most
frequent goals include increasing
active and passive ROM, reducing
spasticity, facilitation of voluntary
movement and improved
strength and fatigue resistance.
All these outcomes have been
demonstrated in the literature.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

Thank you.
This section of the guideline is
not included as part of this
consultation, however, the GDG
have reconsidered the wording
of the recommendations to
ensure clarity of meaning.

It is a sensible aim to practise
functional tasks with FES for
patients who are able. However,
this is not possible for all patients
to do this at all stages of their
rehabilitation. Initial use of FES
may aim to increase ROM and
reduce tone. If a patient has a
little functional movement but
insufficient to perform practical
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tasks, the patient may be asked
to practice movements with the
stimulator without performing a
task.
94. FES for dropped foot should
have its own section. This would
enable it to be found by using the
contents table. Including it in a
section on upper limb function is
not logical.

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment

FES for dropped foot should have
its own section. This would
enable it to found by the
contents table.

Thank you for your comment.
This was part of the last
consultation where we
responded to stakeholder
comments. These responses are
available on the NICE website.

The guidelines refer the reader to
IPG 278 for information on
dropped foot correction using
FES. However these guidelines
are not as comprehensive as the

Thank you. This section of the
guideline is not included as part
of this consultation, however, the
GDG have reconsidered and
removed this recommendation.

Thank you. This section of the
guideline is not included as part
of this consultation, however, the
GDG have reconsidered and
removed this recommendation.
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comment
stroke rehabilitation guidelines,
as IPG278 does not include health
economic evidence. Since its
publication two cost
effectiveness studies have been
produced:
Economic Report.
Functional Electrical
Stimulation for dropped
foot of central
neurological origin.
CEP10012. Published by
the NHS Purchasing and
Supply Agency Feb 2010
www.dh.gov.uk/cep
Taylor P, Humphreys L,
and Swain I, The longterm cost-effectiveness
of the use of functional
electrical stimulation for
the correction of dropped
foot due to upper motor
neuron lesion. J Rehabil
Med 2013; 45: 154–160
By omitting this information
while providing it for other
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comment
interventions it is implied that the
information is not available.
Further, IPG278 notes the lack of
published information around
quality of life and activities of
daily living. Since its publications
several studies have produced
evidence in these areas. For
example:
Barrett CL, Taylor PN.
The effects of the
Odstock Drop Foot
Stimulator on Perceived
Quality of Life for People
with Stroke and Multiple
Sclerosis.
Neuromodulation 2010
13, 1, pp: 58-64
van Swigchem R,
Vloothuis J, den Boer J. Is
transcutaneous peroneal
stimulation beneficial to
patients with chronic
stroke using an anklefoot orthosis? A withinsubjects study of
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patients’ satisfaction,
walking Speed and
physical activity level. J
Rehabil Med 2010; 42:
117–121
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Bulley C, et al. User
experiences, preferences
and choices relating to
functional electrical
stimulation
and ankle foot orthoses
for foot-drop after
stroke. Physiotherapy
(2011),
doi:10.1016/j.physio.201
0.11.001
Wilkie KM, Shiels JE,
Bulley C, and Salisbury
LG. Functional electrical
stimulation (FES)
impacted on important
aspects of my life”—A
qualitative exploration of
chronic stroke patients’
and carers’ perceptions
of FES in the
management of dropped
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foot. Physiotherapy
Theory and Practice,
2011, Early Online, 1–9
ISSN: 0959-3985
print/15325040 online DOI:
10.3109/09593985.2011.
563775
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There is an omission of a section
on Shoulder subluxation.
Electrical Stimulation is a
recognised treatment for
shoulder subluxation and has
recently been included in
SIGN118 section 4.10:

Shoulder subluxation was not in
the original scope, and was not
identified from the first
stakeholder consultation as a
priority area where further work
was required.

“Electrical stimulation to
the supraspinatus and
deltoid muscles should
be considered as soon as
possible after stroke in
patients at risk of
developing shoulder
subluxation”
and also in the RCP National
Clinical Guideline for Stroke, 4th
edition Section 6.19.2.1:
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“Any patient who has
developed, or is
developing shoulder
subluxation should be
considered for functional
electrical stimulation of
the supraspinatus and
deltoid muscles”.
547.

SH

University
Hospital
Birmingham
NHS Trust

1

548.

SH

University
Hospital
Birmingham
NHS Trust

2

NICE
guidel
ine
draft
(Jan
2013)

Gener
al
And
5

7

[1.11.
5]

AND

29
[1.11.
5]

No dietician included in the core
multi-disciplinary team and lack
of mention of importance of
meeting nutritional needs,
particularly as there is an
emphasis on increased therapy
intensity/input at least five days a
week.
Needs more clarity here.
Who will be involved with
reviewing social care needs every
6 and 12 months? And for how
long post stroke?
Is this for all patients with stroke
or just those who are receiving
care?
If more than 900,000 in England
with stroke this is a huge
commitment to follow up at 6

Thank you for your comment.
Consensus was not reached for
inclusion of a dietician in the
MDT in the Delphi survey. The
GDG have made a further
recommendation for access to
other services including dietetics.
Thank you for your comment.
We have clarified that the review
should be undertaken at 6
months and annually thereafter.
The GDG consider this to be
standard practice.
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and 12 months.
What do they define as a
dedicated stroke rehabilitation
environment?

Agree Information to be provided
to health and social care
professionals but may not always
be appropriate to go to person
with stroke – may be more
appropriate for NOK when there
are capacity or vulnerable needs
identified.
Would this need to be SALT
attending all review clinic appt’s?
Or not discharging any patients
with communication difficulties?
For how long post stroke?

What do they mean by
standardised? No tool suggested.
Is it for each hospital to devise
their own??
Medical treatments for spasticity
are not discussed in the

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
Thank you for your comment.
This refers to an inpatient
rehabilitation service which
would be within a stroke
inpatient unit.
Thank you for your comment.
Yes, there may some
circumstances when the
information should be provided
to the family member or carer.

Thank you for your comment.
The GDG have clarified this
recommendation to state that
when persisting communication
difficulties are identified at the
patient’s review, they should be
referred back to a SALT for
further assessment.
Thank you for your comment.
Yes, it is for each hospital to
devise their own standardised
tool and the recommendation
has been revised to convey this.
Thank you for your comment.
Spasticity was felt to be too big a
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guideline, e.g. botox

No guidelines on treatment of
contracture

Developer’s Response
Please respond to each
comment
subject to include within this
guideline. The GDG agree this is
an important area and this will be
considered for inclusion when
considering updating the
guideline.
Whilst we agree this is an
important topic, it was too large
an area to cover as part of the
additional work undertaken. This
will be considered for inclusion
when the guideline is updated.
A recommendation has been
made for hand and wrist splints
to increase soft tissue length and
passive range of movement.

These stakeholders were approached but did not comment;

3M Health Care UK
Action for Advocacy
Acupuncture Association of Chartered Physiotherapists
African HIV Policy Network
Age UK
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Aintree University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Airedale NHS Trust
Alder Hey Children's NHS Foundation Trust
Allocate Software PLC
AMORE health Ltd
AMORE Studies Group
Anglia Stroke and Heart Network
Apetito Ltd
Applied Medical
Applied Medical UK Ltd
Arrhythmia Alliance
Association for Dance Movement Psychotherapy UK
Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland
Association of British Healthcare Industries
Association of British Insurers
Association of Clinical Pathologists
Association of Dance Movement Therapy UK
Bard Limited
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Barnsley Primary Care Trust
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Tissue Viability Nurses Forum
Birmingham & Brunel Consortium
Birmingham Community Healthcare Trust
Black and Ethnic Minority Diabetes Association
Black Country Cancer and Cardiac Network
Bolton Primary Care Trust
Bradford District Care Trust
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Brighton and Sussex University Hospital NHS Trust
Bristol and Avon Chinese Women's Group
Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals Ltd
British Acupuncture Council
British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy
British Association for Music Therapy
British Association of Art Therapists
British Association of Music Therapy
British Association of Neuroscience Nurses
British Association of Otorhinolaryngologists, Head and Neck Surgeons
British Association of Prosthetists & Orthotists
British Association of Social Workers
British Cardiovascular Society
British Geriatrics Society
British Heart Foundation
British Hypertension Society
British Medical Association
British Medical Journal
British National Formulary
British Nuclear Cardiology Society
British Orthopaedic Association
British Paediatric Neurology Association
British Pain Society
British Pharmaceutical Nutrition Group
British Society for Allergy & Clinical Immunology
British Society for Antimicrobial Chemotherapy
British Society of Gerodontology
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British Specialist Nutrition Association
BUPA Foundation
Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Camden Carers Centre
Camden Link
Camden Provider Services
Capsulation PPS
Capsulation PPS
Cardiac and Stroke Networks in Lancashire & Cumbria
Care Quality Commission (CQC)
Carers Trust
Central Manchester University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Cepheid Uk Ltd
Changing Faces
Chartered Physiotherapists Promoting Continence
Christie Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
City University
Clarity Informatics Ltd
College of Emergency Medicine
College of Optometrists
Coloplast Limited
Commission for Social Care Inspection
Community District Nurses Association
Connect - the communication disability network
County Durham Primary Care Trust
Coventry and Warwickshire Cardiac Network
Covidien Ltd.
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Croydon Health Services NHS Trust
Cumberland Infirmary
Cumbria and Lancashire Cardiac and Stroke Network
D.M.Orthotics Ltd
Daiichi Sankyo UK
Deltex Medical
Department for Communities and Local Government
Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety - Northern Ireland
Dermal Laboratories
DH Advisory Committee on Antimicrobial Resistance and Healthcare Associated Infection
Dieticians in obesity management
Different Strokes
Dorset Primary Care Trust
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
East and North Hertfordshire NHS Trust
East Cheshire NHS Trust
East Sussex County Council
Empowerment Matters
English Community Care Association
Equalities National Council
Essex Cardiac & Stroke Network
Essex County Council
Expert Patients Programme CIC
Faculty of Occupational Medicine
Faculty of Sport and Exercise Medicine
Fighting Strokes
Flynn Pharma
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Fresenius Kabi Ltd
George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust
GlaxoSmithKline
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Gloucestershire LINk
Great Western Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Greater Manchester Neurosciences Network
Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
Hammersmith and Fulham Primary Care Trust
Hampshire Partnership NHS Trust
Harrow Local Involvement Network
HD Clinical Limited
Health Foundation
Health Protection Agency
Health Quality Improvement Partnership
Healthcare Improvement Scotland
Healthcare Infection Society
Heart Care Partnership
Hindu Council UK
Hockley Medical Practice
Hull City Council
Humber NHS Foundation Trust
Huntleigh Healthcare Ltd
ICU Steps
Independent Healthcare Advisory Services
Inditherm Medical
InfraRed Integrated Systems Ltd
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Integrity Care Services Ltd.
International Neuromodulation Society
Isle of Wight NHS Primary Care Trust
ISPO UK NMS
Johnson & Johnson Medical Ltd
Keele University
Knowsley Primary Care Trust
Lambeth Community Health
Lancashire Care NHS Foundation Trust
Leeds Community Healthcare NHS Trust
Leeds Primary Care Trust (aka NHS Leeds)
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust
Leicester Royal Infirmary
Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust
Limbless Association
Livability Icanho
Liverpool Community Health
Liverpool PCT Provider Services
Liverpool Primary Care Trust
Lothian University Hospitals Trust
Lundbeck UK
Luton and Dunstable Hospital NHS Trust
Macmillan Cancer Support
Manchester Metropolitan University
Maquet UK Ltd
Mary Clifton consulting ltd
MBB Connections Healthcare
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Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
Medicines Company, The
Medtronic
Merck Sharp & Dohme UK Ltd
Mersey Care NHS Trust
Ministry of Defence
Molnlycke Health Care Ltd
National Clinical Guideline Centre
National Collaborating Centre for Cancer
National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health
National Collaborating Centre for Women's and Children's Health
National Council for Palliative Care
National Housing Federation
National Institute for Health Research Health Technology Assessment Programme
National Institute for Health Research
National Kidney Federation
National Patient Safety Agency
National Perinatal Epidemiology Unit
National Public Health Service for Wales
National Treatment Agency for Substance Misuse
Nester Healthcare Group Plc
Neuromodulation Society of UK & Ireland
NHS Bournemouth and Poole
NHS Clinical Knowledge Summaries
NHS Commissioning Board
NHS Connecting for Health
NHS County Durham and Darlington
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NHS Devon
NHS Direct
NHS Halton CCG
NHS Hampshire
NHS Improvement
NHS Manchester
NHS Plus
NHS Sheffield
NHS South Birmingham
NHS Warwickshire Primary Care Trust
NHS Worcestershire
NOrF
Norfolk and Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust
North and East London Commissioning Support Unit
NORTH EAST LONDON FOUNDATION TRUST
North East Yorkshire and Northern Lincolnshire Cardiac & Stroke Network
North of England Cardiovascular Network
North Trent Network of Cardiac Care
North West London Hospitals NHS Trust
Northern Devon Healthcare NHS Trust
Northern Ireland Chest Heart and Stroke
Northern Ireland Chest, Heart & Stroke
Northumberland, Tyne & Wear NHS Trust
Nottingham City Council,
Nutricia Clinical Care
Nutrition and Dietetics
OPED UK Ltd
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Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust
Papworth Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition Group
Patient Assembly
Patients Watchdog
Peacocks Medical Group
Peninsula Heart & Stroke Network
PERIGON Healthcare Ltd
Pfizer
Pharmametrics GmbH
Philips Healthcare
Pilgrim Projects
POhWER
Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust
Primary Care Cardiovascular Society
Progressive Supranuclear Palsy Association
PromoCon
Public Health Agency
Public Health Wales NHS Trust
Randox Laboratories Limited
ReNeuron Limited
RioMed Ltd.
Rochdale and District Disability Action Group
Roche Diagnostics
Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust
Royal Brompton Hospital & Harefield NHS Trust
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Royal College of Anaesthetists
Royal College of General Practitioners
Royal College of General Practitioners in Wales
Royal College of Midwives
Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, Gastroenetrology, Hepatology and Nutrition
Royal College of Pathologists
Royal College of Psychiatrists
Royal College of Radiologists
Royal College of Surgeons of England
Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust
Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospitals NHS Trust
Royal National Institute of Blind People
Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital NHS Trust
Royal Pharmaceutical Society
Royal Society of Medicine
Salford Primary Care Trust
Salisbury NHS Foundation Trust
Sanctuary Care
Sandwell Primary Care Trust
Sanofi
Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network
Sensory Integration Network
Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Shropshire and Staffordshire Cardiac Network
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Sickle Cell Society
Sky Medical Technology Ltd
SNDRi
Social Care Association
Social Exclusion Task Force
Society and College of Radiographers
Society for Cardiological Science and Technology
Society of British Neurological Surgeons
Society of Chiropodists & Podiatrists
Solent NHS Trust
South Asian Health Foundation
South Central Cardiovascular Network
South London & Maudsley NHS Trust
South London Cardiac and Stroke Network
South London Cardiovascular and Stroke Network
South of Tyne & Wear PCT
South Staffordshire Primary Care Trust
South Tees Hospitals NHS Trust
South Tyneside NHS Foundation Trust
South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
Southampton City Primary Care Trust
Southport and Ormskirk Hospital NHS Trust
Speakability
Spinal Injuries Association
St Mary's Hospital
Surrey Heart & Stroke Network
Talking Mats research and development center
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Talley Group Ltd
Tenscare Ltd
Teva UK
The British In Vitro Diagnostics Association
The Childhood Cancer Parents Alliance
The Children's Trust
The College of Social Work
The National LGB&T Partnership
The Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust
The University of Glamorgan
Total Wellbeing
Trulife
UK Acquired Brain Injury Forum
UK Clinical Pharmacy Association
University College London Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
University Hospital Aintree
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust
University of Nottingham
University of Salford
University of Southampton
Vifor Pharma UK Ltd
Vygon
Walsall Local Involvement Network
WELSH ASSOCIATION OF STROKE PHYSICIANS
Welsh Government
Welsh Scientific Advisory Committee
Welsh Stroke Alliance
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West Hertfordshire Hospital Trust
West Midlands Stroke Research Network
West Yorkshire Cardiac Network
Western Cheshire Primary Care Trust
Western Health and Social Care Trust
Westminster Local Involvement Network
Wirral University Teaching Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Worcestershire Acute Hospitals Trust
Worcestershire LINk
Wye Valley NHS Trust
York Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
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